only to indulge iu the use of intoxicating
liquors but also to frequent places where
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The great express comthese are sold.
panies demand careful statements regarding the use of liquor before employing a
Insurance companies expect that a
man.
man, otherwise healthy, who is addicted to
the use of beer “will have his life shortened
from 40 to 60 per cent,” and act accordingly.
Yet we hear it said that the suppression of
the saloon w ill “injure business.’’ Has the
business of the State suffered under the
new order?
Railroad traffic is a fair index
to business.
In a letter to the writer dated
Nov. 7, 1905. Col. F. E. Boothby of the
Maine Central Railroad said : "The season
of l!i05 was the most prosperous in the history of the road. Whatever has taken place
does not seem to have detrimentally affected travel.” Under dates of Nov. 8th. Dr.
J. F. Haley of Portland wrote that “summer business at the hotels and summer
resorts about Portland and Casco Bay was
most excellent.
People did not stay away
or go elsewhere because the ‘Sturgis Bill’
neuled the sheriff of Cumberland county,
and put him in a position where he eitherhad to enforce the law or see others do it.”
Dr Haley also mentions tlie ease of a
prominent man well known in the state
who refused a lucrat.ro position in New
Yuik city, and declared that he “could not
be hired with money to bring up his boys
exposed to the temptations of New York,
when Portland was so practically free from
them, due to the enforcement of the prohibitory law.” At least one family recently came to Belfast for a similar reason, and
doubtless others are reads to follow. The
expulsion of the saloon will mean the greatest boon that business ever bad.
“Who gets the cash?” enquires the Portland Express, and proceeds to quote State i
Senator lieu. W. ileselton as follows. “Ill
my practice of law I hare examined the
statement of liabilities of a great many
bankrupts, I would not undertake to say
how many, but the number is very large. I
have never yet found a saloon keeper w ho
was a creditor. The losses from bankruptcy
fall upon the dealers in legitimate lines of
dry goods, groceries, etc. This is not because the
bankrupt has not been in the
habit of patronizing the saloons. In a very
large majority of eases it is the patronage
of the saloon that leads to bankruptcy, but
it is always cash trade at those place-. The
man who does not
pay his grocery bill, his
rent, his board, his regular bills for the
necessities of life, goes regularly to the
saloon and pays the cash which should go
into tlie regular channels of trade.
And
yet,” continued the senator, “there are
men who contend that closing the saloon
hurts business.”
One Saturday night a
Massachusetts firm placed in the hand- of
its workmen 700 marked teii-doilar biiis.
By the following Tuesday 400 of these bills
were deposited in banks by saloon keepers.
The worst enemy labor has is the saloon.
If rum is so necessary to prosperity why
do not the rumsellers advertise—in the Bangor Daily Commercial for instance—just
what their goods are and will do? Dealers
in dry goods set forth at length and in detail the merits of their wares, why not the
liquor dealer ? Why does he not say that
his product will drive little children out of
home to seek shelter in noisome sheds and
stables ; that it will clothe a man with rag-,
murder tender and innocent women and
steal the shoe.- from baby’s feet? Why not?
Because the rumseller knows that intelligent people know that rum is au economic
curse and can never be anything else.

Large Attendance
Sunday Evening.

Baptist and Methodist churches of
city joined in a public meeting last
lay evening in the interests of good
iiship and morality, at the First Hapchurch. The meeting was very largely
vied, some driving in from the country
om adjoining towns.
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J. W. Hatch of the Methodist church
brief, pointed address on Liquor
Law in Belfast. He said that for more
fifty years we have had the prohibiaw, but at no time vigorous and iuiy enforced
throughout the entiie
Then he quoted from the inaugural
"v
of Gov. John F. Hill in i‘*oi, in
.1 Hie governor gave a most vivid w«>rd
;e of ihe curse of the liquor traffic and
editions in our State before the pas'i the Maine law, and of the great
,t> th** law has brought to the State,
poorly enforced, especially in the
centers.
Mr. Hatch said that the
al and sane methods now employed
temperance people secured the most
co-operation of the best elements of
everywhere. The issue is order vs.
.-ness,
lie said, “we are here to look
tiler in the face and to congratulate
ves that the four prominent rumselBelfast and Waldo county are in
here they ought to have been long
1 doubt it any event in Waldo county
•v:i the cause of such general, hearty
de spread rejoicing."
: referring to our good| fortune as a
n having a chief executive of such
greatness as Theodore Kooseveit, he
“We are fortunate in Hon. Wm. T.
chief executive of our State, who
>
juarely on the party platform,
good campaign pledges; and against
political honor and official integrity
•iiemies
can
sustain
no
charges:
ate in
Sheriff Farleton, a man of
convictions and courage; fortunate
inty Attorney Foster, who intends to
ght; fortunate in Judge R. V\. Rogers
Police Court, a man who^properly
justice ami mercy; fortunate in the
al staff's of our county papers. A
•Kent judge recently said in a letter
.referring to The Republican Journal:
man
has done more for the enuient of the law than Mr. Pilsbury.”
ire fortunate in our press reports and
.! main good citizens, who should not
a few bad citizens to color and give
to our city and soil its name abroad.
Hatch said that the report that in a
day after the saloons were closed in
city $175 was paid for liquors by exwas wholly false; that the largest exiiquor business in any month for the
>vis when liquor was being freely sold
e three hotels, and then it was only
: $150, or practically $:> per day.
He
•i with this incident. A Belfast market
was forced to place a meat bill with an
The man was sued
ney for collection.
his wages trusteed. The officer who
-d the papers advised the creditor to go
ave a talk with the attorney who
ght suit. He did so. He plead with
ittorney and told him his children were
ut shoes and were in other ways needy
Lathis family would suffer greatly if
li nings then due him were taken from
From sympathy the attorney “let him
:. the
promise that he pay $2 each pay
.util the bilk1 should be settled.
The
man with the needy family got his pay
•■"k tali t<> a leading hotel rum shop
city and came away without any of
lie meat man, the shoe dealer, the fam•i not get it.
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There are 29 granges in Waldo county,
Deputy W ebb having recently organized one m Palermo, and they have had a
prosperous year.

of the storm last week Union
Harvest Grange, Centre Montville, did not
vidt Georges Kiver Grange as intended, but
will go this week, Wednesday if pleasant.

HIM

On account

abstract of the address of
S. Philbrook: John Bright lias de
agitation as the marshaling of the
ence of a nation for the execution of
vii laws.
When they remonstrated
'i. John Kitchie because he went up
wn thecountry resorting to agitation
•Teethe churches, lie replied: “What
•■‘.'as ever done in the world without
We cannot even make butte:
a
it it!”
Rut, if they can help themsaloon
the
',
keeper and ins crowd will
none of it. The> look with favor upon
minister of the go>p#»l and that public
i: to whi-m they can say “Ry thee we
_reat quietness, which we accept almost noble sir, with all thaukfulWlien some champion of law and or1 righteousness does have the temerift hand or voice against them, the
action cry out, as did certain parties
i. “What have we to do with thee?”
add, “are we not prominent citizens
^aceable men?” One of these “promicitizens,” now being housed and
«^d at public expense, said to a Belfast
man, “I am a peaceable man; I was
Known to harm anyone.”
hat have we do with thee?” In other
i". “what
is there between us and
Answer: one hundred thousand
n
this fair land suspended yearly
the hopper of death, who must he
■i to powder and die drunkards’
!
if the saloon is to be maintained at
resent status.
Line them up one in
of another, allowing just twenty-four
ns to each man, and the column will
•id from Belfast to Thomaston—and a
proportion of them will reach Thom•>r a similar place.
And this is the
"f a single year. Our civil war was a
economic curse, but more men have
killed by liquor in this country during
ist four years than were killed by bulluring the four years of the civil war.
productive industry is robbed of a
But
army of laborers every year.
not the chief grievance which proon has against rum.
The labor of a
ti larger number is either impaired or
•■yed or diverted into non-produetiye
injurious channels. The traffic itself
res the employment
in the United
> of over 40,000 distillers and a
quarter
million dealers; and is responsible for
any more criminals, 50,000 tramps, and
tuy more paupers, and a large percentof the 150,000 insane in the United
“S.
It is well within the bounds of
to say that this country is deprived
Billy of the productive energy of 500,000
an

Comet Grange, Swanville, held no meetiiu: last Saturday night because of the
death of a member, and for the same reason
few accepted the invitation to visit- Seaside
Grange, Belfast.
A prominent member of the grange says
Maine is likely to be represented by
less than 10<> leading patrons at the
meeting of the National grange in Atlantic
l ity next month.

that
not

Sebasticook Grange, Burnham, gave a
pie sociable at Grange 11 ai:, Tuesday evening, Oct. 3lst, which was largely attended
and liberally patronized. As soon as all of
the pies were disposed of and carefully laid
away, Mrs. McAlister announced that she
would sell a large, line cake at rive cents a
guess, the proceeds to be given to ttie
Win. II.
Kimball was
Mrs.
Grange.
awarded the cake, having guessed the exact weight, which was live pounds and
fourteen ounces.
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, met
to celebrate its 31st anniversary Saturday,
Nov. nth, and at the dinner a goodly
number of patrons sat down to the well
laden tables. The afternoon session was
called to order by the worthy master and
after music by the choir a very fine anniversary paper was read by Mrs. Clara B.
Crosby. Then came a lecture by L. C.
Bateman of Auburn ; subject, “My Travels
in the West.” Thanks are due Brother E.
A. Ware for his gift of a range for the
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is this havoc which liquor plays
labor the whole of the score which the
and industrious citizen has against
H -r-aloon.
There must be added that iin'(•
3
amount of capital and material
•li is either perverted or worse than
royed by this agency. The saloons of
•onntry, if placed side by side, would
b
Aecorda block 1,500 miles in length.
'■■ internal revenue
reports for the year
there were 2881 distilleries in the
■y with a capital of $203,477,400. The
met in spirituous liquor for that year
1“:,
nearly ninety million gallons, requirthe consumption of about seventy-four
This grain if
on bushels of grain.
ud and baked would have produced
7.000 tons of bread, or enough to feed
million people during the entire year,
-unied in the form of intoxicating
ja
ir, this vast store was not only lost but
■eel the expenditure of nearly one bunmillion dollars upon courts, jails,
home and asylums.
The total loss in
ductive power caused
by the rum
e
has been estimated at from eight to
At eight per cent it would
'> per cent.
int to something like five hundred mildollars.
The New York Tribune is
iiority for the statement that this
.try pays more for liquor than for every
tion of government.
Official reports
h1 several r ears ago gave the nation’s
■irly drink bill as $1,080,000,000. The
liristian Century” is probably correct in
ng that “Christian America spends
■•arly $1,200,000,000 for liquor, or $85 to
This money in the form of
ry family.”
in lard silver dollars would make a pile
'hi miles
What a monument to
high.
ned hopes, darkeued homes and wasted
’•es! For this immense aggregate of lab"r, capital and material is worse than a
!“sd weight upon the nation ; it is a weight
death—death and putrefaction for grain
d men!
Hum mixes with business about the way
ie mixes with oil.
Rum and business
me together after the fashion of the meet■g of the
hawk and the chicken—rum
"presenting the hawk. The ruinous result
Hinnot escape the unprejudiced eye. Rus;'H disasters in Manchuria and ou the sea
lapau point a lesson as regards the solder’s business. The great railroad coinI'anies are forbidding their employees not

the granges.

state
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room.

HELLO! HELLO!!
Tile

Telephone

service

is

(trowing.

meeting of the Liberty ami Belfast
Telephone Co. held in Liberty Nov. tj the
treasurer reported a surplus of $587 and a
At

a

dividend of 25 per cent was declared. The
following officers were elected. President,
Dr. T. N. Pearson of Morrill; vice president, Volney Thompson of Montville;
secretary, Arthur Ritchie, Esq., of Relfast;
treasurer, D. N. McFarland of Montville;
manager, J. F. Vickery of Morrill; directors;
J. C. Carey, E. A. Sproul, .1. F. Vickery, C.
T. Randall, Kbeu Cobb. The company was
organized as a telegraph company in 1887
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and built and operated a line from Belfast
In 11)01 it was converted into a
to Liberty.
telephone line, with stations at Liberty and
North Searsmont, and was rented for about
two years to the New England Telephone
A Telegraph Co. The owners then resumed control and extended the line to Searsinont Center, Montville, Morrill, South
Montville and Waldo, and will soon install
a new central office at F. W. Barlow’s residence in West Searsmont.
The New England Telephone and Tele-

company recently completed two
“farmers' lines," one to Belmont, the other
to Poor’s Mills, the latter operating about
25 instruments.
They will soon begin the
construction of a line to Kidder’s Point,
j Searsport, and are endeavoring to get
enuugh subscribers to warrant keeping the
Searsport office open all night. They will
I no doubt succeed, as the use of the telephone is growing, and it will soon be regarded as a necessity in every business
place and household.

graph

j

SANDYPOINT.
Mrs. Nathaniel Partridge was in Winterport last week, the guest of Mrs. Clifton
Coggins....Mr. Morris Patterson of New
York arrived last week for a few days
The writer recentvisit with his family
ly received from Mr. W. F. Black of St.
Paul views of the N. M. S. R. R. and other
photographs taken the past season during
his visit at Sandypoint and returns thanks
for the same through the columns of The
Journal.... Wild strawberry blossoms were
picked here Nov. 8th....Capt. J. P. Stowers
and wife have gone to Jacksonville, Fla.,
for a few mouths stay. They will stop in
Boston and New York a few days on their
for
way_Mrs. Annie Goffe left Saturdav
a visit in New Hampshire.... Mrs. Julia
Littlefield of Brewer is visiting here....
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Davis, who have been
cooking for Vamum Jr Gilltillin at their
boarding house, have returned to their
home in Vermont.Mrs. Stephen Smith
has been ill with the grip—Capt. B. r.
Rice has closed his house and gone to Massachusetts for the winter.
—

THE NEWS OF BELFAST.
The iron bridge to replace the wooden
one at Gurney’s was received by rail last
week.
The Ladies’ Aid Society of Xorthport will
bold a supper at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
C. 0. Dickey Friday evening, Xov. 17th.
The ladies of the Methodist church will
give a fair and entertainment in Memorial
Hall, Wednesday afternoon and evening,
Dec. 13th.
All the members of Thomas II. Marshal)

Circle, Xo. 8, are requested to meet next
Tuesday afternoon, at 2 o’clock sharp, to
transact special business.
Kev. J. W. Hatch will give a stereopticon
lecture on Patriarchs, Kings and prophets
in the Methodist church next Sunday evening at 7.13. Free.
Orbeton and

Crawford of West Rockout oak piling for

port have been getting

the wharf at Stockton Springs.
the piles were 70 feet long.
\\

Some of

have received from the publishers,
William Ware & Co., Boston, The Old
Farmers Almanac for 1906. This is number
114

e

of this standard

publication.

Policemen Frisbee and Nickerson returned Tuesday from their hunting trip, but
brought no game. They saw many deer
but were not able to get a shot at one.
The L. T. L. will meet with Mrs. Win.
Decrow, 14 Bay View street, Monday afterAll memnoon, Nov. 20th, alter school.
bers are cordially invited to be present.
The Improvement Society will meet with
Mrs. F. W. Pote, Church street, Monday,
Nov. 20th at 2.30 p. m. Members are requested to attend as important matters are
to be presented.
The snow plow is ready for business, and
stacked near it at the station are hundreds
of Christmas trees awaiting shipment to
New York. Monday the work of loading
them on cars was begun.
James F. Noyes left at this office Monday
apples picked in October, 1904, which

some

remarkably well preserved. They
in the bottom of a barrel in the cellar
under others which had rotted.
were
were

The Thimble Club was very pleasantly
entertained last Tuesday evening at the
home of Mrs. Howard L. Whitten, Miller
An impromptu musieale was much
street.
enjoyed, and the evening passed as quickly
as

Tuesday evenings have

a

habit of doing.

Menander Dennett, the celebrated humorist and impersonator, will entertain our

people at the Opera House Saturday evening, Nov. 25th. Mr. Dennett will introduce
tlie choicest and most wholesome humor
from our great authors and recite several
sentimental gems from Will Carleton and
others.

Among the arrivals of game reported at
Bangor last week .were the following: W.
S. Murcli of Unity and L. F. Cunningham
of Thorndike, one deer each; Tony Grace,
Belfast, one deer; W. s. Morse and 11. p.
Farrow, Belmont, one deer each. Monday
v. Gerald and Guy Nason uf Burnham arrive! with

one

deer each.

Montana Harry will arrive here next
week and will have a displaj of Indian
relics and curio cities at the store in Johnson's block next to the drug store of W. O.
Poor A Sou. He was for thirty years a
government scout, and is au expert with
the lariat and a dashing rider. While here
he will give exhibitions of his skill.
The Girls’ Home recently received from
Mr. and Mrs. Ross I.. Stevens of Portland
several handsome pieces of furniture for
the schoolroom, consisting of a desk wholly
litted, a large study table and six chairs.
They are in oak and were manufactured
expressly for the Home. The gift is in
memory ot little Mabel Hooper Stevens.
The members of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will meet Monday afternoon, November 20th, with Miss A. L. McDowell, No. 4n
Northport Avenue. The lesson will be
chapter six of Italian Cities and from
“Studies of the Poetry of ltaiy,1’ page 184
to 191; topic from the Chautauquan Magazine, “Modern Indian Idealists;” roll-call,
favorite quotations.
Hon. C. 0. Poor received yesterday from
Dr. J. C. White, 259 Marlboro street, Boston, a check for $100 as a contribution to
the Waldo County Hospital. Dr. \\ bite is
a son of the late James P. White, and it will
be pleasing to many to know that he still
retains au interest in his native city and lias
given a helping baud to one of its worthy
institutions.
Mrs. E. L. Brackett, secretary of the The
Children's Aid Society, returned Saturday
from York county, where she again placed
a little girl in an excellent family for
adoption. Friday, Nov. 10th, Mrs. Brackett
spoke by invitation before The Educational and Industrial Union of Saco in behalf
of tlie Home and spent several days in that
vicinity in work for the society.
Monday evening’s snow coated the sidewalks sufficiently to bring delight to the
hearts of the children, and sleds were in
evidence on on the hills Tuesday and Wednesday. The foot passengers lied precipitously to cross walks or the gutter, at the
warning cry of “road” rather than risk life
and limb in an attempt to stand up for
small
their rights, but the
fry were
happy, and nobody minded much.
List of unclaimed letters remaining in
the Belfast post office for the week ending
Nov. ll: Ladies—Lottie II. Davis, Lizzie
Murray, Mrs. E. B. Nash, Miss Mattie PhilGentlemen—
brick, Jennet A. Rawson.
W. C. Bowdoin, Gardner Gates, E. A.
Greenwood, Hopkins Jr White, Bert MeLease, W. Sherman, Daniel Shute, Jr.,
Daniel Shute, Daniel F. Shute, X. M.

Staples.

^
Frank Woods has
North Belfast.
bought the corner lot of C. W. Ayer, where
the store of Stanley Gurney formerly stood.
He has filled the cellar and is making
plans to erect a building for a store....
Frank D. Mitchell, a former resident, but
now of New Mexico, who is engaged in orcharding, sent his sister, Mrs. W. S. Hatch,
a bushel of handsome apples raised on his
farm. He had a large crop this year and

shipped

two or

three

car

loads to New

York_The recent rains have filled the
pond so that Fred Holmes is able to run Ilia
mill to its full capacity. Frank Russ,
who has been at home ill, has recovered
and returned to his work in Massachusetts..
Grace Roberts arrived home Saturday from
Jackson village, where she taught the fall
of school_Hatch Bros, are at work
contract to furnish 2,000 barrels to
Gloucester parties.Robert Russ and
family have moved to the city for the winter_The Christian Endeavor Society has
J.
Rev.
W.
with
been reorganized,
term
on a

Vaughan president.

"Sunbonnets.” The ladies of the Universalist society will present the two act
farce “Sunbonnets” in the Opera House on
the evening of November 28th, with the fol-

OB

ARY.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Phineas G. Warren, who died at his home
The
Weymouth building is entirelylowing cast:
in North Searsport, Nov. 2nd, aged 82
years boarded iu and work on it rushing.
Mrs. Hiram Butterfield,
and 5 months, was born in Freedom, the son
Mr. H. L. Hopkins went to Bangor FriMrs. George A. Leavitt of
Phineas and Lucy Tibbetts Warren, one day on business,
Charlma Butterfield, her daughter,
returning Saturday.
Miss M. Helen Bird of twelve children. Three sisters survive
Mr. Lang moved from the Treat house to
„
Mrs. Du Bois, a summer boarder,
him—Harriet Longfellow of Benton, Me., the Clarke place on west Main street last
Mrs. Webber
Mary Hawes of Augusta and Lucy Ellen week.
Mildred Du Bois, her daughter,
He came to Searsport
Miss Louise Dennett Clark of Unity.
The cellar for Mr. A. M. Ames house is
Miss Typhena Sanford, the
when a young man, and Jan. 23, 1847, he being stoned up and the building materials
postmistress,
Mrs.
0.
hauled.
S.
,,
...
Vickery married Marian Mardeu, who died, Nov. 19,
Mrs. Phelan, member of the Woman’s
Aid,
The Ladies' Aid Society meets this,
Miss Elisabeth Kelley 1852, leaving one daughter, Mrs. Damon,
Mrs. Martin,
of
who now lives in Tacoma, Washington. Nov. Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. Albert C.
the
Woman’s
Aid,
secretary
Colcord.
Miss Isaphene Patterson
29, 1853, he married Vienna Conant and they
Mr. Edgar Colcord's house is going forMembers of the Ladies’ Benevolent Society:
had seven children—Paulina, who lives in
ward rapidly. It has a fine location with
Mrs. Crammou, the minister’s wife,
in Pasadena, Calif., beautiful views each way.
North-Haven,
Laura,
Miss Bertha I. Bird
Sirs. Tibbetts,
Miss Melvena Parker Franeenra in Los Angeles, Calif., Alice in
Miss Emma May Hichborn of Searsport
Mrs. Pendleton,
Miss Lou Mason Chelmsford, Mass., Caro, who died in
1880, is spending a week with her grandmother,
Mrs. Spring, the secretary,
Mrs. Robert Hichborn.
Elmer E., who lives in Chelmsford,
Mass.,
Miss Millicent Pierce
and Vienna, who lives in Belfast. She died
Miss Edith Grillin is clerking for Mr. ,1.
Nf.w Advertisements.
11. J. Locke Jan.
8, 1870, and in Nov, 1872, he married G. Lambert and will continue to do so
the holiday season.
& Sou’s jewelry store is now resplendent
through
Diana Smart, who survives him and who
with its new show cases, electric lights,
Miss Frances Cleaves is displaying new
cared fur him until the last. His
son, El- goods in tlm
and the tine display of holiday goods. Call
fancy Hue—buckles, stick pins,
mer E., was also with him
during his last hat pins, shirt waist pins, etc.
and see them....As usual A. 1). Chase &
illness. He was an honest man and a
good
G. Lambert returned Friday from a
Son have an attractive looking advertiseneighbor and had the respect of all who business trip to Boston for fall
and winter
ment and it contains bargains that cannot
knew him.
The funeral services were held dry goods. Those in need should call on
fail to attract buyers—Fred A. Johnson,
him.
at his late residence Nov.
5th, Rev. T. P.
in addition to bargains in other lines, has
1\ iiliams of Searsport officiating, and the
Many people are coming and going these
art embroidery for the holidays in a gr-at
interment was in Mt. Olivet cemetery. His days, from thirty-five to fifty being registered at the Libby House each day last
variety of patterns and styles.G.rls children in
attendance were Elmer E. War- week.
wanted by the Foster Estabrooks Company.
ren of f helmsford,
Mrs. Daniel DunMass.,
The steamer Rockland makes regular
Agents wanted to sell condensed eggs. can of North
Haven, Mrs. D. F. Stephenson landings at Cape Jellison pier daily on her
Eyes examined free by J. Franklin of Belfast and
Mrs. Alice Sweet of Chelms- route down from Bucksport to Camden and
Harris, Doctor of Optics—Book binding ford.
return.
and repairing, and magazines bound by
Miss Evelyn L. Colcord is taking a course
John S. Fernald, 26 Miller street_To let,
Charles Gordon Tyler, an old resident of of lessons in
millinery in Bangor. She
upper story of building on High street oc- Frankfort, died in Sharon, Conn., at the came home Saturday to remain over Suncupied by C. G. Dickey & Co....See notice summer home of his sister, Mrs. Robert day, returning Monday morning.
of Belfast Savings Bank book lost... One Treat, on the 8th of November. In early
Mrs. Carleton and little daughter, who
or two furnished rooms suitable for light
life he followed the sea, but of late years have been spending a few days with Mr.
Carleton at Mrs. Gardner’s, returned to
housekeeping to let. Enquire at this oftice. had bpen associated with ids nephew, their home in Woolwich Monday.
A. A. Howes & Co. have everything for Chanes 11. Roberts, in the
building busiE. M. Lancaster was taken quite suddenly
Thanksgiving, and lots of it.Carle & ness at Flushing, N. V. Mr. Tyler was a and seriously ill last week from overwork
Jones are not closing their ladies’ eloaks, man of most genial spirit and won for him- and nervous exhaustion.
We understand
but are receiving new goods by every ex- self a multitude of friends wherever he he is improving at the time of writing.
Work on the hotel is going steadily on.
press. Children’s cloaks at any price above lived. There are few men who passed so
cost.
Additional basement bargains. quiet a life as he did who are so generally A new brick wall has been placed under
the eastern and southern ends and new
Lost, a pair of glasses—The quick cash mourned. He was always ready with a window and door frames put in place.
raising sale of clothing for men and boys is kind word and a helping baud for every
Owing to the storm Nov. 8th the Current
still on at Clark’s corner, next door to one.
Events Club did not hold its session, but
Phenix House. Read Swift & Paul’s
postponed it to Wednesday of this week,
Milton Whittemore Daniels, son of Mr. when it met with Mrs Alice and Miss Alice
Thanksgiving proclamation.Annual
and Mrs. Henry C. Daniels of Newton, Hichborn.
Thanksgiving sale of linens at James H.
died fcov. 7th after an illness of onlyMr. W. L. Creamer made a business trip
Howes, Odd Fellows block....W. A. Clark, Mass.,
three days of diphtheria, aged 11 years and to Bangor last Saturday. He is engaging
Clarks Corner, advertises the Gold Bond $2
in
the real estate business in addition to bis
8 months.
He was a kind, affectionate lithats and complete lines of furs for ladies
dry goods business and will fit uy> an office
tle fellow, loved by all who knew him, and on
the second floor of his store building for
and gentlemen—See notice concerning
the bereaved parents and other relatives use in this new direction.
baud colored platinum photographs for the
have the sympathy- of a host of friends.
The first liner arrived at the Cape Jelliholiday trade.
We are unable to publish a fuller obitu- son pier Nov. 8th. Though about 1,000 tons
nns
iM’iniA
o -ii ns. .lliAMi.
ary. The deceased was a nephew of Miss capacity she occupies but a small space
beside the big wharf.
It illustrates the
social event of great importance in secret Fannie I. Hopkins,
formerly- of this city size of the structure pretty well. She is
society circles took place last Tuesday and of Orman Hopkins.
the steamer Foxhall of the American Shipevening when Aurora Rebekah Lodge gave
ping Co.’s ileet and she came here from
New York. She will take freight for Bosa reception to Mrs. Annie K. Adams, PresiTHE CHURCHES.
ton and New York, and will take on a train
dent of the State Rebekah Assembly. Repload of potatoes as one item.
resentatives were present from the lodges
At the U nitarian church next Sunday
Mr. Harry Yerrill and Miss Annie Moulin Union, Camden and Rockland. A tine morning, preaching service at 10:45; serto
the visitors at G.15, mon by the pastor, Rev. Ilan y Lutz. Sun- ton, youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
supper was served
Henry Moulton, were married in Bangor
after which the ushers, Mrs. Jessie Pattee, i day school at 12 o’clock. All are welcome.
Nov. 8th. They left by boat in the morning,
Miss lielle Greenlaw, Miss Bertha 1. Bird,
returning at night. They went immediateThere will be meetings in the Missio11 ly to
housekeeping on the lower tioor of
Mrs. Lena Coombs, Mrs. Alvrah Southj
59
SunMrs. Amelia West's house, formerly the
street,
High
every Saturday,
hall,
worth, Misses Annie M. Blodgett, L. Grace
Devereaux
house, on Church street, Mrs.
and
at
and
Wednesday evening
day
7.30,
Chadwick and Florence Clough, formed the
\Ve>t and her daughter occupying the secBible study Sunday at 2 p. ill. All are wel- ond door.
are extended to
Congratulations
receiving line and presented those present
come.
the young couple, with the best of wishes.
to the guests of honor. In the line were
Religious services will be held in the
Mrs. Annie K. Adams of Belfast, President
The bank above the terminal pier is to be
of the Assembly; Mr. Leon 8. Merrill of chapel at East Northport, November 19th leveled for a long distance back, necessitatthe removal of 27.000 cubic yards of
Solon, Grand Representative; Xlrs. Nellie as follows: at 10.30 a. m., sermon by the ing
Rev. G. G. Winslow; at 11.30a. m., earth. Ibis will he dumped into the shalStevens of Westbrook, Vice
low water between the shore inside^>f a
President;] pastor,
XIr. Charles 11. Morrill of Newport, Dep- Sunday school. At 2 p. m. services will be second pier which forms a bulk head, tilling it entirely in on a level with the pier.
Xlrs. Maude Emery held in the Wood schoolhouse.
uty Grand Jlaster;
a change in the appearIt will make
Sermon at the Methodist church by the ance of thatquite
of North Anson, Warden; Xlr. James R.
portion <>f the cape. Two
Townsend of Augusta, Grand Warden; pastor next Sunday at 10.45 a. in.; Bible steam shovels will be used in the moving of
Xliss Grace E. Walton of Belfast, Sec- school at noon; Junior league at 3 p. m.; this tremendous amount of dirt.
the Assembly; Mr. Russell with special program; stereoptieon lecture
retary of
Mrs F. F. Staples has been having some
j
G. Dyer of Portland, Grand Secretary : on Patriarchs, Kings and Prophets from improvements made oil the front of the
store
of the Grand Lodge; Xlr. Reuel Robinson of Abraham to Moses at 7.15 p. m., free to all.
occupied by Mr. W'. I.. Creamer. The
windows on the lower floor, front, have
Camden, P. G. XL ; Xlrs. Bertha C. Keene of Public invited.
been lengthened at the bottom, newly glazed
Belfast, Marshal; Xlrs. Lena Burkett of
The Congregational Club held its annual with two pane lights, and display cases
made at each window, inside, so that when
Union, I. G.; Mr. Samuel Adams of Bel- “ladies’ night” last
evening. After the completed and draped they will make tine
fast, 1‘. G. M. During the reception Keyes> banquet the ladies arrived and
spent a show windows. New light wood doors have
orchestra furnished music. As it was the
front newly
very pleasant evening listening to an ex- been added and the entire
sashed and glazed, adding much to the apregular night for meeting, the lodge was tremely interesting talk by Dr.
George M. pearance of the store.
called to order as usual, and remarks were
Shorkley, surgeon of the Fiala-Zeigler exA new portable steam mill is in operation
made by many of the visitors. Between
pedition to the far north, a fuller report of at the smaller,
second part of the Cape
the speeches vocal solos, which were great- which will
appear next week.
.lellison wharf, sawing up the short piling
ly enjoyed, were given by Xlrs. Ralph 11.
The purling of the
of
timber.
and
pieces
Wednesday evening Nov. 22d Kev. Chas.
Howes, and Mr. E. 8. Pitcher. Xlrs. S. A. L. Snow of
engine here and the buzz of the. swiftly
will give a
Norwich,
Conn.,
of the steam
the
saw;
clanking
revolving
two
tine
Paiker gave
readings, and
reading in the Baptist church of the popu- derrick, as it hoisted the coal from the
Mr. J. Lee Patterson pleased his au“In His Steps,”by Chas. barge; the roli of the coal, as it. left the
After lar, thrilling story
dience with a saxophone solo.
elevated dump car and descended to the
M. Sheldon. The reading will be illustratfreight car below; the piles being driven;
lodge, the ushers served fruit punch
ed b> 50 magnificently colored stereoptieon the engines running back and forth on the
and crackers, and there was a more suband will be given under the auspices wharf, with loaded and empty cars; one on
stantial collation in the banquet room up- views,
the bank at the edge of the pier, carrying
stairs for those who w ished for it. Danc- of the Brotherhood of Andrew and Phillip. ties, and men hurrying in all directions,
ing was then enjoyed until a late hour, and That all, young and old, may enjoy this made a busy sight one day last week,
the visitors were entertained at the homes
lecture the admission price has when your correspondent viewed the scene;
of the lodge members for the night. The uplifting
and this was only one day of the week.
been fixed a.t 15 cents.
banquet hall was prettily decorated with
Mr. Albert Kelley, formerly of this place,
bunting, the Rebekah room was fitted up as
The young people’s society of the Bapa reception room, and the hall was arranged
last week in town putting his house
tist church will have a “Pink Bee” sociable spent
in order for the winter and in readiness for
with palms, ferns and chrysanthemums.
entertainment
Reand
Friday
evening.
It has been occupied
The pretty gowns of the ladies added atexpected tenants.
The weekly through the summer and fall by Mr.
tractiveness to one of the most pleasant and freshments will be served.
successful affairs ol the year
Wheaton of Nova Scotia, who used it as a
will
be
for
and
conference
meeting
prayer
boarding house for some of the railroad
held this, Thursday, evening. Sunday seremployees. Mr. Kelley is at present living
THE NEW STEAMSHIP LINE.
vices :
preaching by the pastor, Rev. E. S. in Waterbury, Conn., where he is engaged
in building a large factory. His daughter,
Searsport to New York via Boston.
Philbrook, at 10.45 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.; Miss
Amy, expects to spend the winter with
Captain F. 11. Moulton of the steamship Sunday school at noon; men’s meeting at her uncle,
Mr. Freeman Kelley and wife, in
Foxhall of theSearsport-New York Hue was 3:30
m.
Y.
P.
C.
E.
at
0:30
S.
Friends of the
Los Angeles, California.
p.
p. in.;
at the Bangor House last Thursday, and
Mr.
latter,
Kelley, will be interested to
uunu vuiuiiui) iuvitcu.
speaking of the present conditions and the ocaLSt nee.
know of his improved condition of health,
outlouk he said he was delighted with the
The Woman’sHoine Missionary Society of since changing his business from that of
dock facilities at the terminal and looked
its
Maine
Methodist
Conference
held
the
city letter carrier to that of real estate.
for a big freight and passenger line to be
built up from there to Boston and New concluding session in Portland Nov. nth. An
It is all bustle and activity around the
York. New ’fork is the westerly terminal historical address by Mrs. Israel Luce
piers, and indeed along the whole line. The
for these boats, not Boston as has been unshowed that $11,7511 had been paid by the ballasting is nearly completed and all
derstood. The steamers will stop at Boston
is being used to get tbe
if they have freight for there, but they will society for home missions during the past HO possible speed
touches completed.
Competent
not call in otherwise.
Although the boats years. The following officers were elected : finishingfrom all
parts, commend the firm
judges,
that will run at present are freight boats. Mrs. B. F.
of
the
load.
Old
Sunday the
Wentworth,
Orchard, presi- construction
Captain Moulton said that he thought next
special car of Jres. F. \V. Cram came over
spring fast and handsomely appointed pas- dent; Mrs. Israel Luce, Old Orchard, and the line, carrying
the railroad commissionMrs. Howard A. Clifford, South Paris, vice
senger steamers would be put on from the
ers, for their official inspection of the road.
lie
terminal to Boston and New York,
Mrs. Daniel 1. Onstott, Old Or- It is expected the trains will lie run on
presidents;
said that there was a great chance for a
The next schedule time the goth of this month and
passenger line from eastern Maine to Bos- chard, corresponding secretary.
tile first “special" tile 27th ; hence our celeThe time re- meeting will be held with the Methodist
ton and New York direct.
bration may come on that day or about
quired from .'■'ear.-.port to New York lie church at Bridgton, probably in October, that time. The committee will receive
thought would be ;i() hours. That is, a boat 1906.
notice from President Cram as so n as lie
leaving Searsport at 8 a. m. on a Monday,
can tell definitely concerning this and then
say, would reach New Y’ork at 2 p. m. TuesThe J. E. League of the M. E. church their final arrangements will he made.
day. The Foxhall had a good sized freight have
arranged a special program for next
waiting for her and began loading at once.
Sunday at 6 p. m. It is as follows: so g,
YACHTS AND BOATS.
WINTER PORT.
“We are a Loyal Band,” League; roll call,
Mrs. I. J. Dunham and Mrs. C. Kilburn
response in Scripture verses; prayer serCapt. T. I). Barr’s sloop Fiona was haulleft on Saturday’s boat for Boston, and
Mrs. K. F. Moody for New York_Mrs. I). vice; song, “Jesus loves the children,”
ed out at Macomber’s last week.
“God
Made
us
Janet
11. Smith has gone to visit her son, Arthur League; rec.,
all,”
E. L. Macomber is still at work for Mr.
N. Smith-A. \V. Shaw has improved a Grotton; song, “1 love Him,” Minnie
IJrexel in Islesboro, and is taking out the
very little in the last few days_C. E.
rec.,
Margeret
Dickey;
Bath,”
“Dolly’s
Shaw was down front Bangor to visit his
engines from one of the power boats tube
The Winterport Nickerson; song, “Follow Jesus,” League;
brother over Sunday
basketball team went to Brooks Friday to leading, selected, Lana Pendleton; solo, replaced by another make.
play the local team. The result was in “Here and There,” Nellie
Hoy Coombs has two power dories plankHall; exercise,
favor of Brooks_Measels are prevalent in
one 22 and the other 25 feet, for the I’entown_Miss Minnie George was at home Sunflowers, eight Leaguers, followed by a ed,
from Bangor to spend Sunday_Frank cbilk talk by the pastor, Kev. John W. dletous of Islesboro, and has another 22Tenney has returned from a few weeks Hatch. All children are invited.
footer framed. He has electric lights in
stay in Orono—Cushing Chapter, 0. E. S.,
his shop and will be busy until spring.
The Drouth Broken.
gave an antiquarian supper in their banquet hall Monday evening. It was well
Macomber & Ellis (Wilbur A. Macomber
The rain last week ended, it is hoped, a and Fred E.
patronized and was a very enjoyable affair.
Ellis) liave built in the Madrouth which had seriously handicapped
Ma ine Democrats Confer.
all industries dependent upon water power. comber shop a 18-foot launch of 5-foot bean
In addition to the rainfall rather more than with torpedo stern and canopy top for G.
A meeting of the Democratic State com- a foot of snow fell in the Moosehegd lake W. Wilson of
Oakland, for use on Messaof
mittee and
prominent party men was held region, the melting of which must aid greatiu Bangor Saturday night, Nov. 11th, for the ly in relieving the drouth. The rain has lonkee Lake. It is a very handsome craft,
purpose of discussing plans for the cam- been of incalculable value to the lumber and tbe workmanship is of the best. Of
paign of 1900. It is understood that resub- industry of the State, and if followed by the 26 power boats on this lake six were
mission will again be the keynote of the the average wet weather due between now built in
Belfast. Macomber & Eliis have
platform, and that Cyrus W. Davis of Wa- and the first of the year will, it is believed,
terville may again be the candidate for make sufficient water to ensure the running tlie hull of a launch 22-feet long, 5* feet
of the mills and factories the entire winter1 beam, with torpedo stern, for sale.
■ governor.
...
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PERSONAL.
Ralph H. Howes went to Boston Tuesday, on business.
George A. Leavitt is in Clinton for a few
weeks on business.
Frank C. Pitcher of Medford, Mass., was
here last week on business.
Rev. Fr. J. E. Kealy of Waterville called
friends in this city last Thursday.

on

Loris I.

Ramsey

of

Northport

has gone to

Massachusetts, where he has employment.
W. G. Blanchard of Portland is the guest
of his aunt, Mrs. F. B. Strout, of East Belfast.
Mrs. C. M. Walker of Rockland is the
guest of Mrs. Spencer W. Matthews, Cedar
street.
Mrs. L. N. Keyes visited her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. I. L. Stewart, in Newport last
week.
W. 11. Quimby left Saturday for Boston,
which will be his headquarters for the
winter.
Mr. and

Mrs.

Loren

Fletcher are in

Lowell, Mass., where they will spend the
winter.
Miss Lena E. Leavitt is at home from ter
school in Monmouth for a three weeks vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. .1. G. Trundy of Searsport
the Maine people in Bangor
last Saturday.
were among

Gideon Young of Lineolnville visited
friends and relatives in Appleton last w eek.
He will be 86 in December.

Capt. B. F. Rice of Sandypoint was in
Belfast Saturday on his way to Boston,
where he will spend the winter.
Frances A Sargent and Beulah K. Philbrook went to Bangor Tuesday morning by
boat for a visit with friends in that city.
Elon Gilchrest has entered the employ of
the City National bank in place of Ernest
Mr. Webber is now
Webber, resigned.
with Mathews Bros.

Conductor Charles Atkins of the Belfast
branch has moved his family here from
Waterville, having secured a rent in the Eh
Wiley house, Si Congress street.

El.

The Journal had a pleasant call Tuesday
from Mrs. Edward L. Cox and Miss Annie
Rossiter of Rockland, who were up on the
Rebekali excursion. Mrs. Cox is employed
on the Courier-Gazette.

Capt. S. 1’. Larrabee of Unity, who has
been in town for several days on business
connected with the purchaseof a farm here,
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. I.ester Cornforth while in town.—Pittsfield Advertiser.
Mrs. Edward Sibley, after a visit with
her son in Massachusetts and with l!ev.
and Mrs. George S. Mills in Bennington,
Vt., is now with her daughter, Mr.-. 11. II.
Ililton, in Chicago.
News has been received from M
Avis
M. Morison of a delightful trip ami
mi
the German-Lloyd liner Potsdam mi her
recent voyage to Genua.
Miss Morison,
with her aunt, Mrs. II. P Ad.u
-ailed
last Tuesday for a three weeks' trip to
--

Ceylon.

Thompson

C.

of Winterport, secretary
Dairymen's Association, was in
Pittsfield recently conferring with .1. \ Gilman, the local member of the committee, re*
garding the arrangements for holding the
animal meeting of the association ':
Pitts*
s.

of

the

field December .">-it-T.

Principal Hal K. Eaton

was oblige I to be
of school all last ween, on Hi' nut of
illness. Nupt. 11. I Ellis w;.fin
a time each morning, and with his hp the
assistants carried on the rout in e v m ; M
Eaton came to schoo Monihn morning, but
was unable to stay through the ses- m

out

Master Milton Healy observed his tenth
birthday, Nov. loth, b\ entertain, ag nntuber of his

lie ineivtd
young friends.
presents, among which wa-a large
birthday cake from his aunt. Mr-. .1 D.
Uefreshmt nt- were
May of Koekland.
served and a fine musical program tendered.
manj

Waldo Peirce of Bangor was one of the
fortunate men who w on tlieir “11" on the
Harvard football eleven in the game with

Pennsylvania

at

Philadelphia Saturday.

Chamberlain Pierce also earned hi- letter

Saturday, getting his “A’’on the 1 lu lijtsAndover eleven which defeated i'hillipsExeter by an overwhelming score.—Com-

mercial.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Lutnan Hicliardson of
in Belfast f ir the w inter, and have taken rooms of Mi- Helen
Carter on High street.
Mr. Hicliardson
makes the change for the benefit of his
wife’s health. Mrs. Hicliardson was formerly Miss Ella Alw ilda Wentworth of this

Chelsea, Mass.,

are

city.
The engagement of Miss Mai;.-' I.ulia
of linn, ami Mi-, Kdwin L. l’ilsbury of Charlestown, r.. Mr.
Richard Hubbard Bunco of Mid.i'etown
Ct., is announced.—Boston Budget.
Mr. Pilsbury is a unlive ut Bucksport.
He was for many years a member of the
Boston Board of Health and is pmmiuent
in Republican polities.

l’ilsbury, daughter

A write-up and picture of the new
Kings
Daughter’s Home at Ml Ohio street, Bangor,
appeared in Monday’s Bangor Commercial.
Mrs. Isali T. Sanborn, who was matron of
the Girls’ Home here, for some
time, and
who has many friends in this city, is at the
head of flu1 Bangui Hume. The local
Kings
Daughters' Cniuns gave a public reception
in

their

new

headquarters

afternoon.

Wednesday

George \ ivrrigo, who some an years ago
was a praefi-int
lawyer in Rockland, lias
entered tin ii-i of an:l-ors. 11,.- book "1 he
Man and tlie U om m.
i- said In in- a most
entertaining story
li treats us to
stirring
adventures by sea and land, a visit to
nu
encounter with pirates and a typhoon, intrigue, love and much incident.
Mr. Perrign came to Belfast n isos and
read law in the office of his brother, Warren
C. I’errigo, Ksq. They moved to Rockland
a few years later and
George was admitted
to the bar there.
Warren taught classes in
trench while here, making a specialty of
spoken language..
In speaking of the athletic situation
at
Coburn Classical Institute, Watei
ville, tlio
Sentinel says:
The scholars are now
turning their attention to basketball, and will endeavor
to
have a winning team at the
A numgame.
ber of last year’s five is still in the
school,
and some good material is to be
found in
the new scholars.
At least two have a
record on the basketball lloor.
Holmes
who was end on the football
team, played a
fine game last year for Belfast
and
High,'
Swan, who was captain of one of Hie star
hastport teams last winter. It is also expected that a brother of Holmes, who like
him was one of the Belfast
High school
stars, last year, will be ii: school
during the
ter, and he will make a bid for the
so
that those who make it will have team,
to be
nrst-class basketball players.

Jv"i

HEWS OF TJBE COLLEGES.

Correspondence.

County
\
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PROSPECT FERRY.

Capt. W. H. Harriman towed to Bangor
in his vessel, sch. Jacob SI. Haskell, last
Sunday. He was accompanied from Fort
Point bv his wife and three daughters
Mr. and Mis. Simeon Ellisof Stockton were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Levi Berry last
Sundav... Levi Berry is on the sick list. He
attended bj l)r. J. S. Cole of Stockton....M iss
Alfreda Ilaniman is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Samuel Dooey, in Brewer.
—

—

SEARS MOST.

Mrs. Lucy Bean has returned from Boston and will spend the winter at home
Sir. Cooper of Westfield, Mass., is the guest
of Rev. and Mrs. C. F. Beebee—The harvest supper given by the Ladies’ Church
Aid last Thursday night was a very sucD.
cessful affair, socially and financially
li. Cobb & Son are laying a new and
larger water pipe to supply that part of the
village. ..R. F. Dunton, Esq., of Belfast,
remembered his Searsmont friends with a
dinner of moose meat. Your correspondent
was glad to be among the number—Work
has started up in the Bean mill with a good
head of water... .Those who attended the
convention in
District Sunday school
South Montville last Friday report a very
interesting session.
—

—

FREEDOM.

Perley Thurston was the first person in
this vicinity to succeed in shooting a deer,
after the opening of the season. He shot
one on Beaver Hill, which, when dressed,
weighed about 100 pounds.Although it
was very muddy November "th, a well attended ai d interesting county grange meeting was held with Dirigo Grange—The
Knights of Pythias gave a hall at the
Grange hall, Friday night-A very ejijoy-■
able reception was given the foot ball team
Friday evening, by Dr Small at his home.
Tlie Academy boys have worked hard this
•season and much credit is due them....Mr.
Grav of the Bangor Theological Seminary
occupied tiie pulpit at the Congregational
church last Sunday. Owing to ill health
Mi. Moe will nS'Tie here again this winter.
Tiie Ladies’ Circle will meet with Mrs.
Dodge, Nov. lOtli.
...

IvMIV

liert Vose of Knox Corner has improved
tlie looks of the East Knox and Kenney
sehoolhouses by a much needed coat of
paint_Mrs. Nancy Crosby, who cared for
Mrs. Rosa Webber the last few weeks of
Mrs.
her sickness, has returned home.
Kosa Bradford will keep house for Mr.
Webber a while.Clarence Kenny of
Howard, Ii. 1., son of C. A. Kenny, who
has been :.i with typhoid fever, is reported
better.... Miss Margie Cook, who has been
quite ill in Belfast, was able to he brought
home last week....Mrs. Ami .Simmons is
visiting her son, Charles Simmons, in Belmont... George Ryan of Shirley, Mass., is
tlie guest of his sister, Mrs. K. 11. McGray.
Mrs. Emma Learned of Portland is the
guest of her brother, John Abbott
Charles Bradford, who was reported ill
last week, is not expected to recover. 11?
is attended by l)rs. Kilgore and Cook of
Brooks_The Ellis brothers of Brooks are
pressing the hay on the Edminster, Douglass and Lord farms-W. 1'. Wentworth
of Knox ctr. is hunting the town over, not
for deer, hut lor a lost or strayed calf.
—

—

MOKK1LL.

The pupils of the High and Primary
schools gave an exhibition at the Grange
Hall last Thursday evening to a full house,
ft consisted of dialogues, recitations, songs
ami tableaux. The audience was finely enThe exercises reflected much
tertained.
credit upon Mrs. Frank Paul, teacher of
Mrs.
the Primary, who had it in charge.
Paul is a very successful teacher, winning
the love and confidence of the little folks.
The following pupils in her school were not
absent one half day: Gladys Sheldon, Ina
Place, Clarice Place, Dana Achorn, Sadie
Action!, Lemuel Woodbury, Leland Wellman, Ida Woodbury, Annie Paul, Irma
Thomas—Miss Letitia A. Hatch of Dark
Harbor has just closed a very successful
term of ten weeks’ school in No. 3, and will
teach the winter term beginning Nov. 27th.
She reports the following pupils as not having been absent: Donald Blood, lva Blood,
Ernest Bn ant, Lester Merrithew-Misses
Ida and L na Woodbury went to Northport
last week to visit their uncle, Mr. Edward
c. Woodbury_Mr. and Mrs. Willie Eaton
of Portland were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Winehenbach last week.The
Standard Bearers had a very enthusiastic
meeting at Mrs. Silas Storer’s last Saturday
evening. The President, Miss N. D. Thumpson, wan present and presided_Pev. Win.
Vaughan gave us a grand sermon last Sunday from Ezekiel 37:3.
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;i;i:iieran unusual

village.
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CENTRE.

<iU neighbors and friends at the Centre
greatly shocked by the sad intelligence
of t..e sudden death ol Mrs. Jennie Woodaid. which occurred Nov. llth in Dixmont
at the home of Liewellj n Toothaker, where
for some weeks she had been stopping.
Mrs. Woodard was the oldest daughter of
the late Wm. G. Merrill, who was a lifelong resident of Troy. The deceased was a
line eoirespondent and gifted in conversation, which, added to a sunny, hopeful disposition, made her a most genial and pleasant companion.
An ardent lover of the
beautiful things of earth she greatly excelled in the cultivation of flowers, of which
she was especially fond. She was deeply
attached to the home and friends of childhood, and not only do her own immediate
family but old time friends deeply feel
their loss. Of her father’s family two sisters remain—Mrs.
Lorenzo Garcelon of
Troy and Mrs. Warren Berry of Pittsfieldt
She also leaves two sons. The older, Alber.
Merrill, was by a former marriage and has
for some years been a resident of California. The younger is Arthur Woodard of
Pittsfield. Much sympathy is felt for the
bereaved ones, especially for the distant
son, who has yet to learn the sad tidings
and to realize that home ties are severing
oue by one.
The anticipation of that son’s
return was the fond mother’s greatest hope
and joy. The funeral services were at the
home of her sister, Mrs. Lorenzo Garcelon,
Monday afternoon, Rev. L. W. Coons of
Pittsfield officiating.The Ladies’ Aid
will meet with Mrs. George Woods WednesA little daughter caine last
day, Nov. 22(1
week to the home of Mr. and Mrs. MeserMiss Auvena Myrick,
vey of Bagley hill
who lias a fine position as teacher in Freedom Academy, returns this week for a two
weeks’ vacation_Geo. A. Woods returned last week from a hunting trip in the
northern Maine woods.
It was liis first
experience and he shot the first deer in his
of
four.
Each brought home two
party
deer.
were

—

—

U. Of M. NOTES.
The young

ladies of

the

Mt. Vernoi

House entertained their friends at an informal dance held at the house on Saturday
evening. A pleasant time was experienced.
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The names of those chosen for the Sophoprize speaking contest have been posted. They are the following: Chester A
Brownell, Newport, R. I.; Mildred Chase
Bluehill; Earle N. Vickery, Pittsfield
Oscar F. Smith, Calais; Raymond J. Smith
Skowhegan; Henry L. Miner, Haverhill

It is

The

students of the University
are arranging for two basket ball teams t<
be coached by Physical Director Farrell.
Practice will be held in the “gym” on Tuesday evenings and Saturday mornings. This
movement is in charge of Miss Sylvia S.
Wakefield, ’08, of Saco. Miss Wakefield is
and has played
a basket ball enthusiast
remarkably well upon both the Thornton
women

APPLETON.
S The masquarade ball held in Riverside
hall Thursuay evening was attended
by a
large company. The prize, a silver sugar
spoon, for the best masquarade suit worn
by a lady was awarded to Miss Mildred When you saw your old-time life take
I'rof. Tower gave an interesting address
Wentworth. Ned Fierce got a silver shavwings?
ing mug for being the worst dressed gentleupon Forestry last week before the memDid you almost lose your grip
man on the floor....Clarence Sturtevant of
bers of the Twentieth Century Club in
Bridgew ater, Mass., has bought and shipped When you saw your treasure slip,
from this lown and Union 1300 barrels of And the scale of fortune
Bangor. Prof. Tower was this year elected
tip
apples and 1200 bushels of potatoes. The The other
to the department of Forestry to fill the
way?
apples and potatoes go to Boston. V. A.
place of Prof. Samuel N. Spring. Efforts
Simmons of Searsmont has alsu been buy- The answer comes from
sturdy Stockton are being made this year to make this deing apples—Quite an extensive strawSprings,
All Seniors
berry business was done here the past seapartment the best possible.
son.
And she says it in a tone that rings
Here are some of the figures: J. G.
and Juniors taking the course in LumberWentworth sold 5,000 baskets at 10 cents a Proud and clear, and brave and true:
ing Forestry will spend two weeks in a
basket, lie had J of an acre under cultivation.
lie paid the pickers $75. Frank It may seem great things to you,
lumber camp sometime between ThanksAll
the
and
do
sold
things they say
Kinney
2,775 baskets, which he raised
giving and Christmas.
on half an acre.
He received for berries From day to day,
and plants sold $340, and paid for work,
At a recent meeting of the Faculty the
baskets, etc., $138. George Stuart cultivated But all the years that I have seemed to sleep,
i of an acre with good results. Cyrus I have known my business was to keep
following rules concerning Seniors were
Ferry sold 4,500 baskets which he raised on Calm and
made and posted:
patient and await
i of an acre, lie received for the same $470.
I. In order to receive degrees at ComJohn Taylor sold 3000 baskets, for which he The developments of fate,
received $300.
William Newbert, Chas. Knowing well that blessings great
mencement candidates must have completNewbert and many others were engaged in Would
come to stay.
ed by the close of the Easter recess at least
strawberry culture with equally good results-News has been received here of I have known my harbor grand would yet be seven-eighths of the work required for
the death of Mrs. Mark Ames, who has A
graduation.
port for foreign shipping, and could see
been living in Massachusetts wit'i her
II. In case of failure to pass in any Spring
daughter, Mrs. E. F. Utford. The remains Great prosperity in sight,
term study, only one special examination
will be interred in Fine Grove
When Aroostook keen and bright,
Cemetery
m the
shall be given before Commencement and
family lot. Besides Mrs. Ufford Should the land and sea unite,
there are left three sons, Joseph Ames and
this shall not be later than the Friday proAnd pave the way
George Ames of Appleton, Justin Ames
living in Warren, and two daughters, Mrs For wealth to come to me thro’ paths she ceeding Commencement.
III. Theses required from candidates for
Frank Andrews of Union and Mrs. .Stillmade
man
A.
Simmons of Appleton_Mrs.
the degrees B. S. must be completed to the
Frank Berry has a new piano bought of E.
By her Northern Seaport railroad, when laid satisfaction of the
major instructor and
S. Fitcher of Belfast
The Rebekah de- From her rich lands to the sea,
deposited in the library, accompanied by
gree was conferred on four candidates at a Scattering prosperity,
special meeting of Golden Rod lodge Friday When she joined her hands with me
the binding fee, not later than twelve
By rails of steel.
evening.
o’clock (noon) nine days preceding ComThen, children, be you near or far away,
mencement.
CENTRE MONTVILLE.
Give cheer on cheer for plucky B. & A.
IV. Candidates for degrees who fail to
Mrs. Llewellyn Arey of Vinalhaven is And
let|every voice that rings
spending the winter with her parents, Mr.
meet these requirements will not be awardBe a praise from Stockton Springs
and Mrs. Charles Talbot.Miss Mabel To the Maker of all
ed their degrees at Commencement, and
things
Pentecost is visiting for a few weeks with For all you feel.
their names will not appear on the Comfriends in Massachusetts and New Jersey.
mencement programme.
m. e. c.
Native.
The remains of Mrs. Blackstone, who
died recently, were taken to Skowhegan,
OASTOH.IA.
No Case of Pneumonia on Record.
where her mother resides, for interment...
The Kind Yon Have Always Bought
Bun th«
We do not know of a single instance
j)
Miss Bradford of Thorndike passed Saturwhere a cough or cold resulted in pneumonday and Sunday with her friend Miss Letia or consumption when Foley’s Honey and
tuce Morse.
Both young ladies are pupils
Tar had been taken. It cures coughs and
at the Freedom Academy_Farmers are
colds perfectly, so do not take chances with
improving the good weather this fall by
A Talk on Pure Food.
some unknown preparation which may conplowing and getting the land ready for
tain opiates, which cause constipation, a
planting in the spring—Loren Howard is
condition that retards recovery from a cold.
Prof. Charles C. Woods of the
teaching in the Carter school_The soap of Maine experiment station at University
Orono, gave Ask for Foley’s Honey and Tar and refuse
club met with Mrs. Herbert Jackson this
a
enjoyable talk Friday to the ladies any substitute offered. K. II. Moody.
week.W. H. Nash and family have ofvery
the October club of llucksport, and many
moved to Morrill_Miss Elnora Waterwho were not members of the club were enPresentation to Capt. Barbour.
house of Searsport has been visiting Mrs.
abled to attend through the kindness of the
Eliza G. Waterhouse_John Nutter found
club. Prof. Woods’ talk was full of interCapt. Alvah Barbour of the steamer Vim
two dogs killing sheep in his pasture Nov.
est from first to last and was so
alhaveu lias been presented a watch, chain
11th, and with the aid of a shot gun induc- that all could remember. The hourexplicit
taken
and charm by his friends and admirers at
ed one of them to go home on three legs.
Prof. Woods was all too short and Isle au Haut. The presentation took place
Two sheep were killed and one other badly up by
remained after the talk to enjoy hear- at Swan’s Island Tuesday night Nov. 8th, on
many
torn
George A. Palmer of Liberty visit- ing him informally answer and explain theoccasion of a ball
given in Herricks’ hall,
ed his mother, Mrs. Clara B. Palmer, Nov.
more fully the important and interest- at which
many couples from Isle au Haut
12th.J. F. Ramsry is building a hen
of his talk, which was Pure were present. The speech was made by I).
house... George Edwards has had his gaso- ing subject
Food.
T. Conley, who spoke in eloquent terms of
lene engine repaired and got it to running
the fine steamboat service given Isle ail
again... Several flocks of wild geese passFor Over Sixty Years.
Haut by Capt. Barbour. The chain and
ed over last week on the way south for the
Ax Old axd Well-Tried Remedy, charm were presented by C. D. Turner in
winter—Charles E. Thompson is collectbehalf
The captain was
of the donors.
Winslow’s
Mrs.
has
Soothing Syrup
been
ing Angora cats to fill an order for eighteen,
llelias found one said to be very rare—a used for over sixty years by millions of taken by surprise, but responded in a few
male of three distinct colors.Llewellyn mothers for their children while teething, words showing his deep appreciation of the
with perfect success. It soothes the child, gift. Music was provided during the evenKeller killed a hog last week weighing 430
gums, allays all pain, cures ing by the Swan’s Island orchestra.
pounds-Edmunds it Wentworth are go- softens theand
is the best remedy for Diaring to Morrill to do a few jobs of threshing. wind colic,
Is
rhoea.
pleasant to the taste. Sold byApple Shipments from Portland.
-Della Cain went to Belfast Nov. 7th in
in
every
druggists
part of the world. Twenthe storm, on business.
The Dominion line steamship Cornishty-five cents a bottle. Its value in incalculable.
man which sailed from Portland last Sat
MT. DESERT CORRESPONDENCE.
urday had an immense cargo, one feature
of which was 14,000 barrels of apples, the
[Written for The Republican Journal.]
Nov.
Manset,
4, 1905. Eben K. Whitlargest shipment yet made from that pori
THE NORTH.
taker ol Bar Harbor, D. 1). G. M. of the 21st
this fall.
Maine district, officially visited Tremont
Lodge, F. and A. M., Nov. 2, and witnessed Locked in a chill embrace to winter’s breast
work on two candidates on the third deThe northern wilds in desolation sleep.
gree. A supper was served in the banquet No song comes from the last
year’s robin’s
hall at the close. The lodge room was wall
uest,
filled and several lodges were represented.
Mrs. Susie King has returned from an exNo squirrels through the snow-clad
tended trip to Boston, Albany, N. Y., and
September 28, 1903.
branches creep.
Portland, Me.
Dear Sirs:—
The woods that in the spring time teemed
Gardner Carter has moved into the Myron
1 have used the True “L. F.” Atwith life
King house.
wood’s Bitters for nearly a year for my
Members of Tremont Lodge F. & A. M.,
And in the summer echoed drowsy sound,
little girl. She used to have worms and
residing at Swans Island, McKinley and Now stoop before the north wind’s
cutting would be sick three or four
West Tremont have presented a petition
days at a
knife
asking permission to have a new lodge lotime. I began the'use of the True “L.
cated at McKinley and to be called McA nd all unsullied lies the snow robe
had a
has
not
F.” Medicine and she
Kinley. The petition will be presented at
’round.
spell since.
the Grand Lodge in May.
Yours trulv,
Then o’er the forest grim the northern lights
MRS. IDA M. NASON,
Like giant daggers seem to flash and play,
Pirating Foley’s Honey and Tar.
Clinton, Me.
Foley & Co., Chicago, originated Honey And turn the cold and starlit winter nights
and Tar as a throat and lung remedy, aqd
Into some fairy land of rose-hued day.
on good
not
thrive
do
Children
who
on account of the great merit and
popularity But o’er it all some potent charm is flung,
food should be watched for worms.
of Foley’s Honey and Tar many imitations
That once beheld draws back the wanderare offered for the genuine.
Use small doses of “L. F.” until you
These worthless imitations
have similar sounding
er’s feet;
get results.
names.
Beware of them.
The genuine
The True “L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters,
A song that by the north alone is sung,
Foley’s Honey and Tar is in a yellow pack35 cents.
And makes all other lands seem incom
age. Ask for it and refuse any substitute.
It is the best remedy for coughs and colds. 6
plete.
R. H. Moody.
G. Wilber Lane.
—

—
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Expels
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Worms

of chocolate are the ones who enjoy the most
to a multitude of little ailments which

use

new

and

handsomely

illustrated

Recipe Book

sent

!
j

free.

WALTER BAKER & CO. LTD.
Established 1780
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HIGHEST AWARDS IN EUROPE AND AMERICA

A Disastrous Calamity.
It is a disastrous calamity, when you lose
your health, because indigestion and constipation have sapped it away.
Prompt
reliei can lie had in Dr. King’s New Life
Pills.
They build up your digestive organs and cure headache, dizziness, colic,
Guaranteed at R H.
constipation, etc.

goody’s drug .store;

FRED ATWOOD, w,SORT Insurance and Real Estate
REPRESENTING OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS,
hire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, 5team Boiler
Insurance and

Nexv Hooks.

Inspection.

23c.

Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited, ileal estate bought and sold.

BELFAST fREE LIBRARY.
November 1903.

Rridgman, Raymond L.
World organization.

1905.

321. B 7

now

told lor

MANUFACTURERS

WELLMAN

the first time.

C 35-5

818.C 3

ROLLER

|

BUSHING.

CALVANIZING AND BLACKSMITH WORK, SHIP SUPPLIES.

Chambers,

Robert William.
The reckoning. A novel. 1903..
Champuey, Elizabeth W.
Romance, of tin- French abbeys.
Illustrated.

PATENTED

OF

lT. 8. NAVY STANDARD.

356.4

1905

Samuel
Clemens,
(Mark Twain.)

MAINE.

BELFAST,

Burnett, Frances Ilodgsou.
A little
princess: being the
whole story of Sara Crewe

TELEPHONE 154.

Lamson & Hubbard

Langhorne,

Editorial wild oats.

1905.817. C 5-9

Connolly, Janies Bennett.
The deep sea’s toll. Short stories
1905.

C 75-4

Cooke, Grace MacGowan.
The grapple. A story of the Illinois coal region. 1905.

C 775
Donnell, Annie Hamilton.
D 71
Rebecca Mary. A story. 1905...
Duncan, Robert Kennedy.
The new knowledge. Popular
account of the new physics and
the new chemistry in their relation to the new theory of
matter. Illustrated. 1905. 530. D 9

Eggleston, George Carey.
A daughter of the South.

A

war’s-end romance.
Eg 3-3
Grenfell, Wilfred T.
The harvest of the sea. A tale
of both sides of the Atlantic.
1903. T 71.9 G
Lothrop, II. M. (Margaret Sidney.)
Five little Peppers. Ben Pepper. 1905. J-L 9-11
MacCuteheon, George Barr.
Nedra. A novel. 1905.
M 137-5
Montresor, F. F.
The celestial surgeon. A novel.
1905.
M 76-4
Phillpotts, Eden.
Knock at a venture.
Short
stories. 1903.
P 54-4
Roberts, Charles G. D.
Red Fox: the story of his adventurous career. Illustrated.
1905. 599. R 5
Stephens, Robert Neilson.
The flight of Georgiana: a story
of love and peril in England in
1746. 1903.
St 3-4

Glenwood
Fall
Carry

Styles

with them

an

Parlor Stoves?

assurance

faultless style.

Their

finish

copied but

often

are

of

quality and
never

A full line of

equaled.

They are not only ornamenta
but the greatest heaters on th
market.

Nickel Plated

Stiff and Soft Hats
Also

a

complete

UNDERWEAR,

NECKWEAR,

STOVE

may be found

S~
RANGES,

everything; suitable for fall

wear

Wa'e

We carry a full line of
these standard goods

GLOVES,

HOSIERY,
ami

Copper

line of

FURNACES

at

Dwight P. Palmer’s,

PAINTS, OILS.
VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC
PLUMBING A SPEC IA

i

Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me.

Thane!, Octave, (Alice French.)
The man o':' the hour. A novel.
190?.
T 3-7
Thompson, Vance.
Diplomatic mysteries. 1905.... 818. T 37

Westrup, Margaret.
The coming of Billy. A story
1905...
W 52
Wheeler, Candace.
Doubledarliug and the dream
spinner. Illustrated. 1905_J-W. 563

-THEFASHION.

Wiggin,Kate Douglas,(Mrs.Riggs)
Rose o’ the river.
A story.
1905.

assimilate and transform all foods
into tissue-building blood. Kodol relieves
sour stomach, heart burn, belching, and all
forms of Indigestion. Sold by It. II. Moody.
tus to

The

Apple Crop

YOUR HEATING
and Cooking apparatus will last much
longer if you provide yourself with a
proper quality of

A Cough Syrup which drives a cold out of
the system by acting as a cathartic on the
bowels is ottered in Kennedy’s Laxative
Clears the
Honey and Tar.
throat,
strengthens the lungs and bronchial tubes.
The mother’s friend and the children’s
favorite.
for
Best
Croup, Whooping
Cough, etc. Sold by R. H. Moody.

Dredge Philadelphia.

The steel sea-going suction dredge Philadelphia, which the Maryland Steel Co. is
building for the United States Engineer

Corps,

made a successful builder’s trial last
week. The official trial will probably be
held within a fortnight. The dredge is intended for service in the Delaware River
and Bay and was built under the superision
of Capt. E. O. Patterson, who represents
Major Sanford, Chief of the Engineer Corps
for the Division of Philadelphia. This is
the last of five dredges which the Steel Co.
has recently built for the government, two
of which went to the Great Lakes and two
are now working in the Ambrose Channel,
in
New York
harbor.—The
Nautical
Gazette.
A household necessity.
Dr. Thomas’
Eclectric Oil. Heals burns, cuts, wounds
of any sort; cures sore throat, croup, catarrh, asthma; never fails.

Millinery,
Dry and
Ladies’

Much of the repairing necessary is due
to the clinkers and slate incident to the

grades

of inferior

use

of Coal.

will supply the
same

price

proper
you have been

We
tiling at the

Front St.,

Furnishings

paying.

Tbe Swan & Sibley Go.
33, 35, 37

F. li. Know

Fancy Goods,

COAL

of 1905.

“The commercial apple crop is the smallest in a number of years,” according to the
American Agriculturist. “The shortage is
most in evidence in the big surplus States,
New York, parts of New England, Michigan and a number of sections in the southwest. The crop for 1905 is estimated at
23,500,000 barrels, compared with 45,300,000
barrels one year ago, and compared with
the small yield of 1901, approximating 27,000,000 barrels, and the largest crop on
record—in 1896—when it approached 70,000,000 barrels. In the great producing sections of the middle and central States, including New York and Michigan, the crop
is placed by this authority somewhat less
than 9,000,000 barrels,against 20,000,000 barrels one year ago, and figures approaching
the last named for two and three years ago.
The crop in New England is substantially
half that of last year, according to the very
latest and most careful estimates of leading
and reliable growers.
The middle west,
including Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, Arkansas, etc., shows a sharp falling oil’ from
last year. The far west, Colorado and the
Rocky mountain territory to the Pacific
coast, has harvested a generally good crop
of apples. A study of returns fails to reveal practically any important sections
where there is a good surplus.

The New

(Formerly occupied by

W 63-15

Hut few people are entirely free from indigestion at this season of the year. Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure is not only the best remedy
to use because it digests what you eat but
because it also enables the digestive appara-

—

—

constant

steady health, and are the least subject
destroy the comfort of life.

held in the fall of each year and will this
year take place on the evening of Dec. 8th,
The speakers are chosen according to theii
rank in public speaking, the eight receivin'
the highest marks being selected.

The regular meeting of the Debating Clul
will be held on Thursday evening in the Arl
Guild. The subject treated will be, Resolved, That the Panama canal should be undei
international control, and the speakers
chosen are: Affirmative, G. R. Svveetser,
’09, Hampden; S. C. Lanpher, ’OS, Sebec,
Negative, C. E. Davis, ’00, Bridgton; Miss
Eleanor E. Speareu, ’09, Orono.

a

Those who make

Mass.; Perley F. Skofield, Houlton; Ray
mond Fellows, Bucksport. This contest ii

stereopticon views.

19051

::

perfect food, highly nourishing, easily digested, fitted to
repair wasted strength, preserve health, and prolong life.

more

The first lecture of this year’s course wa:
given by Prof. Edward S. Morse, Directoi
of the Peabody Academy of Science, anc
was held on Friday evening in Alumn
Hall.
The subject was “Japan and th<
Japanese,” and Prof. Morse spoke very in
terestiugly upon it. He told of the life ol
that people, comparing and contrasting ii
with our owd, and particularly spoke of th<
mistake other nations were making in re
garding the Japanese as more or less un
civilized.
He illustrated many points by
very skilful blackboard drawing. The lec
ture was attended by about two hundred
and fifty students and many outside per
sous. The next lecture will be held on Nov
24. The speaker will be Prof. J. Wiflian
Black of Colby College, and his subject,
“Historic Spots in Virginia.” The treat
ment will be made more interesting by

ffrara

CHOCOLATE and COCOA

sponsibility.”

The Sigma Alpha Epsilons gave an infor
mal and very pleasant dancing party oi
Friday evening at their chapter house.

H*ah*r for 125

WALTER BAKER & CO.’S

Prof. Rogers spoke in a very helpful way
before the members of the T. M. C. A. on
Sunday afternoon. His subject was “Re-

Academy and Bates teams. There seems
to be plenty of good material for these
And they wish they could come near
teams and there is no reason why the atAnd live once more.
tempt should not be in every way a successDid you almost lose your heart, Stockton
ful one.
Springs?

OUT.

proceeding took place
ii.-i •- Nov. nth in the arrest of a woman at
the request of Vermont officers, who is
wanted a- a fugitive from justice ami who
was started
on
the trip back Thursday
evening on the f, 30 o'clock train from HanI’mi’in
in
charge of Sheriff Winch
gin
tland,
of
uiedonia county, Vermont. The woman. who is an Italian, about 40 years of
age, was indicted by the grand jury in conlieetinn with illegal liquor selling, with a
number of others, and before the papers
were made out she
skipped the county,
coming down to Frankfort, evidently thinking ’hilt the officers would not follow her,
but there she was mistaken. Sheriff Winch
came armed with requisition papers but
they were not required, the woman waiving
ail formalities and returning with the officer. The case is an unusual one, that of
pursuing a fugitive from justice beyond the
borders of the State for a person wanted to
answer to a charge of illegal selling—The
Willing Workers gave a venison supper in
the church vestry last Tuesday evening.
The weather was bad, and there was not a
large attendance, but the cash receipts
were as
gratifying and satisfying as the
supper itself_A valuable horse owned by
Haywood Pierce ran out of his barn and
attempted to cross the new railroad bridge.
When nearly half the distance across its
legs went down between the ties, which
held it until a crowd gathered with ropes
and hauled the horse safely to the bank on
two boards which were placed under the
body after the legs were securely tied_
Mt. U aldo Lodge, K. of ]’., gave a social
last Wednesday evening in their new hall,
and it was a very enjoyable time—The
stone dam at Pierce’s Pond is now complete
and adds much more to the beauty of the

—
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The initiation banquet of the University
of Maine chapter of beta Theta Pi fraternity
was held at the Penobscot Exchange in
Bangor Saturday evening Nov 4. Nearly half
Bl'RNHAM.
a hundred active and alumni members and
Rev. John Lamb of Troy preached a very- gnests were present and the merrymaking
until a late hour. The banable and instructive sermon at the Ed- was kept up
quet was served in the main dining room
munds school house, East Burnham, Sun- while the
post prandial program was carried
day afternoon, Nov. 12th.Mrs. Mercy out in the new club rooms of the hotel.
Pickard expects to spend the winter in
Charles S. Bickford, ’82, of Belfast, presidMrs. 0. A. Dodge is teaching ed and responses were as follows: Beta’s
Lewiston
school at the Reynolds Corner and drives Welcome, Ralph E. Lord; Response for ’09,
from her home each day, a round trip or Harold P. Marsh; The Faculty, Charles P.
nearly eight miles.
Weston; Betas in Public Life, Edward H.
Kelley; Beta Sigma, Melvin T. Ciipeland of
Bowdoin ; The Silvet Grays, C. Vey HolMONRO F.
I
Mrs. Nellie Cooper has returned from a man; Ups and Downs of College Life,
i Harold S. Boardman; Betas I Know, Ralph
six weeks’ sojourn in Washington, D. C., K. Jones. There were several other speakand other places. She visited her two sons ers, including representatives of the Bosand other relatives. Her sister, Miss Annie tun university and Yale chapters and
Coach McCoy of the U. of M. football team.
Piper, who accompanied her, returned last
week_Mr. A. H. Mayo has gone to Dover
That interest is surely being revived in
to visit his daughter, Mrs. H. A. Holt—
The Odd Fellows are grading around their Maine Agriculture is shown by the number
hail_The proceeds of the Rebekab sup- of new students who have entered the Agof
per at the last sociable was $10.50. The ricultural courses at the University
next one will beheld Nov. 28th_The W. Maine again this year. The number equals
beC. T. U. will meet with Mrs. Annie Conanl the large increase of last year, since the
Nov. 17th for a quarterly meeting. Cake ginning of the term two Juniors have
and cocoa will be served.Mrs. Laura changed from Engineering into AgriculCurtis has the sympathy of her friends in ture, and one man enters the class of 1907
her recent severe illness.The village from the Massachusetts Agricultural Colschool, taught by Miss Maud Ricker, closed lege. Two new instructors help out much
last Friday.
The children had a picnic with the work, which was very crowded
W. Gilbert, a gradusupper and entertainment.Mrs. Guy last year. Mr. Arthur
been
has
Twombly
visiting her parents in ate of Massachusetts Agricultural College,
Freedom.Mr. L. F. Simpson, Walter and later a post graduate of Cornell UniTwombly and Dr. W. L. Watson, with Bert versity, comes as instructor in Agriculture
and Animal Industry. Mr. Lawrence T.
Littlefield as a guide, have gone hunting
this week. The party who returned last Ernst of Bussey Institute takes Mr. Cummings’ place as assistant in Horticulture.
week brought home no game_Mrs. Barker Piper, who recently had a severe at- Mr. Cummings now gives his entire time to
tack of neuralgia, is gaining quite fast, as
botany and other work in the Biological
her many friends will be pleased to know.
Department. A slight change has been
made in the giving of the short winter
The eight-weeks’
winter.
courses this
SWANVILLE CENTRE.
E. A. Robertson shot a fine buck deer course in General Farming, Stock Raising,
Dairying, Dairy Practice, Orchard Work
Tuesday—Ephraim Littlefield has bought and Gardening will begin the first Tuesday
in January, 190fi. A two weeks’ course in
200 cords of hard wood and will haul it tc
Horticulture and Poultry Management will
Waldo station. He has a few men at work
begin the last Tuesday in March for the
on it now—II.
P. White, Martin Robertbenefit of those who wish especially the
son and Martin Nickerson
work in these subjects. A circuLitEphraim
practical
lar descriptive of these courses is now beueneiu anu u. a. rmuertsou gut two nice
ing prepared, and will be distributed in a
deer Wednesday.Ephraim
Littlefield few days.
loaded a car with cord wood at Waldu
station Friday, lie sold it to the Belfast
Every ounce of food you eat that fails to
Fuel & 11 ay Co... .Raymond Marden is able
digest does a pound of harm. It turns the
to go out to the barn now_E. A. Robertmeal into poison. This not only deentire
son is having a new set of
cellar doors
made and banking boards for his house_ prives the blood of the necessary tissueCharles Marr is laying a new piazza floor building material, but it poisons it. Kodol
and hardwood floors in his kitchen and din- Dyspepsia Cure is a perfect digestant. It
ing room....The school committee met digests the food regardless of the condition
to
Wednesday evening. The teachers for the of the stomach. It allows that organ
winter terms areas lollows: In district \o. 1 rest and get strong again. Relieves BelchHeart
Sour
IndigesStomach,
ing,
Burn,
and 2, Miss Staples; 3and 4, A. T. Nickerof the Heart, etc. Sold by
son; No. 7, l’ercy Nickerson.
The schools tion, Palpitation
will begin the last of January.... Ephraim R. 11. Moody.
Knowlton is able to go out again.... Leigh
Bucklin is boarding at Ephraim Knowiton’s
[ Written for The Republican Journal.]
and cutting cord wood
Eggs are 30 cents
at this writing, but are about as scarce as
A GLAD AWAKENING.
hens teeth....The New England Telephone
and Telegraph Co. are putting a telephone
into Ross Littlefield’s store_F. 0. Holmes Can you make yourself believe, Stockton
& Mon are getting five car loads of ChristSprings,
mas trees to send to a firm in New
York, That it really is a fact, all the tl^ngs
that they have worked for many years_
That are coming thick and fast ?
School in No. '»is to begin Nov. 20th, Miss
Atwood, teacher—Laura Curtis is very ill. That your idle days are past ?
Mrs. E. A. Robertson has a beautiful And good fortune come at last
white chrysanthemum that measures
5} To bless your shore?
inches across—Miss Mary Cunningham,
who has been in poor health for several Can you hear a sound of music, Stockton
years and a great sufferer for the last five
Springs?
months, passed away Saturday morning_
’Tis the voice of absent children that brings
Ihe many friends of Miss Minnie Ellis,
formerly of this town, will be sorry to hear Joy and messages of cheer
of her death.
To the town they still hold dear,

Belfast, Maine

Next Door to Masonic

Temple, Higt

Misses I. L. & J M,

Moody &

TELEPHONE 8-2.
__

BELFAST, MAINE.

SOMETHING ABOUT
-ft FURS!-:!;Well what is it?
M M

You

• M M

can

a

Miller s,

RICHMOND

buy at
<>?

Church Street.

anything your want in furs. My prices are right
from the start. No s-_*jbusiness and now $11 93
with me. You have tie* satisfaction of buying
goods of MI ELK It. THE FPK it I KR, and returning it' prices and quality are not right. 1 sell
goods on their merits. Furs sent any where on
approval. We remodel and make over furs, keep
a supply of fur tails on hand.
Please call and
learn my prices.

Under The Journal Office, Church Street,
42
I. V. MILLER.

FIRST MORTGAGE 5 % BONE'
IN $50 AND $100 PIECES,
A good investment for small
Also other good homls in

$500 AND $1,000 PIECES.

MISS AMY E. STODDARD,
Pupil of MADAME BKALE MOREY of
Boston, will receive pupils in the study of

PIANO, ORGAN,

and MUSICAL THEORY

120

High Street, Belfast.
to sight reading and
ensemble Piano Porte playing.
Ensemble class in Musical History for the
at

saving*

FOR SALE BY

Mason &

Merrill,

120 Exchange Street, PORTLAND, MAIN!

Special attention given

children.

34tf

At Preston’s Stable
BARGAINS FOR SOME ONE.
I have at the Windsor stable five good, kind,
young horses that must be sold. Come and see
them and if you want a horse I can please you.
2W45*
W. G. PRESTON.

DUNTON &
Attorneys
Savings Bank

MORSI
at

Law,

Building, ^Belfast,

Office hours 8 to 12 a. m.; 1 to 1 p.

Maim
ill.

411
Evenings by appointment.
Diinton.
Rauch l. Morse.
Notary Public-

Robert F.

THE LADIES OE ARGENTINA
As SEEN IN QUAINT BUT ARISTOCRATIC MENDOZA. LIFE AT THE
SNOW-CROWNED
BASE OF THE

THE STORK BRINOS JOY

mantillas, to make their purchases by
.ratline light in the bazaar-like shops
un- Calle San Martin, where goods
u, piled to the ceiling in one indisninate jumble, no attempt being
made to classify different articles on
: e
shelves, or to show them off in the
afterwards the ladies
a few leisurely turns in the plaza,
the music of the military band,
btiess the universal appetite for
ts and aversion exercise is largely
and

lows;

a,

v

uisible for the prevailing obesity,
h begins to show itself upon these
eii in the early twenties and traus>
them to shapeless lumps of fat
liddle age.
But at all hours of
the bare-footed females of the
r classes may be met in the streets,
: on errands for their mistresses
■ossipping and rtirting with their
ituineer lovers
dark-skinned
nos,” with more or less Indian
l in their veins.
All wear light
n
dresses, with black woolen
as drawn over their heads and two
!iraids of dark hair hanging down
ick. This peculiarity of pendant
:s characterizes the Indian, Cliena
'beta women in all parts of South
—

riea,

as

turbans and

nose

the
coolies and
.I'iizil and the
Uuianas.
lie
ladies, toddling to

iguish

jewels
creoles

Each
church

absurdly high French heejs, is
ved by a bare-footed Cliena maid,
hoc
r

rr

o

..

square prayer rug, to be spread on
one floor of the sanctuary for her
css to kneel upon.
Other bared females are going to and from
vet, balancing huge water jars on
heads, or large shallow baskets of
or vegetables, or the day's supp/v
,.f

iw

meats,

or

mgly reflect

bright tin pans that
the first rays of the

Here,
everywhere
America, the fashion of
on
the
head premg everything
among the lower classes.
Any
sun.

as

mg
in South

mg you may meet a woman with
id pig or sheep poised on top of her
um, or staggering under a load of
ood: or perhaps her headpiece is
uly ornamented by a folded umi. or a pair of shoes going to the
er, or a bouquet of flowers which
distress is sending to some friend,
lendoza one sees many servants
ng the market expeditions in
ty cabs, for here carriage hire is
ry cheap that everybody can afford
ie. Among the upper classes the
'er and mistress never dream of
a thing as going to market, and it
te the custom to add a real to the
allowance for kitchen supplies, to
ed for carriage-hire by the servant
acts as steward or stewardess. It
irtunate that cheap vehicles are
m the reach of all classes in this
of magnificent distances,” where
eat is often intense. There is one
.way line, down the principal
t, but it is not much patronized
at by foreigners; and the town

|

|

I
;

j

j
1

.es over an incredible space, coning that its population is less than
This is partly due to the fact
the city squares are 150 yards each
and that the one-story houses
with many rooms and a door-yard
.n its walls cover a great deal of
1

:id.
of the sights of Mendoza is the
where the Gauchos—tiie halfmen
of the plains—congregate
their curiously harnessed horses

J

Even
come to town.
is to be hitched to a cart

they

itver
a horse

.-t has a saddle put on him, which
ide in this way: a framework of a

I

of wood, with two short
s
nailed at right angles on each
lias two long, round cushions, fill
v-ith hair, fastened on the under
These cushions rest on the horse’s

ght piece

|

I

one

each side of the backbone,

the framework a piece of leather
died, and over and under all are
as many saddle-cloths as the ownssesses, the whole held in place by
ry wide girth. A raw-hide thong
■s through a hole in the end of the
pole, and this thong is tied a ring
.e side of the saddle.
A primitive
e and reins are added, and the cart
uly to start—unless more than one
-e
is needed. If so, one end of a
rope is fastened to the saddle of
other horse and the other end of
ope to some part of the cart, geny to the front edge. If the load is
y, sometimes two or three of these
-e
horses are attached. The horse
iccted with the pole does the steerand he is free to go in any direcacting as he does on a pivot—the
of the pole. The driver rides this

B

1

J

1
ii
I

3

(-*.

half adozengauchos.mountu their horses
hitched to a cart,
he seen racing at a furious pace,
arious colors of their ponchos and
ureros presenting a motley appearThis race is for a bet as to who

Inetimes
■

«

i

lirst reach a given point where
cargo lies which the lirst arrival
take away,
When not at w'ork the
I i it of gambling is rampant among
rse strange tribes of the plain.
The
A trite game is known as “juego a la
ha.” It is played by taking two
-t-s from the carts and fastening a
1
rope three or four yards long by
er end to a saddle girth around each
■
~h's
1
body. Then the two riders
nit their animals, the horses are
ned tail to tail and whipped and
'■'upped, and sometimes spurred till
blood streams down their Hanks,
i the victor—the strongest horse—
M
the other beyond a certain markIt is brutal sport, but
distance.
iy nothing more than a wrestling
<li between two
animals—a la
Ammons and his opponent, only in
case the contestants
are forced
■“•tors.
A e, have tried hard to persuade ourves to go from this W'estern border
Argentina directly back to the At
■i-tic coast, and thence about our
; tubal business; hut here are our oldnine
friends, the Andes, towering
1
*ve us in unspeakable grandeur—a
s

»

I

wine

■

1

ipetual and irresistible temptation.
:mg again at their feet, probably for

last time in our mortal lives, how
we turn our back upon the glories
.tt have enraptured us as nothing else

hii

the whole wide world without one
iJl°re peep into their holy of holies.
After numerous conclaves and days of
■decision—some of our party advocates as an objective point to the pilgrimage another brief visit to Chili,
1

CASTOR IA
For Infanta and Children.

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought
s

New Stock!

XVIII.

ANDES.
special Correspondence of Tne Journal.]
Mkndoza, Argentina, October 3,
Rambling about Mendoza in the
jav time you do not often meet any of
-:,e belles of the town,
except very
y in the morning on their way to
returning from matin service in the
-arches. They come out again in the
.veiling, in all the glory of silken
heels
and Spanish
a.'Aiis, French

'N

A FRESHMAN AT U. OF M.

To the household but
how about the mother?
Has she been joyful
during the weeks and

months preceding the
advent?
Too many mothers
find It a time of fearful
anxiety because of the
knowledge that they
are "sot in good health."
They have allowed
weaknesses, pains and drains to accumulate till the health is completely undermined and they are "more than discouraged," and all because they have been
misadvised by well-meaning friends or
maltreated by an Inefficient doctor.
To all such here is the news that there
is n remedy that will heal and nof hurt.
It was discovered forty years ago by
Dr. Pierce who searched Nature’s laboratoru—the earth, for t he remedial agents
so liberally provided therein.
He took
Lady’s Slipper root. Illaok Cohosh root,
Unicorn root. Illue Cohosh root. Golden
Seal root, and by extracting, combining
and preserving, without the use of alcohol. the glyceric extracts of these natural
remedies he has given to the world
Du. Pierce's Favorite Prescription,
which has to its credit the enviable and
unparalleled record of more than a halfmillion of cures in the last forty years.
"Only those who have given Pr. Pierce’s
Favorite Prescription a trial can appreciate
what a boon it is to suffering women.” writes
Miss Vinna Seamore, of 33 Elm St.. Toronto,
Ont.
"For two years I suffered Intensely
from female weakness until life was a burden
tome. I tiad distressing, bearing-down pains
so I could scarcely stand
Mad hot
up.
flashes, was very despondent, weak, and utterly wretched. My physician gave me treat-

our

rugs, as

There

are

securely as

Morning brought with it the realiza
tion that recitations were going on, u]
in Orono, for the luckless few who, fo
various reasons, had been obliged tc
forego the joys of the Freshman ban
quet, and with that realization cami 5
the thought of the final in math,
though in the scheduled for that very day. Alasanc

two Andean

na.fia<*M

hv

uiiuj oi xupungaio ana
Maypu. The
other is the Ustallata, which follows
the river Mendoza to its source in the
heart of the cordillera. The Portilla
(Spanish for portal) derives its name
from an overhanging shelf of rocks at
one of the entrances which looks like
a
doorway. It is the shorter pass of the
two, but much more precipitous and
dangerous. At the highest point it is
13.000 feet above the level of the sea—
4.000 feet lower than the pass in Bolivia
by which we crossed these mountains
years ago. Darwin entered the Argentine Republic by the Portilla and re
turned to Chili by the Uspallata; and
to this day, sixty years later, the record
of his observations on the physical
features of the country remains the
only trustworthy work of reference.
Now'-a-days the main highway between
Chili and Argentina is the Uspallata,
and by it the distance between Mendoza
at the eastern base of the Andes and
Santa Rosa at the western is only 225
miles.
It runs near Aconcagua, the loftiest
summit of the cordillera, and its extreme height is 12,788 feet. It is through
this pass that the mueh-talked-of Andean railway is being built, and some
time it will be finished and the days of

alack! The first available train out wai
at 11, and “pine trees” without num
ber darkened the horizon and wave< 1
their branches menacingly, forbodinf
ill for the recipients. [“Fine trees,” bi 1
it known to the uninitiated, is the un
dergraduates’ syuonym for notification! \
from the office, in the corner of whosi
envelopes is theoffical University sign. I
Things really looked pretty serious, fo
a
while, until some one was wisi
Wha
enough to offer a suggestion.
was the matter, said this wiseacre, witl
telephoning up to the Dean, who wai
also the head of the department 01
mathematics, explaining the situatior
aud asking for a postponement? N<
sooner was the idea advanced than ii
was acted upon, and, to the joy of th<
entire class, the answer was favorable
With that load off their minds, every
body started in to enjoy himself as

thoroughly

as

the

resourses

of the

‘IlHPF

ejtsmu

.fjp?F

^m

We offer the lamest anil most complete
line of
...

For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have Artists Goods

Always Bought

AVfegetahlePreparationforAs-

ever

similating ItveFood andBegula-

LJLO W_PR ICES.

ting theStomachs and Bowels of

Red

Promotes Digestion.Cheerfulness and Best.Con tains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.

sizes.

BMUUm-

AsueStMl

*

&£3±*w*,

Tubes, 10c.

Waterman Water Color; Paper, smooth and
rough.

nxtfit ofMd a-sAHunmctOR
Rmfim Seal-

j

Sable, Black Sable, Lyons' Bristle,
Camels' Hair and other Brushes; al

French Water Colors in

NotNahcotic.

*

I

Water Color Boxes from IOc. to 99.00.

___________________________

.Smjm

shown in Belfast, all at surprising

Sketching
or

I

and Linen Canvas

on

stretchers

by the yard.

Gold and Silver Paint.

I
I

Higgins' Drawing Ink, all colors.

l

Academy Boards, Hetoucliiug Varnish. Pastels, Oil Colors, etc., etc.

)
Aperfecl Remedy forConslipa-

POOR & SON,

Oon, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

Worms .Convulsions .Feverish-

town and of individual pocketbooks
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.
would admit.
ments hut without success.
I tried several
Far Simile Signature of
remedies but obtained no relief until 1 beA raid on the dry goods stores
gan to take Pr. Pierce's Favorite Prescrip^DRUGGISTS.
<5Z
tion. I began immediately to improve, and
brought forth ribbon by the yard, in
in four months’ time I was as well anti strong
the
of
class
streamers
it
NEW
and
YORK.
colors,
as ever.”
waved aggressively in the breeze. The
Constipation cured by Doctor Pierce’s
Pleasant Peilets.
dangerous picturesqueness will give stock of fruit and
peanuts of the local
place to commonplace travelling in a
merchants was depleted rapidly, and
Fannie B. Ward.
parlor car.
as a crowning glory to the occasion
Peru or Bolivia, others merely a trip
_ANO...
across the heights and back again for
buckboards were chartered for a drive
exact copy qy
IN
TRANSFERS
REAL
ESTATE.
the pleasure of the thing; and all
about town. A call was made on Sensecretly aware, but unwilling to admit,
TUB OCWTAUft OOMNNV. NSW TOM CITY.
transfers
in
The
real estate ator Hale, who cordially received his
following
that to incur the danger, hardship and
expense of an unnecessary journey in- were recorded in Waldo County Registry visitors and “played up” in the most
to the mountains is mere sentimental of Deeds for the two weeks ending Nov. 13th
approved manner, with cigars and a
MA6AZWES BOUND.
foolishness -we have
characteristic speech. Time was flying,
finally compromis- 1906:
| Books loose in the Covers replaced, trom 10
ed with prudence by deciding upon six
cents up.
Geo. E. Allen, Camden, to Ida E. Mitch- in’WvVfci, rtuu wic Licuii wets icauicu
days of exaltation—to the Irca village ell, Liucolnville; land and buildings in
JOHN S. FERNALD,
just in time. The journey up was as gleeby the old trail via the Fspallata path, I.incolnville.
to the crest of the cordilleras, and then
James A. Adams, Unity, to Frank A. ful as had been the trip in the
26 Miller Street, Side Door, Belfast.
opposite
to retrace our steps to Buenos Ayres,
Bartlett, do.; laud iu Unity.
Albert R. Burrell, China, to Henry R. direction, the feeliDg of triumph comto sail from that point to pastures new.
To be sure most of our party have Perkins, do.; land and buildings in Paler- pletely outweighing the sensations of
WE ARE READY TO RECEIVE ORDERS FOR
made the same journey more than once; mo.
and weariness in general,
Laforest E. and Nellie Burgin, Belfast, sleepiness
but one cannot have too much of so
to Isaac Jackson, do.; land in Belfast.
which were attacking everybody. Afgood a thing. As every traveller knows
William Abraham Barracat, Belfast, to
who has come near to nature’s heart in Herbert E. Bradman, do.; laud and build- ter a rousing cheer for the class at the
the silent fastnessess of the upper ings in Belfast.
Bangor station, the revelers separated,
Albion S. Bean, China, to Manley D.
heights, there is a fascination about
to drift into Orouo by various ways, as
the mountains that grows upon one Hoyt, Clinton; laud in Palermo.
$7.25 PER TON DELIVERED.
Loruen H. Butler (by guardian) La- they had departed.
with each succeeding visit, that makes
to C. M. Conaut, Bangor; land in
The Sophomores had been employing
the level earth seem tame and uninter- grange,
6.85
AT WHARF.
Monroe.
esting by comparison and draws one
Albion J. Curtis, Frankfort, to Maria A. what energy they had left in the meanA
discount
of 25 cents per ton will be given for cash
back, again and again, in spite of dan- do., land and buildings in Frankfort.
time, and, with the assistance of an unAlbert Choate, Montville, to George W.
Fannie B. Ward.
ger and fatigue.
limited amount of funereal black crepe in 10 days.
Choate, do.; land iu Montville.
George W. Choate, Montville, to Ralph had transformed the Freshman place
Over the Andes by Trails Centuries Old,
W. Howard, do.; land and buildings in
in chapel into a haunt of gloom. A
Sublime Views “In the Land of the Montville.
Searsport, August 10,1905.—32tf
Sarah A. Davis et al., Winterport, to Al- placard over the president’s chair bearbert C. Edwards, do.; laud and buildings
Sky.’’
ing the interrogatory, “Where are the
in Winterport.
[Special Correspondence of The Journal.]
Samuel G. Dixon et als, Philadelphia, to Freshmen?” remained unanswered; for
Buenos Ayres, Argentine, Oct. F.. Delmar Hatch, lslesboro, laud in Isles- those who were
obliged to stay at home,
TRADE
7, 1905. We engaged an “arriero,” or boro.
MARK
Eslie Gordon, Thorndike, to Charles F. true to their class spirit, cut chapel
mountain guide, Don llafael Ignacio Bessey, Brooks; land in Thorndike.
with deliberation, and spent the few
Torro by name and Chilian by birth,
Mary E. Hall, Belfast, to Henry 0.
NOT MADE BY A TRUST
minutes in the Library, exchanging
do.; land aud buildings in Beltast.
/r you c/w/vor o£r r//£S£/pubrecommended to be a most reliable fel- Brown,
Frank W. and Martha P. Hatch, Isles- scanty bits of news and information
BfffS S/tOM rOU/?££M£#-MyP/r£US
low who had made mountaineering a boro, to Edwara Adams, Brooklyn ; laud in
regarding the absent.
business for twenty years or more, lslesboro.E
Nellie
About noon you and Jack “blew in”
Ladd; Belfast, to David Ladd,
conducting parties across the cordillera do.; laud and buildings in Belfast.
to your frat house, a bit weary by this
Hormisdas Morrier, Camden, to Daniel
and losing few of them. Certainly a
time, but still undaunted. An interSobel, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
have taken one-half of the
more picturesque looking ruffian was
Alberts. Nickerson, Searsport, to Chas. ested audience assembled in
your room
seldom seen off' the lyric stage than 0. Seekins, do.; land in Searsport.
are caused by
If you aat a
Coburn Store, Journal
Indigestion.
CLOSING GUT SALE.
Don liafael in his purple and scarlet
little too much, or if you are subject to
Northport Wesleyan Grove Camp Meet- to hear the story of your individual ex1
to
Bertha
L.
Church Street,
ing
Association,
Northport,
undivided
the
drawn
held
boots
and you
attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
up
periences,
poncho and cow-skin
All kinds long lumber, spruce, hemI
the Salley, Bangor; land iu Bangor.
had shortness of breath, rapid heart beats,
the thigh—the resemblance to
and am prepared to take
attention of everybody, except when
Olive E Parker, Frankfort,-to George A.
heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
lock, pine, hard wood and clapboards.
brigand of melodrama heightened by a Clark, do.; land in Frankfort.
the only Sophomore present turned the
orders for
red handkerchief wound loosely around
Indigestion causes the stomach to
Arthur P. Sleeper, Camden, to Fred Reed,
Also sawdust and prepared hard wood,
.augh on one of you by a cleverlyhis head and his broad leather belt Natick ; iand in Stockton Springs.
expand swell, and puff up against the
s ove length, sold at mill or delivered
heart. This crowds the heart and interArthur P. Sleeper, Camden, to Albert S.
worded question. The warning bell for
stuck full of knives and pistols. After
ol Belfast or Seat sport on
feres with its action, and in the course of
Hall, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
a deal of haggling, without which no
j any part
afternoon recitations quickly emptied
Arthur P. Sleeper, Camden, to S. G. Rittime the heart becomes diseased.
short
notice
business can be transacted in these
Telephone at residence,
i
the couch, desk and chairs, and you
tenbush, do.: land in Stockton Springs.
parts, he gracefully consented to Ins
i 25 Congress St., Belfast. Call 36-11.
Norris J., John M., and Robert M. Thom- threw
on
down
the.
pillowyourself
usual terms, viz: to furnish two mules
as, Buokgport, to George E. Allen, Camden ;
H. C PITCHER.
24tf
for each person, one with a saddle on land and buildings in Lincoluville.
leaped couch for a few moment’s rest
his back and the other to carry luggage
James A. Adams, Unity, to Frank A.
before giving up to “lab. work” the
or to be in reserve in case of accidents;
Bartlett, do.; land in Unity.
Cairo M. Clarke Atkinson, Boston, to aext hour, as you informed Jack. It
two peons, to attend the animals, cook
Ethel
Clark Wellington, Unity; land and was quite warm in the room and the
the food, and assist him in defending
in Unity.
and property, if need be; buildings
our lives
digests what you eat, takes the strain off
Edward L. Clifford, Dexter, to Josiah much was soft, and—and—and—well,
llafael to supply his own food and that Larrabee, Prospect: land in Prospect.
of the heart, and contributes nourishment,
t was the vigorous ringing of the supto
look
and
we
and
for the mules
Albert C. Edwards, Winterport, to Fred
peons
strength and health to every organ of the
bell that brought you up all standout for ourselves in the culinary line; Lowe, do.; land and buildings iu Winter- per
body. .Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour I also carry a good line of
ng with a start. A glance at the chair
and nobody’s luggage to exceed 100 port.
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucous
to Fred sear
membranes lining the Stomach and Digesby revealed Jack, rubbing his eyes,
pounds in weight, blankets ana cook- L.Addison Knowlton, Swanville,
Roberts, Providence; land and buildings
tive Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
ing kit included. In consideration in Waldo.
with a bewildered look on his “open”
PRINTS,
of the Stomach.
thereof we agreed to pay $40 per capita
Arthur McNally, Clinton, to Laforest jountenance. A laugh all around greetin gold for the round trip between Men- McAllister, Burnham ; land iu Burnham.
After eating, my food would distress me by making
at the dining room
doza and El Puehnta del Inca, as the
William C. Marshall, Belfast, to Georgie ;d your appearance
my heart palpitate and l would become very weak.
natural bridge is called—half the E. Kelley, Northport; land in Northport.
ioor, where a glance told you that the
Finally 1 got a bottle of Kodol and it gave me lmmr
diate relief. After using a few bottles I am cured.
Angeline Richards, Northport, to Vertie
money in advance and the remainder
places were all occupied, and that you
MRS. LORING NICHOLS, Penn Yan. N. Y.
A. McCabe, do.; land in Northport.
after our safe return to Mendoza. It
OFFICE WASHINGTON STREET
The
Delwin W. Robinson, South Portland, to would have to “wait a while.”
seemed a simple bargain, but required Melville C.
I had stomach trouble and was in a bad state as I
Freedom.
in
land
TELEPHONE NUMBER 44-2.
Perry,
do.;
retreatat
remarks
fired
OUTINGS.
heart
trouble
with
it.
I
took
it
had
Kodol
make
laughing
your
Dyspepsia
locally
no end of red tape to
Silas L. Ridley, Searsport, to Charles M.
Cura for about four months and it cured me.
ing head betrayed the fact that the way
valid, including a legal documeut a Grant, do.; land in Searsport.
D.
KAUBLS, Nevada, O.
Fred L. Roberts, Providence, to Addison in which
yard long, with the great red seal of
you had spent the afternoon
the government affixed and the signa- Knowlton, Swanville; land and buildings
After
had
unnoticed.
not passed
your
Digests What You Eat
ture of the Jefe Politico and that of in Waldo.
James II. Staples, Stockton Springs, to supper was secured and a little—a very
CttCll lUCLllUCl Ul
iu
Stocktcn
land
Fannie
F.
rreparea n in*
do.;
Richards,
COLD WEATHER IS COMING!
I or.tory of B.O.D.Witt I
time* u muck .. tka I
respondent figured in a guise which her Springs.
little—studying was’done, you found
own parents would not have recogniz^trtjOjWj^jn^iilMj J_jt0o;;0klcj£jlO;»;*J
until a fusilade
nodding
again
Takeout
Have
yourself
your last winter clothes
ed as the name of their daughter—SeIf you are troubled with indigestion, con- 3f pillows which whizzed in at the door
them cleaned, pressed and repaired, and
nora Francesca Vard, there being no
stipation, sour stomach, or auy other pain,
save buying new. We can please you. Give
W in the Spanish alphabet, you know. Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea will make and bv vour head woke you up again,
us a call at the old place.
:tiu36
The shops of Mendoza make a spec- you well ami keep you well. 35 ceuls, Tea and a short and extremely good natured
we
and
....BY....
or Tablets.—li.H. Moody.
ialty of mountaineers supplies
house” ensued. After that was
“rough
needF.
G.
SPINNEY,
quickly equipped with everything
*
I offer for sale the Ham-Condon house at the
over the Freshmen all seemed impelled
ful, i. e. canned beef, dried fish, salted
foot of the square. The most desirable piece oi.
Mixer's Block, Belfast. Me.
Gloucester Fishermea's Mortality.
and
kinds
various
that
delicious
with
bedward
of
move
to
It
ham, crackers
property in Belfast, and the best investment.
is
built from cellar to attic and has
strange duicies, coffee, cocoa, mate tea,
It is pleasing to note the small loss of life, uncertainty as to what would happen all thoroughly
NO GREATER
modern conveniences; also has fine stable. It
blankets and medicine chest. Query: comparatively, among Gloucester fishermen
is in the growing part of the city and has fine
The latter during the Grand Banks fishing season just to them in the next morning’s recita- view of Belfast
chesty
medicine
the
bay.
why
MISTAKE CAN BE BADE
stocked with whiskey, quinine, cam- closed, old ocean’s toll this year having tion that is part of the irresistible
I also have the house opposite the Opera House,
Than Imagining it is economy to buy tii«-cheapJacobs
been but 16 lives and 11 vessels. This is
St.
near Post Office square, known as the Salmons j who has had 16 YEARS EXPERIENCE an<
and
of
life.
charm
ginger
college
phor, jamaica
who can guarantee you satisfaction.
est Harness and Sadc.iery Goods, because tno
house. This is another good piece of property for
the smallest in forty years, the average loss
oil. As a personal outfit, each lady,
P.
S.
I
would
like
to
add
price seems low.
that I have puran investment.
Don’t shut your eyes at these
of life during the past twenty-five years
THE’ SHODDY
taught by previous experience, attired having been 85. Another unusual feature
THE AUTOMOBILE BOAT.
bargains for Belfast is going to wake up some chased Mr. Reynolds' half of the business and
have
since
one
of
the
the
bought
CHARACTER
Queen of this season has been that not a single
very latest instruday.
herself in a style to shame
ments for eye testing, also a machine for grind
and
WOODCHUCK
COTTAGE
FOR
SALE,
been
OF CHEAP GOODS
of Sheba bad her ancient highness
vessel has been lost wdth ail on board, casThe auto-boat is not much heavier
ing lenses which will enable me to get my work
diover
dress
to
be
sold.
to
ont quicker and cheaper, a saving to the cusualties being due largely to fishermen going than a canoe. The frames are
Apply
Takes away all apparent saving and always conalong—dark blue llaunel
pieces going
tomer of about 209!. ALL KIN Its of lens grounc
adrift in their dories in the fog. There are
F. S. HOLMES,
vided skirts of the same material,
duces to dissatisfaction.!
of oak, some not more than an inch
to order. There will he no sending away thereby
about
men now engaged in the Glcuenough
4,000
sleeves
Me.
with
long
Real
Estate
We make a special | <>a t on the character ot
warm jacket,
Agent, Belfast,
causing a delay of from s to 10 days. I shall con- our
square, bent to the required shape and
ceter fisheries.
good?— We posit \e.\ dt al in goods ot reliable
to come down over the hands and loose
in position. Over these frames Or Wm. H. OilM BY, Belfast Savings Bank tinue to carry all kinds of frames and mountings
fastened
workmanship and a \ nihui.al.
| fqr frameless glasses, fancy gold chains, lorgenough to allow free movement of the
are fastened, usually, two thin coverthe iov I si I i:igi > consistent with a
I netts, and in fact everything that comes undei
The State Printing.
arms, cap with surprising capabilities
One
ings of wood, almost veneers.
high standard of « xeelh in * always obtain d at
NOTICE.
The subscri- |I the optical business. I have furnished over 1,50c
of extension in the way ot a visor to
our place.
people with glasses in the last 14 months. Please
ber hereby gives notice that sbe lias been
thickness is generally of cedar about
VA e earnestly im:ic in
** fion
down
of g• a• ds ami
remember that I shall continue at the saint
The Governor and Council have awarded
shade the eyes and lappels to pull
one-eighth of an inch thick. Over this duly appointed administratrix of the estate of stand 07 High street, Beltast, Me.
47
on
prices.
contracts for State printing as follows:
late
of
over neck and ears, securely tied
O.
BENJAMIN
SARGENT,
Searsport,
to
do
which
is
mean
We
is stretched canton-flannel,
J. FRANKLIN HARRIS,
tlie.l-'t w >•:
by
positively
Class A, hook and pamphlet work, to
\ • y truiy,
with a stout veil, roomy long wnsteu
our patrons.
make it waterproof. Then iu the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
to
Eje
varnished
Sight
Specialist.
Burleigh & Flyut, Augusta.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having deof
gloves and horrid hob-nailed lorshoes
or
ceanother
mahogany
to
the
planking,
Class li, miscellaneous job work,
mands against the estate of said deceased are
the
125 Main St,
C. K. SI /: VI ^ >
and goggles of smoked glass
Pub. Co.
dar, is put on, and this, too, is only an desired to present the same for settlement,and
and Waterville Sentinel
snow fields, an extra storm cloak
Class C, Legislative printing, to Bur- eighth of an inch thick. When this has all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
muffler stowed away among the lug- leigh & Flyut.
been rubbed down, polished, and finishMARGART A. SARGENT.
tucked
The contracts are for two years. It is ed so that it is as smooth as a
gage, and a little shining pistol
piano,
Searsport, October 10, 1905.—3w46
in its little leather belt, which, how- estimated that they will result in a saving the total thickness of the planking is
of offense of $20,000 to the State.
Any size from a few hundred feel to 17.'. acres
ever useless as a weapon
All have shore fronts. Anywhere from Belfast to
just one-quarter of an inch. A 40-foot
and defense, adds the final drop to the
Gove. Fine view of bay and islands. I
was built for racing this year
boat
Saturday
also have a large list of city property ami farms
feminine cup of serenity in these wild
which, without the engine, weighed
all sizes and prices. Semi for book.
FOSTER
ESTABR00KS
will
an
regions.
This
idea
of
COMPANY,
give
575 pounds.
F. s. HOLMES.
Well, we rode out of town with as
Real Estate Agent, 1 elfast. Me.
the lightness of construction. If one
TABLE BOARD.
much dignity as could be commanded
should strike a submergBELFAST,
boats
MAINE,
these
of
of which
■
on the backs of mules each
irwtHrrk Second-hand
Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let by the
ed log when being speeded—and there
■ [ ■ ] ■ ■ I goods of every deor week.
Rooms for light house keepeis.
insisted on pitching its rider head foreHave a government contract for white
are plenty of these floating obstructions day
■ ■ ll’ll scription. Furnito
witassembled
38
Street.
crowd
High
most into the
■ B 1 II ture, bedding, car
in all waters—the shell would be crushshirts and could give a few experienced
4w44.
which
■ ■■ill pets, stoves, etc.
ness the departure—a friskiness
ed as easily as an egg. The boat would
■ ■
stitchers
work
the
Antique furniture
win
steady
through
Don Rafael assured us would “get out
sink and its crew
all
■ I I ill I a specialty. If you
in
probability
ter. Can also give employment to inex
of their heels in a day or two. Having Of Aversion and Pity, Cure Your Cold would have to swim.
ill lift/ have anything to
sell drop me a
and Catarrh, Purify Your Breath
followed the railway track to its end, a
The motors are worked by gasolene,
perience4 help on other work. 4w46
postal card and you w ill receive a prompt call.
few miles beyond the city, we struck
and Stop the Offensive Discharges.
one drop of which, properly mixed with
WALTER H. COOMBS
into a trail along the Mendoza river,
1 < ii ci (i< ss m bem lal Sts.. Felta t.
in each cylinder, and
y6
Rev. Dr. Bochror ol Buffalo, says: “My wile air, is exploded
which wound up hill and down dale and I were both troubled
with distressing Ca- the force of the explosion drives the
suntarrh, but we have enjoyed freedom from this piston down and turns the shaft. These
through enchanting scenery. By
first used
set we had made thirty miles and come aggravating malady since the day weaction was
motors, too, are lightly constructed.
Dr. AgnewTs Catarrhal Powder. Its
the
mountof
silence
In every town in Waldo county to sell “Condenset
well within the
rebel Each piece of metal that can be dis
most
the
grateful
instantaneous, giving
-APPLY AT THENotice is hereby given that Savings Bank Book
the
have
Eggs*’—the economic wonder. Can equals 36 fresl
9
night
passed
ains. We might
within ten minutes alter first application.
with is cut out, and the differNo 7435 issued by this Bank, has been lost and
pensed
eggs; sells for 25 cents. Sells at every house ovei
H.
but
A.
Howes
and
The
Store
ranch
Bold
infested
house,
by
City
Drug
in some flea
has been made for a duplicate book
over again. Saves many dollars in living ex
so lightly made that It is
ana
are
application
ent
parts
A Co.
law's regulating Issuing!new books.
Belfast
Stable.
penses. Write for territory, samples and particu according toWILMEK
preferred pure air and “all outdoors;”
a wonder that they do the work that is
J. DORMAN, Treasurer.
Use Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills.
lars.
Economy Egg Powdek Co.,
so we camped in a clump of cacti by
Magazine.
November 1«, 1U05.—3w46
for.—Pearson’s
U42
called
Maine.
Belfast,
2w46*
Cherrjfield,
I
40 Doses 10 Cents.
the wayside. A tent was rigged for the
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REPAIRING.

,A„S",;VK

Searsport

Coal Co.

|

Chestnut, Stove and Egg Anthracite Coal
PERSON

SEARSPORT COAL CO.

HOOD RUBBERS

Lumber,

I

—

Kodol

Dyspepsia Cure

Building,

Wrappers, Shirt Waist Suits,
Shirt Waists, Gowns and
Night Shirts. Special attention given to out-sizes.

BELFAST

Gas & Electric_Light Co.

Electric

GINGHAMS,

FLANNELETTS,

IiKMivinnuBiwiu«4

BARGAINS IN REAL ESTATE.

Mrs. F, H. BLACK.

Wiring oi All Kinds,

Electric, Gas Fixtures jj Supplies.

Ladies# Gentlemen:

Eyes Examined Free
J.

FRANKLIN

HARRIS,

Doctor of Optics,

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

Girls Wanted.

...

COTTAGE

LOTS."

BOARDERS WANTED.

Don’t Become
An Object

An

Livery

—

Agent

Wanted

Belfast Savings Bank.

fhe

Republican

THE NEWS OF BKOOKS.

Journal.

The schools close this week
weeks’ vacation.
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months; 50 rents tor three months.
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LESSON

THE

OF

ELECTIONS.

Although this is known politically as
"off year” the elections were of unusual interest and importance, and the
results should be satisfactory alike to
Republicans and Democrats—to all, in
fact, who stand for good government
and are opposed to graft and bossism.
To begin with New York city: On the
face of the returns Mayor McLellan,
the Tammanycandidate, was re-elected:
but the Tammany machine was wrecked and Murphy, the Tammany leader,
is discredited with his followers. Many
Republicans voted for McLellan as a
lesser evil than Hearst, the yellow
journalist. Another noteworthy feat-

And now it is the blacksmiths harvest
time! The horses must be sharp shod
from now until good sleighing.

CURED B

"My little son, a boy of five, broke
itching rash. Three doctors prescribed for him, but he kept

getting worse until we could not dress
They finally advised
certain medical college,
but its treatment did no good. At the
time I was induced to try Cuticura
he was so bad that I had to cut his
hair off and put the Cuticura Ointment on him on bandages, as it was
impossible to touch him with the bare
hand. There was not one square inch
of skin on his whole body that was
notaffected. He was one mass of sores.
The bandages used to stick to his skin
and in removing them it used to take
the skin off with them, and the screams
me

It is said that Geo. B. Roberts has bought
the Charles E. Small place. While George
is gathering in the dollars in Boston he
does not neglect to invest them right here
in Brooks, his old home.

Report has it that Earl D. Bessey of the
Stowe, Vt„ High school has become a
mighty deer hunter in that famous game
region. Well, he had something of a repu-

tation in the dear business while in this
section.

was

j

Mr. E. A. Carpenter has kindly given
The Journal the following particulars concerning his potato crop He says: “I raised
Brooks 3,500
on 11 acres on my farm in
bushels of potatoes. This crop was raised
and did not
was
run
out
on land that
badly
cut more than A ton of hay to the acre when
I broke it up. "1 used one ton of E. Frank
Coe Excelsior potato fertilizer to the acre
and the total cost of raising the potatoes
and putting them into my cellar was 24
We can raise just as
cents per bushel.
good potatoes in Waldo county as they do
in Aroostook county, providing we give
them the same care and use a good liberal
amountof high grade fertilizer to the acre.
I consider one ton to the acre in Waldo
couny not any heavier dressing than A ton
to the acre in Aroostook county, considering
the difference in the soil.”
J

111%

UJ1A.'U1%

1

AlIV.

to

more.

try

a

“To what extent should government aid in
building country roads?” to be opened by
Edward Evans; remainder of programme

The Islesboro

Changes

the vicinity, and the location is certainly all
that could be desired for a prosperous summer resort. Of late the place has been some-

SWIFT & PAUL’S,

what neglected, while the exclusive hotel at
Dark Harbor has prospered. Judging from
what has been done elsewhere we should
say that if this hotel is brought up-to-date

MASONIC TEMPLE, FOR

(j

in all its appointments, made
house, with first-class prices, it

a

BON PARK.
NEUFCHA TEL,
EDAM.
IMPERIAL.

j
legis-1

FANCY

c

i.test

was

the election of John

canvass,

;

of all kinds, including

variety of CANNED
FRUIT.AND NUTS.

non-partisan. In some cases Republicans were elected by Democratic

votes, in others Democrats were elected
by Republican votes. Party lines were

broken, and
a new

with results that indicate

order of things in the future.

What

yellow

journalism

is

brought home to us last week by a
Boston daily of that type. It published
what purported to be a portrait, but
was really a caricature, of a young lady,
and the accompanying text was no less
untruthful. The attempt wras made to
localize here a second Geary tragedy,
for which there was and is no foundation, and in so doing needless pain was
inflicted upon relatives and friends.
We are sorry to have to add that certain Maine newspapers have followed
the lead of this Boston yellow journal,
and although some of the statements
made purport to be from a different
standpoint, it is evident that the only

object

exploit

a

="AND==»

Suits.
HOSIERY

:\^

and

NECKWEAR
UNDERWEAR

PICKLES, SAUCES

j

AND CONDIMENS

and CLOVES
Nowhere will you find goods of equal qua mi
offered at such LOW PRICES.

A. A. HOWES & CO..

first-class
be made

can

jroceries, Drugs and Medicines.
4tf

I

To Let.

WEAR

I

I LOOHERS
X

One or two furnished rboms. Suitable for light
4»>tf
housekeeping. Inquire at this office.

_

TheyWear the Longest
They are most Economical

r

| CORSETS J

CASES,

BABY’S PILLOW TOPS,
MEXICAN WORK.

and

hope during the coming months

and

rooms are

not

equal

to

tin*

to

!!

EXPECTATION.

public necessity and demands

are

of the finest in the State and

one

about

to

your while to examine
boxes

!

install therein

VAULT and

or

it, and

out of
our

whereto buy

not

skirts in latest

manship and at right prices.

entire

stock
of

Coats
and

a

discount

^

see

79c i

us,

Newest model, made of specially
tROO fine
quality of imported Ger man
cheviot, box plaited pannel front, side gores,
side plaited flounce from knee down, headed
with stitched strapping, the greatest
Q AA

At
f\i

ever seen

for the

justify.

By individuals

CA AA VALUE PANAMA
SKIltTS, in
v"'""
black and brown, new broad box
plaits stitched in welts, inverted plaits at. back,
fifteen gores, clos fitting hips—a remarkable
value and much underpriced at
...

$4.95

from

regular

prices. During the next few weeks every

New circular skirt of hard linisli<C7
Panama cloth, made with
double box plaits, fan front, circular sides
made in 3-4 inch tucks in clusters of 2, 3 and
4, finished in back with two graduated double
box plaits—a new advance style and
<£7
a bargain at.

coat

and suit

now in stock must leave our store—
or no profit, they’re going.
We shall not
over a single garment.
Our sizes are so
for us to
badly broken that it is
quote prices, but if we have got your size we

profit

BLACK MIXTURE in
Al ^7
00 URAY&
f\i
vp i
sort of an invisible check, side
with
cord
stitched
welts to form graduplaits
ated flounce, inverted plaits at back, tl 00
1
very full and finely tailored.v

At Sh? OR Seven-gored skirt of cheviot lin-

islied repellent, stitched on seams
with V inch welts,has pannel gores finished with
cut
tabs
plaiting, trimmed with buttons
fancy
with fan plaiting of flounce depth.

-$2.98

carry

impossible

will sell you a garment lower
anywhere in Belfast.

Georges Valley Railroad.

than you

Clean up sale of 25 Sent duality tarns in
black, white, red, blue, green, brown,

19c

can

buy

Made of an all wool brown
herrinbone mixture, twenty-one gores, stitched in 3-8 inch welts, forming
side plaited flounce and exceptionally *9
big value at...

Ladies’ Belts!
Hunt;tv patent leather,
yiwnij, two-piece style, .for

in the

week only....

NAPKINS

19c.

Three numbers in Irish Linen Napkins sold
cost this week only.

Sluggish Liver a Foe to Ambition.
You can not accomplish very much if
your liver is inactive as you feel dull, your
eyes are heavy and slight exertion exhausts
you. Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup stimulates the liver and bowels and makes you
feel bright and active.
Orino Laxative
Fruit Syrup does not nauseate or gripe and
is mild and very pleasant to take. Orino
is more effective than pills or ordinary
cathartics.
Refuse substitutes.
R. H. I

I

I

of Bel fas

our

Every depositor’s business is

or

j

sm.ti-

as pi U

a

j

only patron.

are

opening

44

44

«

44

115

Robert F.

|,37

NAINSOOKS

42c.

Any information concerning them

Swan,
Dunton,
Asa A. Howes,
Wm. B.

be'small; begin

tv-

interest from

or our

|
J

Call I’m

methods cheerful

j

C. W.

Pitcher,
Sherman,
Clias. P. Hazeltine,

WESCOTT,

Cashier

\

Thomas W.

Clarence K. Mclntire

Elmer A.

Thomas E. Shea,

\

\

Winfield S. Pendletor

Stock Liability, $60,000

Total Responsibility, $132,000.
MONTVII.LE.

33c.

Temple, Belfast

■

MTiOMLTM OF BELHM

Capital and Surplus, $72,000.

good values ic plain Nainsooks.
25c. Quality Nainsook, 19c.
“
“
35c.
27c.
“

it

DIRECTORS:

Extra

“

day.

certificates of deposits bearing

WM. B. SWAN, President.

20 in. wide,special price, per yd,$ .98
44

accounts every

savings account now, though
up for the future.

THE CITY

Warranted not to^break—
they do.

“

I

“PROCRASTINATION IS THE THIEF OF TIME
Start a

investments.

money back if

44

new

he the CORNER-STONE of each and every investment made.

Windom Taffeta Silks

44

/COMPOUNDING MAY AND MM
\
TWICE YEARLY.

unreservedly re«
accept the increased responsibility which our rapidly growing husinc"
and TOMORROW AS.TODAY “ABSOLUTE AND UNQUESTIONED S.\ I »

25c., 30c. and 50c.

«

PERCENT
INTEREST

THE DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS OF TH IS ’INSTITUTION

fit.

44

<3

CASHIER’S CHECKS ISSUED.

JOHNSON,

The Advertiser of Facts, flasonic

woman

COLLECTIONS MADE.

1

FRED A.

ami

man

HIGH GRADE BONDS FOR SALE.

just opened seventy-live dozen
ladies’ and children’s Jersey ribbed fleeced
underwear made by the BERKSHIRE Knitting Mills. There is none better, it is on the
top round of the ladder, Whenever you find
BERKSHIRE underwear you find the true
criterion of quality. We have all sizes from
four to nine, extra fine fleecing and made to

44

every

issue,

We have

27

..

WL “AT

lay

Underwear

near

5-8 size Irish Linen Nnpkins, per doz.,$ .95
“
“
Handkerchief Linen,
1.17
5-8 “
warranted
22x22
inches,
handkerLarge
size,
Extra
7Cs>
quality
nAm,|Br|v lot.
chief linen, warranted
■VCgUIlUlj
all pure Linen Napkins, special numall pure linen. Special tor this week.
59c.
1.25
ber, at per doz.,

expenses, $11,116; number of passengers
carried earning revenue' during the year,
5,451; number of passengers ^carried one
mile, 43,608; -number of tons of freight
carried one mile, 243,640.

were

We also issue

22
new
one

careful attention.

same

l«lBA V O

Berkshire Fleeced Lined

7^5

The annual statementof the Georges Valley Railroad for the year ending June 30,
1905, is as follows: Gross earnings from operation, $13,000; operating expenses, $12,011; income from operation, $1,054; passenger revenue, $1,689; freight revenue, $10,528; maintenance of way and structures,
$2,328; maintenance of equipment, $1,012;
conducting transportation, $7,554; general

I

7Qf

MiccPC
CLirfc
IVIIddCd OMI13.

mean

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
We

*1.00 TAMS in all colors, priced for
one week at.•ys*

|

we

Every customer’s account, whether large

All deposits before December 3d draw interest from Decent

19c

Tam O’Shanters,

money.0, vv

\

inspectioi
always pleased to show it wlieth-

are

the accounts of firms, corporations and h
extending every favor that sound and conservative n.c

though he

At
/\l

Suits
at

Come and

deposit l»o\>

...

then you will know.

skirt Belfast has

Ladies’

styles, best work-

chest of safe

invite the closest

RECEIVE AND SOLICIT, SUBJEC

the

.—79,
quality for this week
Seamless glove fitting, winter weight, high
ankle
neck, long sleeves,
length, the well
known Oneita make—this quality always
sold at $1.00. This week special for....
»l.oo

we

will inerra

DEPOSIT C’APACI i'\

not.

JI

Oneita Union Suits

acquainted with this department
and prices, for your own satisfaction, come in
and look the stock overt you may want to know
are

new

we

i

mi

CHECKING-ACCOUNTS
1

MORE NEW SKIRTS
If you

we

a

THE SAFE

j

WeexprcM'i,

EVEN OUT-DO the past. \\ lii-n

vault is

rounding towns.

Closing

N,

THE INCREASE OF OUR DEPOSITS

j

CROSS STITCH EMBROIDERY,
EYELET EMBROIDERY,
DOILIES IN 6, 10, 12,18 and 20 In.

GLOVE CASES,
HDKF.

I

P

1 1

EXPECT AT I

months IIAS BEEN EVEN BEVONDOI

ART EMBROIDERY FOR THE HOLIDAYS
SHADOW EMBROIDERY,
SOFA PILLOW TOPS,
LINEN PICTURE FRAMES,
EMBROIDERED CALENDARS,

x

————atgaaa—wa..

|
j

SOFA PILLOW TOPS, DOILIES, TRAY CLOTHS, LUNCH CLOTHS, BUREAU SCARFS, STAND
Cloths, etc., in a variety of patterns and styles to be worked. The newest, nicest, and for the quality,
See them and remember we are glad to show them to you, bu3y or not busy.
cheapest we ever bought.

LOOiVl F

AGENTS STANDARD PATTERNS

BEYOND

NOW!

AND

RE

1

“•( CORSH i

TELEPHONE 51, RING 12.

X

f WEAR

c™

com

H

!

AND DRIED

ABE ALREADY OBLIGED TO ADD TO

whom he had not seen for 27 years. John
R. Crosby left home 27 years ago, being
then only 20 years of age, went west and
settled in Oregon, afterwards marrying a
lady of that locality, and has continued his
home there ever since. Mr. Crosby, it is
reported, has prospered since going to
Oregon, lie having a large farm for whiclf
he recently refused $10,000. After a few
days’ visit with his aged father, Mr. Crosby
left for a trip to Aroostook county to visit a
friend who was formerly from Oregon, but
who came East a few years ago and settled
in Aroostook county.
From there Mr.
Crosby will start for his Western home,
in
New
brothers
visiting
Hampshire and
Mas.'acini setts on his way.

sensation, regardless of the consequences to the parties
immediately concerned.
Moody.
is to

COATS

great

a

your purchase!) in this line, "the stocks
are now at their best and an investigation will prove to you that we are showing the best line of these
sale
of all fall and winter garments is still
out
goods in the city. In our upstairs department the closing
going on and here you will lind COATS. SUITS, SKIRTS and FURS at prices below any other store in Belfast

Mrs. A. E Chase, Mrs. David B. Fogg
and Harry M. Brow n were called to Waldo
one day
last week to sing at tjie funeral of the wife of Arthur 0. Payson.

The
was

FURS,

ART tMBROWRY. SOFA PILLOW TOPS AND FANCY WORK

sulted in the election of the Democratic dent, has been in town this week calling on
friends. Mr. Penny left this town several
canaiuates ana tbe downfall of George
years ago to seek his fortune elsewhere and
15. Cox of Cincinnati, the well-known has seen considerable of the world. IIis
first venture was in going to Cape Nome
Republican boss. Mr. Cox, when the when the gold excitement first broke out
result became known, promptly gave to there. Here he put in about one year, but
the Associated Press a statement an- fortune failing to smile on him there he
again came East, where he has since tried
nouncing his withdrawal from active several ventures. At present he is in pracservice.
Unlike some of the other tice in Boston as a chiropodist, a profession
which he has learned, and is reported to be
bosses he recognized the handwriting
prospering finely. Before starting out in
the
world Mr. Penny had always lived in
on the wall.
Brooks and served the town several years
There is nothing specially noticeable as selectman.
about the other elections.
Virginia
William N. Crosby, one of our leading
went Democratic, of course, the Re- citizens, met with an agreeable surprise a
few
days ago. One evening a knock came
publicans gaining a few members of
on his door, which Mr. Crosby answered in
the legislature, but a significant stateperson, and found a stranger who enquired
ment is that, “The negroes throughout if Mr. Win. Ciosby lived there. After a
few minutes’ conversation the stranger,
the state refrained from voting almost
finding he was not recognized by Mr.
Crosby, informed him who he was, and it
the
home
of
entirely." Nebraska,
Bry- turned
out to be Mr. Crosby’s son, John R.,
an. remains in the

sense

j

BUY

keep
pledges
ol' Mr. Lane that he can start from Brooks
public.
village by a certain road and travel through
the town of Jackson to the Dixmont line
Republican disagreements in Ohio and and hardly step off his own laud.
the general revolt against bossism reWalter Penny, a former well known resi-

sweep lor the whole Republican State
ticket. In New Jersey the good government forces won.
The most notable victories of the
elections of Nov. 7th were in the truest

Varieties, Finer Qualities and Lower Prices than L

CHEESES

Mops

the

and hi Rhode Island there was a clean

Greater

?

*>

I

that was used in advertising his ideas
in the newspapers,
lie made his cam-j
paign on graft and promised to send to ] Nelson Reynolds completed his studies
jail thieves of high or low degree, in with Dr. Harris of Belfast this week and is
now a regular certified optician.
He will
cilice or out, if elected,
lie also deimmediately open an office at his mother’s
clared early in the campaign that he residence for the practice of his profession.
v
r..
j.une recenuy oougiu a iarm in
would in no event be a candidate for
of X. A. Webb of Jackson.
Mr.
re-election, so that he will enter upon Unity
Lane probably owns more farms in this
his duties absolutely untrammeled, and county than any other one man. lie also
owns many in Aroostook county. It is told
his
to
will, it is believed,

Republican column,

I

j
y

money

|

JAMES H. HOWES,
I
tT Desirable Goods £*

I

Bancroft 11. Conant, Deputy Collector of
Customs at Belfast, made us a

Tray Cloths,
Napkins, Centerpieces, Etc.

i

*

pleasant
Attorney of Suf- call yesterday.
folk c 1111y by .-,.000 majority.
Both
Mr. Isaac Wright of Troy, but who is emparts organizations and the newspa- ] ployed as cook in a leading hotel in New
York, visited tlie family of EiiabS. Stevens ■
pers were against him and lie had little of this village last week.
f::
for his
and most of
B. M, ran as District

Table and

.GROCERIES

strated tl:e wisdom of Gov.

of the

I

Spinach, Radishes, Celery,Etc.

In Massachusetts the result demon-

[From the Waldo County Advocate.]
Kben W. Miller was firing outlie Belfast
Douglass in
Branch a few days last week.
declining to again be a candidate, for
Potatoes are bringing 55 cents in the loMassachusetts is normally a staunch cal market and are in good demand.
State
despite the big Demo- j Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Elliott returned MonRepublican
day fiom a short visit in Pittsfield.
era tic vote in the city of Boston;
and] George B. Roberts has bought the C. E.
the Republican State ticket was elected. ! Small house now
occupied by Ira S. Grady.
the candidate for Lieutenant-Governor
1. S. Staples, the Brooks carriage king, is
j confined
to liis house this week by sickness.
running many thousand votes behind,
John Hobbs of Winterport has rented E.
because, it is said, of his attitude on the
P. Dearborn's house in this village and is
reci) :■ ity issue. An interesting feature moving in.

I

101IKIGN ASD NATIVE.

Miss Essie M. Sanborn of lielfast, who
assisted Mrs. 1. M. Adams in the Camden
telegraph office last summer, has accepted
the position of manager in the Skowhegan
Miss Sanborn’s
office.
many Camden
friends are pleased to learn of her excellent
position.—Rockland Star.

GORGONZOLA,

|

1

valuable property and enhance the value
of real estate in the vicinity.

PLAIN,

<<►>

&

FRESH FROM THE MARKET.

Lettuce,

a

SAGE.
YOUNG AMERICA.

A

Thanksgiving Dinner f

Hands.

further stated that the house will be entire- !
ly renovated and refurnished, the wharf repaired, and everything put in the best, possible condition for the season of liiOfi. The
house was not opened at all this last sumThe house was originally owned and ;
mer.
conducted by the Ryders, but they went to
heavy expense in enlarging it and it finally :
passed out of their hands. Some years ago i
it was a great resort for liangor people, and
the Saturday night hops and musicales were i
social events. SI any cottages were built in i

-CO TO-—

|

WE HAVE EVERYTHING

|

boro hotel, then as the Seaside house and
lately as The Islesborougli, has been sold
by liragg & Preble to the Pendletons. It is

Soid throughout the world. Cuticura Resolvent, 50c.
(in form of Chocolate Coated Pi ls, 2'>e. per vial .,{ GO),
Ointment, 50c., Soap. 25c. Depots: I.or.don. 27 Charterhouse Sep ; Paris, 5 Rue de la Paix Boston, 137 Columbus
Ave. Potter Drug and t hem. Corp., Sole Proprietors.
BS-Scnd for ‘-How to Cure Every Uumour."

]

kidney

NEEDED FOR THE

The Ilangor News says it is reported that i
that famous old hostelry at Ryder’s Cove, !
North Islesboro, first known as the Isles- !

■

any

Thanksgiving

|I

by .Mystic Grange.

“Your letter of the 21st in regard to
the case of uiy little boy at hand. I
am truly thankful to
say that the cure
effected by the Cuticura Remedies has
been a most thorough and successful
Cure to date.”
Chicago, Feb. 23,1903.

*-

or

oth.*r.

The next meeting will be with Mystic
Grange, Belmont, December 5th. Program:
Opening exercises; conferring fifth degree;
report of granges; address of welcome by
some member oi Mystic Grange; response
by Manley Wilson; recess; music; topic, I

fir. Wattam writes

clean]

“bad back”

permanently. Belfast citizens testify to this.
Here is a case of it:
Mrs. Mary M. Smith of 54 Union Street, Belfast
Me., says: “1 have had kidney complaint [and
backache for a number of years. The attacks
were so severe that it was difficult for me to give
proper attention to my household work. Added
to the suffering was an annoyance caused ;by
weakness of the kidney action. The secretions
were unnatural and irregular, despite the fact
that I was continually using medicines. Finally
I heard of Doan’s Kidney Pills and procured a
box at the City Drug Store. The benefit I derived from their use was entirely satisfactory.
The pains and aches were relieved and the kid-

tem.

SIX YEARS LATER

j

a

lookiug for relief and cure, better depend on the only remedy endorsed by people you
know. Doan’s Kidney Pills relieve quickly—cure

A vote of
song, Maud Woods.
thanks was extended to Dirigo Grange for
courtesies.—M. E. Foster, Secretary pro

ROBERT WATTAM, 4922 Center
Ave., Chicago, 111., Dec. 30, 1897.

Statej

the reader has

ONE.

ill and is

Shibles;

from the poor child were heart-breakI began to think that he would
never get well, but after the second
application of Cuticura Ointment I
began to see signs of improvement,
and with the third and fourth applications the sores commenced to dry
up. His skin peeled off twenty times,
but it finally yielded to the treatment.
Now I can say that he is entirely
cured, and a stronger and healthier
boy you never saw than he is to-day."

nuniiftciuriuo

If

—J*»

James H. Howes.!

IN BELFAST IS A

so strengthened that I have not been
Clement, Moulton, Foster, Vose, MoGray, neys
troubled with any irregularities or weakness
Shibles, Black and Howes; recitatiun by
since. It was several year ago that I first used
Inez Bellows; song, Maudie Nichols and
this remedy and I have never changed my good
“Auntie
DoleGrade Nickless; recitation,
opinion of it.”
ful’s Visit,” by Nellie MoGray; song,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. FosterEunice Plummer; dialogue, “Si Robs Mon- Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
ument,” by Mae Hall and Annie Clement; United States.
Kemember the name—Doan’s—and take no
song, Annabel Hall; recitation, Sister

ing.

made for a lair and a special good time at
I rue Mr. iJerry was Dominated the Grange Monday evening, Nov. (iih, but
tion.
was held.
Democrats and by the Prohibi- it was so stormy that no meeting
by t
Last Monday evening the program was cartionists. but lie was elected by the ] ried out in a small way, as not nearly all of
exhibits were presented. It
votes of Republicans who saw in this the expected
The arwas a rather good time, however.
election an opportunity to rebuke tlie J ticles shown weufc,worth seeing, a very good
State machine without endangering the I literary program was presented, “Why
Bro. M. J. Dow could not raise cabbage”
supremacy of the Republican party in was properly discussed and ventilated,
the nation or in Congress.
As the refreshments were served and everybody
The principal vegetable exwas happy.
Brooklyn Eagle says: "The defeat of hibits were show n by IS. S. Roberts, who
for years sold garden truck to the people of
the Republican candidate for
Belfast, and included potatoes, turnips,
treasurer is less a protest against Resquashes, pumpkins, cabbage, apples, etc.,
it
is
than
i
all
good specimens and worth looking
against
graft.”
publicanism
at.
May McTaggart exhibited a variety of
In Philadelphia the issue was
red squash from the garden of her father,
government, and the result was a .Jantes B. McTaggart, well known as the
finest gardener in this vicinity. IIis father
sweeping reform victory.
was a gardener in Scotland and Yncle
In Maryland the issue which engross- Jamie takes the pride of a professional in
in a
ed popular attention was a proposed the business. S. S. Roberts brought
case of the Roberts butter which looked
constitutional amendment, the avowed nice enough to tempt an epicure. Specishown by Mrs.
purpose of which was to disfranchise mens of canned fruit were
X. R. Cook, Mrs. C. F. Files, Mrs. O. W.
negro voters. The amendment was de- Lane, and others. Master Bernard Staples
feated by a decisive majority, and this exhibited a crate of pigeons that attracted
considerable attention. Special fancy artiresult is generally accepted as relegating cles of interest were shown
by Mrs. Files,
to the rear Boss Gorman, a one-time
Mrs. Lane and others.
May McTaggart
iisplayed numerous articles of Indian manpossible Democratic candidate for tiie ufacture
obtained by her in Dakota, where
Presidency. The Republicans elected die resided several years. In short, while
it was an informal impromptu affair it was
some of their candidates in Baltimore
r pleasant social occasion and developed
and carried three of the four city
interesting trains of thought and valuable
liscussion.
lative districts.

RECORD

UNIQUE

program reported and the report was accepted. The program was then taken up as
follows:
Song by choir; question: “As
the State has licensed automobiles it should
provide special roads for them to run on
aff., Frank Clement; neg., W. S. Dolloft';
discussion of question followed, by Bros’s.
B. F. Foster, A. V. Martin, W. F. Woods,
C. M. Howes, E. P. Rowell and Sisters

out with an

him any

THE

turer and Pomona. A class of three were
instructed in the fifth degree. The address
of welcome was given by B. F. Foster and
the response by' W. S. Dolloft'. Remarks
for the good of the order were made and the
noon recess was then taken. On calling to
order again the committee ou time and

UTICURA

-—'—

I

of Waldo County Grange.

Waldo County Pomona met Nov. 7th with
Dirigo Grange, Freedom. It was a lowery
day and the travelling not the best, yet the
attendance was good. Six granges responded to the roll call. The meeting was presided over by Past Master B. F. Foster.
The officers present were Overseer, Lec-

Not One Square Inch of Skin on
His Whole Body Unaffected

Chas. H. Forbes, who was so badly injured by a fall recently, is able to be up
and dressed but cannot walk a step. The
sciatic nerve is injured and it will be some
time before he gets around again.

the re-election of William
Travers Jerome to the district attorneyship of the county of New York,
lie was the candidate of no party, hut
was nominated on the petition of independent citizens, and his election is
gratifying to good men every where.
Pennsylvania, which in a national contest is good for anywhere from 200,000
to *00.o00 Republican majority, elected
the Democratic and Prohibition candidate for 'date Treasurer by a majority
of about 100,000. That does not, how-1
ever, give a correct idea of the situa-1
ure

A. E. Chase is buying'what hay he can
get, but it has been coining in slowly. In
fact, but little is pressed as yet.

It looks as if the first
last two weeks.
snow this season would stick.

an

IX SMB

Awful Suffering of Little Boy
from an Itching Humour

George A. Thompson, who is living on
the Benjamin Ham place, which is owned
by his wife, who was Aphia G. Ham, is
repairing the buildings. Just now he is
shingling the barn.
The sharp freeze Monday night put a
definite stop to plowing, which had been
carried on in a desultory manner for the

auvu'tistm: Terms: For one square, one inch
length In column. 50 cents for one week and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

THE

MRS

a two

Mrs. Nora Daniels has returned from
Massachusetts and is with her sister, Mrs.
Rose I. Forhes.

Every Thursday Morning by tlw

Republican Journal

for

Meeting

I
HALLDALE,
While splitting poles Eugene Perry split ,
Mrs. Fred Blaekstone, who had beet
It
of
his
fore
the
finger.
large joint
open
several months, passed peacefully
will
make
a
is a bad wound and doubtless
Nov. 8tli.
The remains were taken
stiff joint_Amos Brown has finished off
Skowhegan Thursday for burial.
lie is progressing
a kitchen in his house.
Ayer, the travelling preacher, is callinrapidly with his tenement house. It will friends in this vicinity_Mrs. C. M 1
soon be ready for somebody, and it will eut of
Lowell, Mass., is visiting her f
make that somebody a nice home—Miss Job Clement
It is reported that I
Hattie Davis, who was taken sick while at Thompson has
typhoid fever
work in Freedom, is at home—The young- three inches of snow fell during the shall
last week.
est child of Walter Stover is very sick.
1

|

—

...

j

[HE NEWS OF BELFAST.
VUBLKBlfts’

NOTICE.

'ingle Copies of The Journal are on sale at the
owing places:
si arsport. At the post office.
i.
kton Springs.
At the post ok.ce.
\v interfort.
At the store of 1. H. W.
v l.ul'if.
owen.
Store of 1). J. Dickens.
iiarles E. Adams, Searsport. Miss E. M. Hall,
itorport and M. J. Dow, Brooks, are authoragenta to receive subscriptions and advermeuts.
li KPt'Bi.ican

Journal Publishing Co.

htaudard Oil tank car arrived
supply the local tank,

A

N. C. Matthews had a caller at his shoe
store last Saturday evening who did not
stop to open the door but went headfirst
against the plate-glass, cracking it badly.

pChild

He has offered to pay for the damage.
The magazine supplement of the Boston
Sunday Globe did not arrive here Sunday
with the rest of the paper, but was received
by Monday morning’s mail. It contains a
write-up of the women’s clubs of Belfast,
w ith portraits of Mrs. F. A. Griflin, Mrs.
Geo. E. Brackett, Mrs. C. H. Hubbard and
Mrs. Charles A. Pilsbury.

last

Cured

the annual meeting of Canton Fallas,
M., I. 0. 0. F., the following officers
„ere elected:
Captain, Eugene L. Cook;
Vutenant, E. F. Littlefield; Ensign, AusJ. Fernald; Clerk, Charles H. Sargent;
Accountant, John S. Davidson.

II

(

of the directors of
t? Belfast & Moosehead Lake R. R. Co.,
urles B. Hazeltine, president, and the
i board of directors were re-elected, aud
rge A. Quimby was elected a director
place of Win. M. Woods, deceased.

At

a

meeting last

week

I
j

me victim of the reaccident at the shoe factory, was movfrom the Waldo County Hospital Nov.
to the home of his mother on Union
He is rapidly recovering and there
et.
very indication that he has sustained no
maiient injury.

iie.Journal recently published a local eonWe
ms the Mary Elizabeth candies.
learn that not only do Mary Elizabeth,
mother, sisters and brother, make the
nicest of candy, done up in the*daintii packages, but they do their own printas well, and their stationery and hookaim models in design and typography.

Iune

people up-ri\er

nave

got

pure.

think coming. The Bangor Commer“The port of Stockton Springs
not come under the Bangor customs
It is
:se, as lias been thought by some.
art of the Belfast district, which comthe western side of Penobscot bay,
-inning where the territory of the Bangor
‘riot ends, at Wiuterport.”

is^uch
it

[

lerbert K. Bradman has bought of the
of Mary Christmas Barakat, the twobrick building on Main street oecuI by the Barakat family as a store and
oiling and will use the first floor „for
age and the second story as a dwelling,
ee the death of Mary Christmas, as she

familiarly known, a son has continued
business, but he will probably now go
th for the winter.
M. Makenua, anArmenian well kuowu here, has closed

place of business in Camden and will
e to Bangor.

|

a

great aid is

because

50

I Dry Goods, Small Wares
good

is as

as any

I Ine

Corset Cov-

THANKSGIVING

REQUIREMENTS!

5Qc. lip

Napkins. Tray Cloths,
Table Padding or Silence Cloth.
Crash, Checked Wipers, Side
Board Scarfs.

1

lie

SLeiUllt'i

V

Under the supervision of MRS. R. P. CHASE this de-

Ml Flat pieces are what we are
this season. Furs have
j v carrying
come into the greatest popular
!

.__

l-f
I I

DI C’T /VI \
fvIkA 1
C r)

show

^

cents and $1. 00
All druggists

^CHILDREN'S

nstine and Dark Harbor. She leaves West
rooksvilie at 7 a. in., arriving at Rockland
t 10 a. m.
Returning, leaves Rockland at
Op. m_The steamer Rockland of the

I

We

the Stockton wharf at 9.10 a.

in.

the.se

making a
big cut on

goods.

*

I

I1

i

r~J|

I”*

Look at ours
before purchasing.

^

for'p^£

•rorth and (Inert G. Jackson.

November 10th, and was an uuquali-il success. The tables, eighteen in number, which entirely filled the lioor space,
resented a very tasteful appearance, as
'hey were set for supper. They were filled
t w ice, aud it was estimated that about five
hundred people were served. The supper

OUR

PRICES Ot THE TWO PREVIOUS WEEKS
GOOD FOR THIS WEEK, AND IN ADDITION
WE MAKE
THE
FOLLOWING LEADERS FOR THIS
WEEK ONLY:
BARGAIN

and Suits.

now

all wool overcoats marked from
Men’s
$10, $12, $1? overcoats and
$4
$1.98.
suits all at $7.90 except the brand new ones just in.
Two cases wool fleece underwear, very heavy, 50
00

!

cent

j

j

worsted,
$1.00 a yard.

drawers, 19 cents,
This sale to go on during November, and the bargains offered will be for spot cash. No credit. Goods
can be exchanged or money refunded for any purchase

look

We

*,/2Beach-

For tliis

or

door to PhenixHouse
estabumum .m.

TAIN SMALLEY, SALESMAN.

ANNOUNCEMENT!

UNDERTAKERS.

As The Hand Colored Platinum Photographs
which we shall have for the holiday trade can not
be obtained at short notice, and of which we shall
have a large assortment—there may be some particular view we could not obtain tor you at that
time, consequently we shall be pleased to have
Mr. Townsend call on you with a full liue. and
am sure you will be interested in looking them
over as they are nearly all of local interest.
Leave word or drop a card to

R.H. Coombs & Son,
*

CASKETS,
BURIAL BOODS.

LOST!
A

pair of

streets.

giasses

between Main and

Please return to

ttiis office.

Prepared
ING

EMBALM-

and FUNERAL WORK.

ly7.
Connected by telephone both day and night.

Union

Mixer's store

at all hours to do

or

1W46

72 Main Street, Belfast.

to
,

A

pah;

for

sale

cheKp.

Apply to
U. F.

Belfast, Me.—tf-14

FltANCIS,

Kevere House.

Asst. Treasurer.

Treasurer.

President,

j

HERBERT T. FIELD.

WILIMER J. DORMAN.

EDWARD JOHNSON,

This bank commences its thirty=eighth
fiscal year December 1, 1905.
The last statement of the State Bank Examiner gives the
timated nftrket value of

showing

a

safety fund
over

as

its assets

as

es.

$1,532,932.31,

regards the depositors

of

$203,"

and above all its liabilities.

On and after December 1, 1905, all monies received on deposit will go on in.
terest the first days of ^each and every month and on the first days of
June and December of each calendar year there will be a dividend of interest
made up, which in the past has not been less than 3 per cent per annum, payable
the first Mondays after the same. All dividend interest will be immediately cred
ited to the accounts of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time, will bearthe same as the principal sum.
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its
trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.

interest,

ROBES and

THE CITY DRUG STORE.

making special sales every day this month and in goods you need.
SyCASH PRICES. Any goods charged will be at regular prices.
Yours truly.

MULES

BELFAST, MAINE.

709.42

*»i®.29c

JONES.

you

VIVU

am.*

▼▼

are

CARLE &

intend to purchase

“isWfe™,.
William A. Clark,
mMl\ext

CROCKERY DEPARTHENT.

One lot China Salad Dishes, orlgi',al price

stock whether

not.

as a

THEIli

Belfast Savings Bank,

fleece lined shirts and

over our

*

Specialties.
.For Thanksgiving

Upper story of building occupied by C.
G. Dickey & Co., Hlgb Street. ApC. G. D1CKKY & CO,
ply to
.Sw-lti
Belfast, Maine,

custom tailoring short end woolen and
cost around $1 50 and $2.00 yard, to close at

our

Boys’

SEE

TO LET!

unsatisfactory We have bought heavily of winter
goods and to avoid being cramped for funds when bills
become due, shall offer our entire stock of clothing and
furnishing at prices never before quoted. Call in ^nd

price.
all Agate Ware in stock

200 Platters at about 1-2 price.
14 inch Decorated Platters only 19c.
5 “BisselTs” Best Carpet Sweepers, $1.98

—

PAUL S

odds and ends in trousers at 98 cents.

our

every pair or overalls will oe sola at 45 cents; junipers at 45 cents.

>r

of the affair were: Miss Grace E. Walton
Miss Bertha I. Bird, Miss Grace A. Lord,
Miss Caroline W. Field, Miss Lillian Spinney and Mrs. Maude Follett. The teachers
wish to extend their most cordial thanks to
the people of Belfast for the generous way
in which they responded to the soliciting
and also for their patronage of the affair.
Tiie receipts were #153.64, and the net proThe
ceeds will probably be about #125.
"left over” dishes are at Miss Spinney’s,
•hurch street, and as there are no means of
telling to whom they belong, they must be
identified before it will be possible to return them.

Choice Line of

grade at ?7 1-2 cents.

All
All

10 Double Bakers at 1-2
20 % discount on

A-r

boys’

to

heavy drilling work shirts at $7 cents.
50c. fancy negligee shirts at 29 cents
50c. heavy Jersey shirts at 29 cents.

5c

delicious one and there was plenty
In two weeks we have to clear the tin and agate ware out of the Baseeverybody. In the evening the tables
ment to make room for our line of TOYS—which this
were removed, aud a fine musical program
year will be more
was given.
It included a piano solo by
complete than ever before.
Miss Amy E. Stoddard, vocal solos by Mrs.
K. P. Frost, and Messrs. E. S Pitcher and
John Parker.
Miss Anne M. Kittridge
After the That we need the room is our
gave some delightful readings.
only excuse
program theyouug people, many cf whom for the
in this department
following
prices
had assisted in waiting on the tabies or in
Dinner and Breakfast sizes, in lots of 1 to 12 of a
collecting the food, were invited to stay for WWW
kind,
500 VLwnn
DECORATED
ilv PLATES_Tea,
m ILO
regular price 7c. to 20c. each, for tills sale only.
a little dance.
The committee in charge
1

AND

Youths’ and

HOI1)

5O Bread Loaf Tins was 10c, now 5c
5O Bread Loaf, Sheet Iron, was 10c,

r^AT.r.

SWIFT &

*

Overcoats, Suits, Fur Coats, Ladies’ Fur Scarfs, an immense stock of Boys’ and Youths’ Overcoats, Reefers

■

BASEMENT BARGAINS.

ng,

—

!

THEY GO AT ANY PRICE ABOVE COST.
rrv

Thanksgiving Proclamation

i

Thanksgiving Table Linen.

and re-

The third
Tiie Teachers’ Supper.
ritual supper given by the teachers of
elfast for the purpose of providing the
eedy school children with winter clothing
as held in the Opera House Friday even-

May Msuit on P it terns all 10c cadi
December Fashion sheets ready,
P. O. Box 1010. Telephone 39-3

~|

Mail orders promptly exeuted. Goods sent on approval

r

CLOAKS^

timing will leave at 3.20 p. m. every day
1 ereafter until further notice.Among
This is our first season on Table Linen. We have not a large stock now, but we
he new incorporations recorded at Albany,
are showing two very handsome Damask ones which we will cut from now
V Y., is the following: New York and
until Thanksgiving
per yar<E Regular *1.25 goods.
Penobscot Steamship Company, of Millbeto
Dutchess
navigate
rook,
county,
AGENT McCALL PATTERNS.
COME AND SEE US.
ween New Y'ork, Ranger, Stockton and
ther ports in North and South America
ml the West Indies; capital, $100,000; di.-ctors, Richard Morrell, Hugh R. Garden,
Henry McLaughlin, Robert W. llawkes-

:

examination.

Three times the weight of Outing Flannel—just the material
for Kimonas, House .Jackets
and Wrappers. Samples on ap25c. per yard.
proval.

■

50c.

ucksport and Camden route, makes daily
Hidings at Stoektqn each way. She is due
at

are
a

on

on

—

closing

overstocked

We have

Royal Flannel Goods.

Preparation has already begun at
this store for the holidays.
Our
handkerchief offering will be unusually attractive, and the trade
win be specially benefited by lboking over a new line of goods before
making purchases.

*

;n,

i ^endeavored to keep pace with
| the times, as our stock will

!

________

1-1 ACC’C

favor of late years.

I

|

meeting with unparalleled success. Particular ladies will certainly examine our stock before I
purchasing.
is

and

Cloths, Matting
Carpet Sweepers,

Oil

Furs,

Garments and Rain Coats
partment

Embroidery.

put into San Pedro for repairs. She was
re-rigged there as a schooner and sailed
again May 25th, put into Rio Janeiro leaking and sailed from there Sept. IT. She
had a caigo of asphalt
The lighthouse
hoard has given notice that on or about
Nov. 20, Barley Ledge Buoy, a red spar,
will be permanently discontinued.

out our Ladies’ Cloaks. EVERY EXPRESS WRINGS
NEW GOODS. You will find as good an assortment to select from now
in
as earlier
the season.

are

LAWN for Shadow

Carpet Remnants.

Cloaks and Skirts!

We

J 'ERSIAN

All of one mind are those who examine our'1 ~<•.
Pants and Vests, the best value ever sold in Belfast.
The public are invited to inspect this bargain.

ctMlHP

id, L'apt. Henj. Arey, began making trips
ionday on a new daily route from West
rooksvilie to Rockland,
touching at

•ILK SHIRT WAIST SLIPS $2.00.

Tapestry, Linoleum,
and Fillings, Bissels

I

K are not

(

CARPET SIZE RUGS in Wilton Brussels

I

boiler next spring, tlie
ior having been
Iter
placed for one.
•.gine will receive a thorough overhaulthis fall, and in a short time she will go
lslesboro to be hauled out on the marine
lilway built for her—Steamer Golden

, IEATHER BLOOM TAFFETAS 30 cents, per yard.

Ladies’ Underwepr

—

^ANNOUNCEMENT!^

new

and

for full pattern, 49 cents.

Table Linen.

re are

I.A.Ml'.K

Case FLANNELETTE
new

: ween

.11 fmve a

WRAPPERS just opened,
each.
$1.00
styles,
goods
s 150 pieces of WAISTINGS, 3 1-2 yards in a |piese

LINGERIES

1 *

Savings Bank.

The most prominent location in Belfast.

ers, Night Dress Yokes and Chemise now ready.;Just
the article for a novel Christmas gift.
Ladies, now is
the time to buy these goods for Christmas. Medallions
with initials for attaching to the above goods in stock.
Materials for working the same. Christmas will be
here in six weeks. These goods are ready for hand
embroidery. When shopping call and examine the line
and see a novelty for Christmas. Prices from

1’. Oliver arrived last week from New York
with coai for ttie Belfast Fuel & Hay Co....
The Belfast Fuel A Hay Co. is loading sell.
Maria Webster with hay for Burnt Coat....
The Holliswood, which left San Francisco
Jan. 20tli as a bark arrived at New York
Nov. 11th as a schooner. She was bought
at San Francisco by the Pendleton Bros, of
New York and Islesboro, was practically
dismasted after leaving San Francisco and

Poatofflce.

CHASE’S CORNER

and better than

some.

formerly of the schooner Van Allens
Sell. Carrie E. Look is at
Houghton
Rockland for repairs_The Belfast Fuel
A Hay Co.
loaded sell. Lizzie May last
week with hay for Jonesport....Soh. Susie

I

Carpets.

National Bank.

The Merchandise sold at this store

CARLE&JONES’

to be appropriate c*o>tunni songs
Rolls and doughnuts
the acts.
! be on sale by the ladies of the parish
the afternoon and ice cream and cake
ii be sold during the evening. The ad'Sion to the entertainment will be 25
iits.
Admission in the afternoon free.

and

—

Chemists
409 Pearl St., N. Y.

half tons of coal and many articles
lesser value. lee cream and cake will be
.ed at intermission. Tickets, 50 cents
couple: ladies unescorted, 25cents.
The rustic drama “Old Acre Folks,” in
acts, is to be presented in the Opera
use by a local cast on the evening of
vember 22d, for the benefit of the organ
u of the North Congregational church.
cast, which was recently published in
includes Mi si Anne M. Kittridge, Mr.
nk W. Twombly, Mr. Bert L. Davis !
seven
others. Keyes Orchestra wiP
nish music for the entertainment and

why

Scott & Bowne

r, two

1

Shipping Items.
Shipping men have
Deen interested in a race up the coast between the schooners J. M. llaskell, Capt.
Hardman, and the Governor Powers, Capt.
A. L. Kent, the latter a new vessel, while
the llaskell, built in 1901, has a well sustained reputation for speed and has long
been known as the Flying llaskell. Both
vessels were built in Rockland and were
designed by J. J. Wardweil. The schooners
sailed from Newport News for Bangor with
coal and came over the shoals together.
Wednesday night, Nov. 8th, the llaskell
dropped anchor below Fort Point, and the
Gov. Powers was then twelve miles down
the bay
T^te new schooner Helen J.
Seitz, which had remained in port in Camden since her launching, sailed Thursday
for Newport News to load coal for Boston,
she is commanded by Capt. A. M. Carter,

We will send you a
sample free.
Be sure that this
picture in the form of
a label is on the wrapper of every bottle of
Emulsion you buy.

use Thanksgiving eve., Nov. 29th, with
.sic* by Keyes orchestra.
The affair is
the hands of the following general comttee: Samuel llodgkinson, D. F. Step
M>n, Ralph Darby, K. R Ellis and Ira
:trell. Prizes will be given to the lioldof lucky tickets, including a barrel of

it.

There are to be some changes in Opera
House block. Whitten Brothers, who need
more room for their increasing business,
have secured the adjoining store, now occupied by the Jones bakery, and will have
an archway 30 feet wide between the two
stores. The large store in the block norv
occupied by C. L. Wright will be divided
by a partition in the middle, Mr. Wright
occupying one-half and the Jones bakery
the other, and the basement.

so

he Belfast Hook and Ladder Company
give a concert and ball in the Opera

use

Although E. A. Wentworth is getting out
frame for a five-master for H. M. & R. L.
Kean in Virginia this winter, yet it is not
certain that a vessel will be built here next
season.
Material is very high and it may
prove better to wait another year.
The
frame will be gotten out, however, and be all
ready when the matter of building is decided on.—Camden Herald.

quiclslv into
It is partly dire it enters the
stomac ; a double advantage in this. Less work
for the stomach;
quicker
and more direct benefits.
To get the greatest amount
of good with the least possible effort is the desire of
everyone in poor health.
Scott’s Emulsion does just
that. A change for the
better takes place even before vou expect it.
passes
the blood.
gested 1" :

endorse and

a

EMULSION

:er

-r

reason

sick-

Norway Medicine fo., Norway, Me.

SCOTT’S

;ui-

says:

One

ordinary

Brown’s Instant
Many prominent

Specific for coughs, colds,
colic, indigestion, strains, and
bruises.
AH dealers.
25 c.

r

r.very

all

with

Belief.

1

„

nearly

physicians

Physicians tell us that all
the blood in a healthy
human body passes through
the heart once in every two
minutes. If this action becomes
irregular the whole
body suffers. Poor health
follows poor blood ; Scott’s
Emulsion makes the blood

:

me

Of

nesses

Two Minutes

Kingsbury Pierce,

oi

*

As the result of Charles F. Swifts’ mar-

keting in Boston last week, Swift & Paul
ist Friday morning the tops of the dis- had lettuce, radishes, spinach, celery, etc.,
; hills were white with snow ; and Tuesand last, but not least, a Gorgonzola cheese.
morning the whole landscape had on a Charles made the acquaintance of this
nter garb.
brand while touring England and Scotland
A new and larger hot water heater has a few years ago, and it is a favorite with
eii placed in the Old Ladies’ Home.
The some of his fe How travelers.
e taken out was sold to Capt. Bennett,
At

(

i

CAN BE

•k to

I will be used on the steamer Kockland.

I

Deposits in this Bank

are

exempt from taxation.

EDWARD JOHNSON, JAMES H. HOWES, ROBERT F. DUNTON,
ARTHUR I. BROWN, FRED G. WHITE, Trustees.

Literary News and Notes.

THE WORLD’S HUMAN BUTCHER BILL
BY THE

REV. THOMAS B. GREGORY.

Human beings have been killing one
“In the shoe string country,” a new anuther for
such a long time that
book by Frederick Chamberlin, which neither
history nor the prehistoric
the C. M. Clark Publishing Company monuments
can tell us when the bloody
of Boston are bringing out, promises business
began.
to cause something of a sensation. The
'Therefore, in estimating the Human
story is written around the present Butcher Bill a great
many items will
political situation in the so-called necessarily have to be left out.
“Black Belt,” of Alabama, and the
In
it was not until times quite
author claims that the story is founded recentfact,
that anything like an itemized
It this he so, it will certainly
on fact.
account of the cost of the business was
prove a revelation to all who have bot even attempted.
lived in this district.
About three hundred years ago it beIt is impossible to read “The Ken- gan to occur to the leading men in
tuckian,” the new novel, by James Ball some of tne nations that it might be
Naylor, which the C. M. Clark Pub. just as well to look a little bit into the
Co., Boston, are bringing out, w ithout matter of tire cost of war, and it is only
being convinced that the author is writ- about that date that our figures begin.
It appears, then, that within someing of people and places, with which lie
is very familiar. There is an atmos- what less than three centuries England
phere of feeling and sincerity through- lias spent in the game of human slaughout the hook which comes only from ter, in round numbers, §7,000,000,000
the personal knowledge of the things (seven thousand millions of dollars).
It is estimated that the wars of the
about which one is writing.
Nineteenth Century cost the world
The November number of the New
very nwir §18,000,000,000 (eighteen thouEngland Magazine is vigorous, timely, sand millions of dollars).
and intensely interesting from cover to
A crack mathematician has told us
cover.
The contents include The Art that there are in a century 3,155,073,600
Treasures of Fenway Court, illustrat- seconds.
Such being the case, it foled; Henry Cabot Lodge, a character lows that the world has paid out in the
study; Harvard University; The I'orn- last hundred years for war nearly §6 a
peii of America; Historic llinghaui, second!
etc., with short stories of w idely differThe combined indebtedness of the
ent character and more than usual
leading nations of the earth amounts
American Company, publish- to about
worth.
§35,000,000,000(thirty-five thouers, 8 I)ix L’lace, Boston.
sand millions of dollars).
Most of this enormous sum is on acIn its announcement for 1900 the
Youth’s Companion mentions half a count of war, or the preparation for it.
But this is putting it far too mildly.
dozen Maine authors who will contribute to its columns during the com- If the nations had been at peace during

Stephens of Norway the long time that they were fighting
ing year.
will'have a serial, “Uncle Dresser’s each other they would now have no
Money,” and several stories for boys, debt, but, on the other hand, an enor“The Young Lumberman's Samson,” mous surplus in their treasuries.
As it is, Great Britain, France and
“Young Chief; A Tale of General
Stark," “Learning to Shear Sheep,” “A Germany are spending annually in inDark Day; the Adventures of a Co- terest on their debts nearly §390,000,000,
lonial Bride," and others. Annie Ham- to say nothing of the yearly appropriailton Donnell of Kent’s Hill will have a tions for the mighty armaments under
story, “Old Cato's April First.” Martha which they groan.
These appropriations amount, for
Baker Dunn of Waterville will contribute a story for girls, “The 'Lection England, §360,000,000; for France, $200,Day Cake.” Commander Robert E. 000,000; for Germany, $217,000,000.
Even the United" States of America,
Peary, Albert W. Tolmau of Portland,
Holman F. Day and Rowland Thomas with no “entangling alliances,” pays, in
will also he among the 1900 contribu- round numbers, §200,000,000 a year to
tors. The last named is the Castine- keep itself in trim for killing human
born hoy who won the Collier’s prize of beings.
The poet Shelley somewhere says
$10,000 for the best short story. He
will have a Philippine serial. In the that the time is coming when Humanity
latest issue ot the Companion there ap- will “look back and shudder at its
pears the ninth and last installment of younger years.”
There is no doubt of it—and it seems
Holman F. Day’s story of the Maine
woods, “The Rainv-Day Railroad War,” to many of us as though the time for
tlie “shuddering” to begin had already
C.

A.

Christmas number or cue ae\\
Idea Woman’s Magazine contains two
pages of Christmas recitations which
girls and boys fated to distinguish
themselves at Christmas school entertainments will welcome. Several full
page drawings show happy and familiar phases of Christmas bay, one by
Miss Maud Tousey, “Dot Recites at the
Christmas Party,” being especially at.-,
tractive. One of the short stories in
the number is entitled “tier Silver
Spoons,” and gives very humorously
the woman’s point of view on a man’s
gifts. Christmas gifts and Christmas
cookery figure largely in the magazine,
but there are in addition several very
readable articles on more general topics. Miss E. II. Westwood writes on
“Woman's Salvation Through
the
Trade-Unions.” Mis3 Harriet Martin
on “Possibilities oi Stenography,” and
Miss Mary Eastwood Knevels on “The
Foundation of the Home Library,” adding a list of standard works desirable
for a home library. Four pages are devoted to views of the beautiful spots
of the world, such as the Scottish Ren
Xevis and the Swiss Mattel horn. An
article on “Frocks for Christmas Parties" will be helpful to the mothers of
small girls, anda page on smart ties and
handkerchiefs for men will be suggestive to sisters, mothers and wives who
find it difficult to decide what to get for
the men.
l he

"I

Tliank The Lord!”

cried Hannah Plant, of Little Rock, Ark.,
“for the relief 1 gut from liuekleu’s Arnica
Salve. It cured my tearful running sores,
which nothing else would heal, and from
which 1 had suffered for 3 years.” it is a
marvelous healer for cuts, burns and
wounds.
Guaranteed at It. XI. Moody’s
drug store; Coe.

QUEER

USES OF THE TELEPHONE.

Abundance of amusing as well as
statistical proof of the approach of
such an era of universal telephony as
is implied in twenty per cent development is not hard to find. Newspapers

give publicity to all sorts of ingenious
schemes for utilizing Mr. Hell’s invention in heretofore unheard-of-ways.
The instrument has come to he of assistance in about all the vocations and
avocations of the everyday world. Not
only lias it annihilated time and space
on the superficial earth, hut the Norwegian fishermen drop into the ocean
depths a line with telephonic attachment by which the swish of the approaching herring, codfish,

or

mackerel

anxious
communicated to the
listeners above. In some of the most

is

hospital surgery
helpful, and in
medical
practice the country
ordinary
mother raises the baby to the transmitter in order that the physician in the
village may determine whether or not
Concerts have
the cough is croupy.
delicate operations of
the telephone proves

been transmitted more or less success-

fully over the wires, and Sunday morning preaching effectively conveyed.
After a recent revival, in which scores
of eager “seekers” had put in their requests for prayers, the evangelist handed his secretary a list of names with
their telephone numbers and with the
instruction:

“.Just call up each one of
these sisters and brothers to-morrow
morning, and ask them how it goes
with their souls. Tell them to keep on
with their prayers and inform them
that I am praying for them right along.”
-F. \V. Coburn, in the November At-

arrived.
All honor to Norway and Sweden for
having demonstrated to men the fact
that war can be avoided, and that, because it is a senseless and brutal tiling,
it should be, and shall be, avoided!
OUR NEW CLUBBING OFFER.

MAJORITY OF

WOMEN

MYjtRTI

Mrs. Pinkham’s Advice Saves Many
From this Sad and Costly Experience.
It is a sad but
true fact that
year
inin
the
number of operations performed
upon women in
every

brings

an

crease

hospitals.

our

More than threefourths of the

patients lying

those snow
white beds are women and girls who
are awaiting or recovering from operations made necessary by neglect.
Every one of these patients had
plenty of warning in that bearing down
feeling, pain at the left or right of the
womb, nervous exhaustion, pain in the
small of the back, leucorrhoea, dizziness, flatulency, displacements of the
womb or irregularities. All of these
symptoms are indications of an unhealthy condition of the ovaries or
womb, and if not heeded the trouble
will make headway until the penalty
has to be paid by a dangerous operation, and a lifetime of impaired usefulness at best, w-hile in many cases the
results are fatal.
The following letter should bring
hope to suffering women Miss Luella
Adams.of the Colonnade Hotel, Seattle,
Wash., writes:
on

Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
'1
About two years ago I was a great sufferer from a severe female trouble, pains and
headaches. The doctor prescribed formeand
finally told me that I had a tumor on the
womb and must undergo an operation if I
wanted to get well. I felt that this was my
death warrant, but I spent hundreds of dollars for medical help, but the tumor kept
growing Fortunately I corresponded with
an aunt in the Jfew England States, and she
advised me to take Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Compound, as it was said to cure tuI did so and immediately began to
mors.
improve in health, and I was entirelv cured,
the tumor disappearing entirely, without an
operation. I wish every suffering woman
would try this great preparation.’’
Just as surely as Miss Adams was
cured of the troubles enumerated in
her letter, just so surely will Lydia E.
Pinkharn’s Vegetable Compound cure
$yery woman in the land who suffers
from womb troubles, inflammation of
the ovaries, kidney troubles, nervous
excitability and nervous prostration.
Mrs.
women

advice,

Pinkham invites all young
who are ill to write her for free

Address, Lynn, Mass.
SHIPS THAT VANISH.

few things which are so
full of mystery, or which make such a
powerful appeal to the imagination, as
There

are

the stories of

ships

that sail

gallantly

leading magazines and The Re- out to sea and of which nothing is ever
after their masts have
publican Journal for only 84 a year—regu- heard or seen
below the horizon.
lar price 87. Following is a description of dipped
Today it is the Cloverdale, which left
the magazines;
Hongkong on Nov. 23d for Vladivostok,
the be view of reviews.
and of which no trace has been found;
Many other publications are desirable, yesterday it was the Royalist, which
atni you may prefer this or prefer that cleared from
Singapore to Hongkong,
fiction ami art publication, but the Review
and has never reached tier destination;
of
Reviews is
Substantial
necessary.
American men and women are going to the day before it was the Iduni, from
keep up with the times and they are going Norway, which has vanished from huto take the shortest cut—which is the Re- man view.
view of Reviews.
Twelve hundred pictures
To this day no one knows what bea year; departments giving the best that is
came of the City of Glasgow, which set
in all the other important magazines all
her sails so gallantly in the Mersey half
over
the world; timely and informing
a century and morfe ago, bound for Philarticles, almost as fresh and full of news
interest as a daily paper; and Dr. Albert adelphia. She carried over 400 passenShaw's interpretation of the public men, gers and a crew of 70; but she never
events and issues of tiie month, in “The
reached Philadelphia, nor was she seen
Progress of tire World.”
again after the hills of Wales were lost
Three

THE COSMOPOLITAN.
A leading magazine for eighteen years.
With Hie teoeirt change of ownership it has
been improved. It is far better in every
respect, and aims to be the best in its field.
Every year or so there’s one notable advance in the forward movement among the
This year it is the Cosmany magazines.
mopolitan. And this shall lie a splendid
permanent success. Its gains in news-stand
sales and in subscriptions have been remarkable. And these are due only to the
new hte and real merit.
The Cosmopolitan
is printing what the people want. It contains regularly the best fiction, best special
articles on timely topics and best illustrations that money can buy.

woman’s home companion.
Tlie Woman's Home Companion is for
every member of tlie family. For our bright,
earnest, cultured, home-loving American
woman it is an ideal entertainer and
helper
in a thousand congenial ways; but the fathers and brothers and sons
join in its perusal
by the fireside, and the children eagerly
turn to the pages that are written for them.
The issues for tlie forthcoming year will
be unique in conception and execution, rich
and varied in contents, and brilliant with
the finest, most elaborate and artistic illustrations obtainable.
A
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Over

Obstinate
Sciatica.
Dr.
Williams' Pink Pills Bring About a PerhikI
£fect
Lasting Cure.

Victory

The final and complete disappearance of
painful disease that had tilled twenty-five
years of a woman’s life with misery is a
matter of importance enough to merit the
attention of any one and is of intense
practical interest to all who may be similarly afflicted. Miss Catharine J. Mack, of
No. 42 Forbes street, Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
has had a most remarkable experience as a
victim of sciatica, probably the most excruciating and disabling form of neuralgia
as it involves the great nerve of the
hips,
and makes all motion of the lower half of
the body torture. Other nerves act, too, in
sympathy with it and the intensity and
steadiness of the pain make the condition
of the sufferer pitiable in the extreme.
After a quarter of a century of weakness
and agony, Miss Mack is now entirely free
from her affliction and for the benefit of
others she gives the following account of
a

her cure:

“My illness began twenty-five years ago.
During all that time I had to remain in bed
several days out of every week. I had constant and very severe pains in my right hip,
knee and foot, also in my right hand; in
fact, my whole right side seemed involved.
The pain was so intense that it was almost
impossible for me tosleepor even to turn
in bed. For periods lasting sometimes for
lantic.
two weeks I could not cross the floor and
the pain was then indescribable. My mind,
Son Lost Mother.
ton, was nearly distracted oy my long suf“Consumption runs in our family, and ferings. It seems to me that I have lost a
through it 1 lost my mother,” writes E. It. I lifetime in such misery.
Keiu, of Harmony, Me. “For the past live I "It was just aiiout a year ago that I began
years, however, on the slightest sign of a | to use Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale
Cough or Cold, I have taken Hr. King’s People, the remedy that finally cured me.
1 liey were recommended to me by
New Discovery for Consumption, which
my niece,
lias saved me, from serious lung trouble.” who had learned of their worth by personal
11 is mother’s deatli was a sad loss for Mr. experience.
I teok them persistently for
Iieid, hut he learned that lung trouble must four months in all. At the*end of two
not he
neglected, and liow to cure it. months I realized great relief and in two
Quickest relief and cure for coughs and months more I found myself again a well
colds. Price 50e and $1.00; guaranteed at woman and able to take up my long neglectTrial bottle ed occupation as a dressmaker. I had been
K. 11. Moody’s drug store.
under the care of physicians for some years
free.
and had used numerous advertised remedies, but nothing did me any good until I
Capt. Lariabee’s New Farm.
took Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills. They have
Capt. S. P.JLarrabee of Unity purchased cured me and I recommend them to all who
Monday of C. K. Phinney the farm property tell me they suffer as 1 did.’’
The remedy which effected this remarkof the late J. N. Phinney, located on Grove
hill, Pittsfield, but a few minutes’ walk able cure is a specific not only for all forms
of
from the post office. This fine set of buildneuralgia but for other nervous disorders,
ings, excellent orchards, with a very large such as nervous prostration, partial paralyacreage, is considered to be one of the best sis, St. Vitus’ dance, and locomotor ataxia,
in town, and it is reported that the sale and for all diseases of the blood, such as
was a good round sum.
Capt. Larra- amemia and rheumatism. Dr. Williams’
Pink I’ills purify and strengthen the blood
ee, who recently disposed of one of tlie
best farms in Unity, says that he has been and give new life to every nerve and organ
desirous of locating in Pittsfield for some of the body. They are sold by all druggists.
time that he might be more centrally located For further particulars, address the Dr.
and his children might be afforded the fine WiHiams Medicine Company, Schenectady,
advantages of the local scliools.—Pittsfield
Advertiser.
Many children inherit constitutions weak
Itchiness of the skin, horrible plague. and feeble, others due to childhood tronbles.
Hollister’s
in
one
Most everybody afflicted
way or anRocky Mountain Tea will
other. Only one safe, never failing cure. positively cure children and make them
Doan’s Ointment. At any drug store, 50 strong. 36 cents, Tea or Tablets. R. H.
cents.
Moody.

Erice

HOSPITALS CROWDED

view.
The Burvie Castle left London some
years ago on a long voyage to Australia.
She should have made a final call at
Plymouth, but she never came within
sight of the Hoe, nor has human eye
ever seen her from the day she dropped
down the channel.
It was on May 10, 1854, that the Lady
Nugent spread her sails at Madras with
307 of the 25th Madras light infantry
and other passengers on board. Her
destination was Rangoon; but half a
century lias gone and neither Rangoon
nor any other port has sighted her.
Nearly two years later the Collins
liner, the Pacific, dropped down the
Mersey with 180 souls on board. She
was one of the stoutest and swiftest
vessels of her time. But she went the
way the City of Glasgow had gone a
couple of years earlier, and for 49 years
has been lying at tbe bottom of the
sea—but where, none may know till all
secrets are revealed.
The training vessel Atlanta started,
a quarter of a century ago, for a short
cruise in Bermudan waters, and from
ttiat day to this no one knows what became of her and the 250 souls she
carried.
to

vii
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ton sailed from Halifax for England
with 191 souls on board. She was an

Inman

liner, a line ship, splendidly
equipped and handled, but she, too,

destined to vanish from the face of
the waters.
The victim of another still remembered ocean mystery was the President,
a fine vessel, which was expected at
Liverpool in March, 1841.
On November 30, 1888, a large vessel
was seen from the beach at Deal, sailing towards the Goodwin sands. She
was a fair picture to look on, as she
moved over the water with her stately
spread of sails.
But as the eyes of the watchers followed her she was seen to pause, and
within a few seconds she vanished utterly from their view. What caused
this tragically sudden disappearance of
a stately ship?
That is another of the
countless secrets which the ocean has
in its jealous keeping.—Tit Bits.
was

Nature needs only a Little Early Kiser
and then to keep the bowels clean, the
liver active, and the system tree from bile,
headaches, constipation, etc. The famous
little pills “Early Kisers” are pleasant, in
effect and perfect in action. They never
gripe or sicken, but tone and strengthen
the liver and kidneys. Sold by K. II. Woody.
now

Four Master Launched at Eath.

Bath, Me., Nov. 7. The four masted
schooner, Herbert D. Maxwell, built at
a cost of about $51,000 for Maryland
and Delaware capitalists, was launched
today from the New England Co.’s
yard. She is ready for sea aud will be
towed up the Kennebec river tomorrow
to load ice for New York. She will be
commanded by Captain W. J. Quillin

of Bethel, Del., who is managing owner
and whose eight year old son William
christened her with champagne. The
schooner was built especially for the

A

Famous Poem by a Farmer Franklin
County Woman, Elizabeth Akers Allen.

I Tfou Can Save Something 1
1 Every DayWith A New I

Mrs. Elizabeth Akers Allen was born
in Strong, Maine, in 1832, and her childhood was passed in Farmington. The
family name was Chase. As early as
1845 she was writing for publication,
and at the age of fifteen years she was
known by the pen name of “Florence
Percy.” In 1855 her first volume of
verse appeared and she wrote "Rock
Me to Sleep” soon after, although the
poem was not published until later. It
is probably the best known of all her
productions, and the author’s own account of the circumstances attending
its writing is as follows: “The lines
voiced the longing of a young woman
for her mother, whom she had lost. I
was the young woman.
I was about to
sail for Europe and remembered that I

[ -jpur Glenwoodj
MMakes CookingEasy” I

1

had sent nothing recently to a periodical of which 1 was a contributor. I
opened my portfolio and took out several poems and sketches which I submitted to my brother-in-law. He told
me to send any one of them
except
‘Rock Me to Sleep, Mother.’ I did not

I

^^?ccAa^e I
MITCHELL & TRUSSELL,
BELFAST._ J

J&wr Old

1

IZaripe.

consider that as embodying my best
work, but concluded to send it, and
people seemed to have liked it. After
a time an animated discussion
sprang
up as to the authorship of the poem,
during which it was distorted and garb- ADVANCE OF THE COUNTRY SCHOOL
led in the most ridiculous fashion, but
I paid little attention to it, and it dualThe ungraded country school exists
ly died out.” The poem has been trans- today in some regions in as primitive
lated into other languages and set to
condition as it began half a century
music, with changes many and various.
The rural populations are awakAs herewith presented, however, it is ago.
to the
however, and are be-

ening
fact,
exactly
written, forty-two years atro.
to realize the situation. The
In 1800 Miss Chase married the sculp- ginning
cry throughout the country where distor, Benjamin Paul Akers, who lived trict schools are still in existence is,
but a year. In 1805 she married Wilus good graded schools, if fewer of
liam II. Allen, LL. I)., formerly presi- give
them—in other words, consolidate the
dent of Girard college, and a man of
district schools and make them graded
literary reputation. The residence of schools. Our city schools have been on
the Allens is in Tuckahoe, a short disthe line march toward progress in every
tance from New York city. Mrs. Allen
conceivable direction. It would seem
has been a constant worker down to the that
nothing has been omitted. Every
present year, having published a large
need, has been brought
number of books, and Maine may well subject, every
to the surface, discussed and disposed
be proud to reckon her among the disand
of,
yet there is constant pushing
tinguished daughters born within the on toward higher ideals and better
borders of the Pine Tree State.
methods. Everything is furnished for
Backward, turn backward, 0 Time in your active work—pianos, libraries, gymnaflight,
siums, lunch rooms and kindergarten
a^ciiu jubi
What a radical change one
Mother, come back from the echoless shore, supplies.
finds in comparing the equipment with
Take me again to jour heart as of yore;
as

inane

me a viimvi

iui

Kiss from my forehead the furrows of care,

Smooth the few silver threads out of my

that of the one-room district school.
In the New England States, where

the tendency of the rural population
had been for years to make new homes
in the West, many district schools in
Backward, flow backward, 0 tide of the different regions which \f%re still on
the tax list and a public expense were
years!
I am so weary of toil and of tears;
almost, if not quite, abandoned. This
hair:
Over ray Slumbers your loving watch keep
Kock me to sleep, mother—rock me to sleep!
—

Toil without recompense, tears all in vain—
Take them, ami give me my childhood again!
I have grown weary of dust and decay—
Weary of flinging my soul-wealth away;
Weary of sowing for others to reap—
Kock me to sleep, mother—rock me to sleep'
Tired of the hollow, the base, the untrue,
Mother, O mother, my heart calls for you !
Many a summer the grass has grown green,
Blossomed and faded, our faces between ;
Yet, with strong yearning and passionate

pain,
Long 1 tonight for your presence again ;
Come from the silence so long and so deep.
Kock me to sleep, mother—rock me to sleep
Over my heart, in the days that are flown.
No love like mother-love ever has shone;
No other worship abides and endures,
Faithful, unselfi-h, and patient, like yours;
None like a mother can charm away pain
From the sick soul and world-weary brain.
Slumber’s soft calms o’er my heavy lids

resulted as

long

ago as 1S70 in a recon-

struction of the old district school system.
In Massachusetts some of these
schools were closed and the few children left in the locality were transported to neighboring schools. It was found
that the cost of transporting of the pupils was less than that of keeping up

the poorly attended, poorly supplied
school in the district and the consolidation of the two or more schools gave
better results in every way. Since then
the other New England States have
followed in the same path, consolidating two, three and even more schools
and transporting the pupils from the
different districts in wagons furnished
at public expense. This change, which
was

made

'tateen,

THANKSGIVING, NOV. 30th.

HUMPHREYS'

The President's Proclamation.

The President, Nov. 2nd, issued his proclamation, naming Thursday, November 30th,
as a day for thanksgiving.
The proclamation follows:
When, nearly three centuries ago, the first
settlers came to the country which has now
become this great republic, they fronted not
only hardship ami privation, but terrible
risk to their lives. In those grim years the
custom grew of setting apart one day in
each year for a special service of thanksgiving to The Almighty for preserving the
peop e through the changing seasons.
The custom lias now become national and
hallowed by immemorial usage. We live in
easier and more plentiful times than our
forefathers, the men who with rugged
strength faced the rugged days; and yet the
dangers to national life are quite as great
now as at any previous time in our history.
It is eminently fitting that once a year our
people should set apart a day for praise and
thanksgiving to the Giver of good and at the
same time, that they express their thankfulness for the abundant mercies received,
should manfully acknowledge their shortcomings and pledge themselves solemnly
and in good faith to strive to overcome
them. During the past year we have been
blessed with bountiful crops. Our business
prosperity has been great. No other people
has ever stood on as high a level of material
well being as ours now stands. We are not
threatened by foes from without. The foes
from whom we should pray to be delivered
are oar own passions, appetites and follies ;
and against these there is always need that
we should war.
Therefore, 1 now set apart
Thursday, the thirtieth day of this November, as a day of thanksgiving for the past
and of prayer for the future, and on that
day I ask that throughout the land the people gather in their homes and places of worship and in rendering thanks unto the Most
High for the manifold blessings of the past
year, consecrate themselves to a life of
cleanliness, honor and wisdom, so that this
nation may do its allotted wvk on tire earth
in a manner worthy of those who founded
it and of those who preserved it.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set
my hand and caused the seal of the United
States to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington, this second day of November in the year of our
Lord one thousand, nine hundred and five,
and of the Independence of the United
States, the one hundred and thirtieth.
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AND R. R. ACCOUNTING.
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and Station Agents in Amenea. Our
are the largest exclusive T< !*•_:
in the World.
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years and endorsed by all leading Railv
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We execute a $250 Roi d to every s*
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Rocky Mountains, or fi-nn >75 r.
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mediately upon graduation.
Students can enter at any nine. \
cations. For full particulars re gari
of our Schools write direct to *>i
office at Cincinnati. (>. Uata.ng
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schools
Schools

Officials.

convenient economical disposition of funds and labor,
has resulted in the growth of graded
creep—
(Seal),
Rock me to sleep, mother— rock me to sleep! schools. It was found that by grouping
(Signed),
better
salaries
could
schools
together
Theodore Roosevelt.
Come, let your brown bail just lighted with
to
and
the
work
be
teachers
the
paid
grade
gold,
By
President,
Fall on your shoulders again as of old ;
extended. In many States to-day in the
Klihu Root, Secretary of State.
1
Let it drop over my forehead tonight,
The Morse School of
North, South and West the consolidaShading my faint eyes away from the light; tion of district schools into line graded
Nov.
Guv.
Cobb in designating Thursday,
|
For with its sunny-edged shadows once schools with a
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Tnitalo V
corps of efficient, well 30th, as Thanksgiving day, asks “all those
more
Atlanta. Ga.
LaCrosse '\ i«
teachers is proving a grand suc- whose homes are here to recognize the true
paid
will
the
of
sweet visions
Ilaply
throng
of
their
Fan f remiti- C< I
Texarkana, Tex.
i cess.
| spirit of the custom, and mindful
j
yore;
In most cases the laws are framed to obligations to the needy, to manifest their
1111
Lovingly, softly, its bright billows sweep—
i
Kock me to sleep, mother—rock me to sleep ! cover the old-fashioned, one-room dis- grateful acknowledgment of the blessings
of liberty, peace and public prosperity
Mother, dear mother, the y ears have been trict school, but in the last few years which, under God, have been bestowed
strong, forceful and progressive educa- upon us all.”
long
tional ideas have been forcing themSince 1 last listened your lullaby song ;
selves on the different State legislative
Sing, then, and unto my soul it shall seem
Womanhood’s years have been only a dream. bodies, and now this
Kennedy’s Lax&tive Honey and Tar
persistent effort
Clasped to your heart in a loving embrace, of the educators of the country is beCures all Coughs, and expels Colds from
The well known MAGNETIC HEALER
With your light lashes just sweeping my
the system by gently moving the bowels.
ginning to be felt, and it is realized by
face,
will ;be in iielfast and open Ins oil
all
that
the
education
thinking
people
Never hereafter to wake or to weep—
High street, < >ctobt _’d. (Iffiee da]
History of Fourth Maine Battery.
Kock me to sleep, mother—rock me to sleep! of the youth is of vital import and that
days, Wednesdays ;*!-*! Fridays. Mi t
each State has its own responsibility in
gives no medicine, nut simply takes aw
trouble with his hands. He will diagnose
A new book which has appeared this fall
the matter. Laws should be made proThe Story of the Cranberry.
disease on receipt ot I- ek of hair aiid a
which will he of much interest to Maine
viding for graded schools, which shall and
sex.
and will send lu> magnetic tla.c;veterans of the Civil Wai is the “History of
cover the State and give the rural popuw hich hardly ever tail to eui *•.
He .-an
rue History or me cranoeny can be
the Fourth Maine Battery,” which has just
you naims of hmulreds that lie has
lation the advantage of high grade been issued from the
press of Burleigh &
told on a bit of parchment no largei
tumors, cancers, lumbago and rhei.i*
work in both
and
grammar
high Flynt, Augusta. It is an attractive volume
trouble. His prices are very small—on*than the fruit itself; but to judge its
schools.
lar for treatment, one dollar foradiae
of 183 pages, well bound in cloth, and coninterest by its length would be like
and treatment with Manuels. Call ami s*
It is not always convenient or even taining an account of the services of the
wonderful healer.
>IKI.\ IN ( LAl;t.
ranking the berry’s importance by its
for the farmer to send his chil- battery, compiled largely from the diaries
WW40
155 High street, I’.elf
weight. The cranberry, to begin with possible
of its members. There are also included
to the cities to receive an educadren
the day of its christening, was so nampersonal sketches of many of the members
tion. It is not necessary that he should and
an account of the reunions since the
ed because its sponsors fancied that its
do so if good graded schools can be esorganization of the association in 1882. A
bud resembled a crane; and, in truth,
tablished
nearer
home.
Provision
of Capt. O’Neil W. Robinson, Jr.,
portrait
just before the bud expands into the should be made for the
transportation the commander at the organization at Auperfect tlower with stem, calyx anc of
in
from all districts covered by gusta
December, 1801, forms an appropetals, it resembles the neck, head and thepupils
school in wagons which run on priate frontispiece, and later in the volume
bill of that ungainly bird. Hence il
schedule time and have regular routes. there is a portrait of Captain Charles \V.
was originally
dubbed “craneberry,’
who was commander from Jan. 14,
These wagons should be run on con- White,
into
1862, until the battery was mustered out at
popularized
cranberry.
which is governed by the school
tract,
Augusta, June 17, 1865. Captain Robinson
Like all families of importance ir
board.
This system of consolidating was promoted to major and died at Bethel THAVK AT EAST FOUND A IIA KM Eh
the agricultural race, the cranberry has
1
for the removal of superfluous
district
schools into a graded school is in 1864. Captain White died in Georgia in fromliquid
the face. It not only removes tin hair n
an imposing genealogy; its Europear
1867. A total of 27 members of the battery fectly clean in five minutes, but will, if app
a great success in Ohio and
proving
forbears belonged to the clan ol tin
and also some of the Western were killed or died in the service, while 14 every third day remove the hah perman- utly
Vaccinium Oxycoccus; how long tin Indiana,
on the strength of the hair, th* .*•
States—Kansas
and Nebraska. In the others were wounded in battle. The late depends
American branch, or the Macrocarpon
Ethel II. Jones of Augusta and Judson of time it will take to entirely destroy n. It
where the
no caustic, acid or poisonous' substaitains
ungraded
school,
country
has been established here nobody
I lilies of Foxcroft were the leading memteacher has all grades from the A II C bers of the publication committee and their Will not leave a seal or cause in jury m aus \It is sold to me under a writteii guarani*-- ?
knows, but it began to attract atten class
up to the algebra pupils, there is comrades and friends have reason to he coinplish all that is clan ted of if. ft is nml.
tion about one hundred years ago, its
not enough time in a day for the many proud of tlie work. Few regimsntal his- parties with whom ! am personally acq .aiiu
was
lirst
cultivated in tin different
acquaintance
have perfect-confidence in. Forlurthei
recitations, and there are so tories have been so complete and so well and
ticulars call upon or write to
Cape Cod region of Massachusetts- few
pupils in a class that competition gotten up as this.—Kennebec Journal.
New England has ever been ready tr
MRS.'.B. F. WELLS,
lags and the whole work drops into a
pay respect to ancestry.
The little folks love Dr. Wood’s Norway
dull routine. The teacher loses his or
15 Main Street, Belfast
It gradually worked its way out ol
her enthusiasm in the work and is Pine Syrup. Pleasant to take; perfectly
(Ail eoiTespomlence eonfulnn il.j em
obscurity until to-day the cranberry oc worn out
harmless.
for
Positive
cure
coughs, colds,
physically and mentally. For bronchitis, asthma.
cupies a place of no mean industria all this strain
the instructor receives
importance in the community; yearlv i! but little
The weary
compensation.
dds to the wealth of our nation all the
A
travel through wind and weather that W
way from three to four millions of dol is
the pupils
necessarily
imposed
upon
lars. The family is exceedingly pro
OF 15A NOOK,
at a distance from the school
litic, 1,300,000 bushels being produced living
leaves them dull and unfitted for the
in the United States, leaving Europs
Specialist in Diseases of the Eye, Ear
work. Many teachers also endure
far behind in quantity as well as in its day’s
this same hardship.
Nose and Throat,
quality.
In a graded school with larger atAbout sixty per cent, of the family
tendance there is more life in the class
Has
taken
Room
No. ‘J, Odd Fellows’ block ;u
are born and reared in Massachusetts—
be in Belfast every umidnv. Office hourwork, more competition. More teachIs a Catarrh Cure that Cures wiil
for the greater part in the districts ol
a. in. to 6 p. in., and : to o j». m.
ers are supplied
and better work is
Refers to Drs. (’. B. lloit. Liberty; Adeib.
Cape Cod, Plymouth and Rarnstable
The teacher’s salary is increasColds and Catarrh.
Millcti. ScarsnioiR ; I). 1’. Flamier-, kinii-i sn
New' Jersey, which devotes more of its done.
and S. W. Johnson, Belfast.
ed as the work grows. If the wagon
:<;:n
territory to the cranberry than any
indisputably, irrefutably,
transportation is good, the health of Actually, positively,
Cures Colds and Catarrh!
other State in the Union, save Massa
the children will be better guarded and Not
Notice oi‘ Foreclosure.
always with first application, although even
chusetts, rolls up twenty-four per cent,
will begin work in the morning
that invariably brings relief in 10 minutes.
and takes second place. Some years they
with a store of vital energy.—Brooklyn But it Cures, it Cures ('olds and Catarrh! YVJ H FRF,AS, Fannie A. Holmes of F
”
the county ol' Waldo and suite ,.i Ma
ago, forest tires destroyed the marshes
Sold by The City Drug Store and A. A. Howes
Eagle.
by her mortgage tleed dated t!i uiirh na\
and dried up the streams of Wisconsii
& Co.
A. D. 11104. and recorded in tla
August.
\\
—a calamity that reduced the producFor catarrh, inhale Brown’s Instant ReCounty Registry <>f Deeds. Book -jcs. r
IJr. Agncvv’s Liver Pills Cure Liver Ills.
tion of the Wisconsin berry to eleven lief well diluted with
to the undersigned, the Bel! <\ s.a..
conveyed
40 doses lO cents.
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Dr. E. E. BROWN

a.

ur.

Agnew s
Catarrhal Powder

per cent, and forced that State to as
third place; but Wisconsin is
gradually recovering, and is striving
for a position at the head. The rest ol
the cranberries hail from Connecticut,

10

often.

sume

Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maine!
Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New
Hampshire, New York, North Dakota,
Oregon, Rhode Island, Washington and
West Virginia.—Pearson’s Magazine

for November.

lumber trade,with a capacity of 700,000
feet, aud her principal measurements
are as follows:
Length 185.9 feet, beam
38.4 feet, depth 14 feet. The gross ton-

HAVE SOME
Ice Cream

nage is 772.

and make it yourself. It will be pure
and just right in every way if you use

Portland’s Finances.
On Jan. 1, 1906, the city of Portland will
be below its debt limit for the first time in
40 years.
On Jan. 1, 1904, the city was
$235,979.25 above its limit. These figures
speak for themselves. In two years this
heavy debt has been removed and Portland
has been scratched from the black list that
she has been included in for nearly half a
century. Resides the paying off of this
debt, many vast improvements have been
made in the city.

^

bock me to sleep.

D-Zerta
Ice Cream Powder
Everything in the package. No cooking
heating. Just add one quart milk and
freeze. Makes nearly two quarts and can
or

1

be made in ten minutes. Five flavors.
Sold by all grocers. Two packages 25c.

PLEASES EVERYBODY

Nickerson, Spratt & Greeley Buy
at Bar Harbor.

a

Wharf

Bab IlABBOR, Nov. il. One of the largest
real estate transactions in business property
for some time has just been consummated
whereby Nickersou, Spratt & Greeley become owners of the E. I,. Roberts property
on West street, including about a quarter
acre of land, with shore privilege, wharf
and several buildings. The largest of the
houses is a four-story building with stores
and tenements. The property is near the
Swimming Club. The titles passed at the
office of Deasy & Lynam and it is said that
the consideration paid was in the neighborhood of $12,000. For the present the firm
will doubtless rent the property.
Good Investment for One Dollar.

If you have bad breath, constipation,
pain in the smail of the back, discolored

skin,

dizziness,

only
wise course is to take Dr. David Kennedy’s
Favorite Remedy of Rondout, N. Y. It will
cleanse,the blood of all impurities, regulate
the Kidneys and Liver, and thus restore a
healthy glow to your cheeks again.
nervousness

Kodol

or

your

Dyspepsia Cure

DIdmU what

you oat.

A Positive

CftTARRH

Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
BV^
is
absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

wI I

SI^ApM

It. cleanses, soothes
heals and protects
s
the diseased membrane. It cuivs Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the I
Head quickly.
1 • fc» w
stores the Senses of ■
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Drugor
gists by mail; Trial Size 10 cts. by mail.
Ely Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York.

Hp

Bank, a corporation -tabli-h-d b. law
i,
last, in slid county of Waiuo and Mat.- d o
a certain lot or parcel oi laad, w r!i the t> ....*
thereon, situate in said i'..-;tasi, .,ud h,
northerly and easterly hv laud torinerU <
late Klien Fierce; southerly b. N arb *!:.•. t.
westerly by Him street being the loi in- lea;
stead ot Fphraini I). Ryder, ia(e .1 s.ud I ei;a>
deceased, and being the same premise s eon\e\.
to him by the Belfast Savings l ank l>y Ms w
ran!} deed dated January 4. 1881. and i..rded
Waido Registry of Deeds, Book p
page t,;•
whereas, tlie condition of said mo rig age lias be.
broken, row, therefore, hf reason of me bn a.
of the condition thereof, the said Belfast Savim.
Bank claims a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Dated this 13th day of November. A. D.‘iW5.
BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
By VV. J. Dorman, Treasurer.
3w4t>

RC~IIAY PFWPR

FOR SALE
50 li. p. engine, 80 li. p. boiler, feed pumps. Berryman Heater and complete engine room equipment. Also other Bargains in new and secondhand wood working and iron-working machinery.
We are also headquaiters for 'hip's pumps, capstans, chocks, cleats and all kinds of heavy eastings for vessels, both iron and and brass. Let us
figure your requirements.
ALBERT RUSSELL & SONS CO„
lyr3
Newburyport, Alas s

UPHOLSTERING, Etc.
come to Belfast to live peinianently an
am prepared to do all kinds ot upholstering
I
carry full lines of tapestries, velours, silk damask,
coverings, gimp and buttons. I also

I have

KEI’AIK

n'KMTIKE,

make new, and refinish and repolisli turuiture
pianos, organs, ete. Paper hanging, kalsmuinlng
and whitewashing done in a first class manner.
Mattresses made over as good as new. (live me
tr'al.
N. k. KKKt.lN
snuta
shop at 6e High strtet, up stalls.
or

A hlTCn_Mm or women, local
• fcfc#
representatives tor
high class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
prizes. Write J. N. TKAlNEK. SO East Washington Square, New York, N\ Y’.
8tf
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SAILORS’ SNUG HARBOR.

NEW YORK FASHIONS.

Capt.

A WALDO COUNTY INDUSTRY.
M.

The French Bro’s Dock Farm at
Sandy

Coats in Three Styles.
Furs
High! In renewing his subscription to The
Grade Furs in Capes and Combinations. 1 Journal
Captain Charles M. Havener
Long Mink or Broadtail Coats. Mu8s. writes from the Sailors’ Snug Harbor,

point
Among the large amount of interest

princess and Empire Styles.

A Personal Letter from

Lace Gowns.

Charles

Havener.

New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y.,
under date of Nov. 5th: “I have just
Princess returned from a month’s vacation in
since the introduction of
vts the very short Eton is more in- the east, and 1 feel entirely lost with-peusable than ever, breaking the out being in touch with the dear old
town where my childhood and part of
;.c from neck to hem without which
Em- j my earlier manhood days were spent,
w figures appear to advantage.
re styles are also proclaimed as best and as I have no correspondent there
leading European authorities, partic- now I know of no better way than
iarly for evening, admitting of vari- through the weekly medium of the
modifications. Chiffon cloth and good old “Journal.”
it
Things remain
About
.vet are prominent among materials about the same here, as usual.
ceremonious wear, and in nearly the same number monthly pass in the
very case the two materials are com- west gate, and others pass out the south
ned in some fashion. A costume of gate, to their last resting place on the
itfon cloth will have the coat of vel- hill, best known among us old inmates
t enriched with embroidery and lace. as
“Monkey Hill.” How the name
FOK EVENING
originated I do not know, but it was
thing equals the beauty and prestige long before I became an inmate here.
:
“I am still in my old place as hospital
lace, either from the piece or as
aped skirts. Black or white Chantil- storekeeper (now 3 12 years! and seem
;ace, forty-eight inches wide, comes to be holding the job down to the satisthe yard, and made over a cheap faction of the ones
higher up, as I have
k, and with several flounces or a never as yet had a word of fault found
ain circle, one has a fashionable skirt, with me.
I handle a good deal of stuff
eu plain the skirt border should he in the
shape of provisions, etc., having
nforced by a black velvet band or a to cater daily to an average of about
With a high girdle of 2*0
vet fold.
people in everything hut meats, fish
■mpadour silk and a low neck, the and vegetables.
A large amount of work is going on
per part of the waist of Chantilly,
i frilled elbow sleeves, the stylish at present.
Our memorial church, that
■enible is complete.
was partially destroyed by lire last
Little Gowns.

Correspondence

v

ot The

Journal.]

ing matter which will be contained in
the forthcoming report of the bureau
labor statistics, will
be a chapter on the
poultry iudustry of
the btate, and included therein will be
the description of a duck farm where
tiiousands of ducks are raised every
year for the market.
The farm is located in the town of Stockton Springs,
iu Waldo county, and is owned and
managed by French Bros. & Co
Strictly speaking, the farm is located
at Sandypomt, near the mouth of the
Penobscot river.
An idea of the dimensions of the
business which is conducted by the
tirm may be had from the fact that according to the report of the State board
of assessors for the year 1903, the
number of ducks raised during the year
was 19,000, at a gross value of 65 cents
each, and a total value of $12,350.
There is uo other place in Maine where
ducks are raised in such numbers as on
the farm iu question.
The variety of ducks raised is the
White Pekin, and as might be expected incubators are used exclusively in
the process of propagatiou, and thus
the little fellows are hatched out by
of industrial and

however, of
those which are hatched during the
season are allowed to come to maturity,
as they are raised entirely for the market and are killed and shipped to Boston as soon as they reach the age of
Very

wholesale.

few,

about ten weeks.
Another peculiar feature in connection with the duck culture at the farm

naturally
turkey is with
the
ducks
Thanksgiving dinner,
raised there' have nothing to do with
water in
way except that which is
A NOTEWORTHY EVENT
Christmas, is being put in shape again. iurnishedany
them for drinking purposes
ashionable and commercial centres It was in litigation with the lire insurand this is kept in troughs with slats
ae opening of C. C. Shayne’s new
ance companies all summer, but was across them, so that the duck has no
ding on 4i'd street, devoted exclu- finally settled, as I understand, with chance to get in and have a swim, but
■!y to the manufacture and sale of about $175,000 loss. It will take all I has to be content with poking his head
between the slats. The farm on which
The public has not been slow to winter to make the
repairs. The out- the ducks are raised covers seven acres
reciate the fact that nowhere else side is
or thereabouts, and is located mainly
nearly completed.
Yinerica is there such a collection of
“The insurance companies have re- Uni a hillside, and in sight of Penobscot
of water is
bay, but although
s, including from the least expensive
fused to place more insurance on the within reach of the plenty
ducks,
they do not
|
of
the sable shoulder cape,
ade to that
buildings until a new electric system is I know what it is to eniov the swim that
price running up into thousands, put in, at a cost of from $20,000 to $80,- 'is one of the chief characteristics ot
their more fortunate kindred.
■ee styles of medium sized coats are
ooo, and some 30 or 40 electricians are j
Major 0. J. House, clerk at the buview—one a straight front and tight now at work and will he
all
employed
! lean, visited the farm during the past
k in Russian stylei a second, quite winter. Then
they are building a new | summer in order to procure the mart with a front that may he closed annex to the
hospital for an operating I teriai to be published in the report,
and will furnish a
very interesting
open, others loose and half-fitting room, etc., at a cost of about $15,000, so j
article.
House states that when
x
coats, without collar, all being they are laying out a lot of money 111is the farm Major
is viewed from the decks of
le of seal, broadtail Persian lamb or yt-ar; but as I learned from good author- the steamers, when coming up the
bay,
acul.
Lengths range from twenty- ity our income is $3,500,noo per year, and the spectacle is a remarkable one, and
the
ducks
are
so
on
thick
the hillsides
to forty-six inches.
last year the expenses were about $1,that one would almost get the idea
MINK. EKMi.NK. ALASKA SAULE.
500,000, they have quite a surplus to that the laud was covered with snow,
k lynx or baurn marten constitute work on.
with occasional patches of green grass
I3ut on
army of rlat boas and neck pieces,
”1 enclose Heard picture ol our church scattered through the fields.
at the farm the illusion is disomitting chinchilla, the loveliest of and music hail and also the marble arrivingand the
pelled
snowy apparition relurs.
For shoulder capes, cravats fountain with the bronze statue of solves itself into thousands ol
waddling,
i neck-pieces of various sizes, ermine Neptune in the centre. The church is quacking ducks, all white, and each so
hinchilla are in immense favor, as of marble, the front and columns of like the other that his own mother
would not know him, even had he been
.t few can afford file luxury of lludVermont marble, while the wainscothatched under the breast of the mother
and
doors
are
of
Italian
or
Russian
sable.
C
oi
marble
ting
Bay
apes
duck, instead of through the agency of
and the chancel, altar, etc., are of Mexi- an incubator.
two latter are superb, reaching to
When Major House was at the farm,
It was a most beautiful
shoulder tips and trimmed around can onyx.
the owners told him that the number
The
Music of ducks which would be raised this
Stole fronts of various building before the lire.
;th tails.
jtlis give finish to all shoulder capes Hail also lias a marble front.
year would be larger than that of any
“I also send you a birdseye view of previous year since the farm had been
considerable size, sometimes termiand that the grand total
the whole grounds from one of the lead- established,
nal in fringe tassels or tails.
would figure up something like 28,000
It
illustrated
of
New
York.
LONG GAHMENTS OF MINK.
ing
papers
or 30,000 birds.
At the price quoted
broadtail are very elegant, the form- is very accurate except in the number above, it will be seen that the latter
trimmed by jewelled buttons, which of buildings, which is given on the hack number would bring to the owners of
the farm the snug sum oi 810,500.
the-way are quite prominent tiiis as 30, but 1 easily counted 45 this mornA problem which has arisen, howsome.
and
have
missed
ing
They
may
Combinations
exist
ison.
ever, during the pastseasan, and which
only in
laid up it is thought may affect the future of
.h-grade furs, such as ermine and are all of brick and stone and
The grounds the farm, is the building of the Xortliadtail or seal, l’illow mutt's are the with Portland cement.
ern Maine Seaport Kailway the line of
across two
Ring shape, and litre handsome com- extend back from tlie water
which runs directly across the farm.
avenues and up to a third, and comIt is understood that the railroad comitions are very frequent.
Cloth
pany has offered to buy the farm, but
prise some 200,000 acres.”
,to coats are lined with cheap or exwhether the question will he settled in
sive fur, according to tlie means of
that way, or by the payment of land
CASTORIA.
Tto Kind You Have Always Bought
purchaser.
damages, lias not yet been ascertained.
Bears the
is that

although

ducks are as

associated with water

as

the

e

—Kennebec Journal.

Man’s Unreasonableness

Stated the Facts.

The editor of an Indiana paper betired of being called a liar so lie
announced that lie would tei! the truth
came

The first Issue therein the future.
after contained the following
“John Bonin, the laziest merchant in
town, made a trip to Bellvide,yester-

day.”

••John

Coyle,

grooeryman, is
doing a poor business. His store is
dirty, dusty and noxiously odoriferous.
How can he expect to do much?”
“Rev. Styx preached iast Saturday
night on ‘Charity.’ The sermon was

punk.”

“Have Sonkey died at Ids home in
this place. The doctor gave it out as
heart failure. The fact is, lie was
drunk, and whisky is what killed him.’’
“Married.—Miss Sylvia Rhodes and
James Conham, last Saturday evening
at the Raptist parsonage. The bride is
a very ordinary town girl who doesn’t
know any more than a jack rabbit
about cooking, and never helped her
mother three days in her life. She is
not a beauty by any means, and lias a
gait like a fat duck. The groom is well
He’s
known as an up-to-date ioafer.
been living off the old folks all Ids life
and don’t amount to shucks.
They
will have a hard life.”
The paper had no sooner reached the
public than a committee was sent to
him bearing a petition asking him to
continue in the good old way, and
stated that they believed him to be a
truthful and honest man.—Burlington

This handsome street costume, the
istration of which is

supplied by

The

•lineator, is of tobacco-brown breadth, the jacket of medium length,
sed with frogs and trimmed with
k and velvet.

The skirt is in three

with an inverted box plait at
back and two graduated circular

-ces
e

mnces.
HENRIETTAS FOR LITTLE GOWNS.

For

what

are

known

as

“Little

>wns,” to be worn indoors or coverwith long wraps when one journeys !
some informal dinner or lunch, hen•ttas are worn by the smartest dies- j

■

rs

in

New York.

rties that

are

At the week-end

still a

feature of all

nearby suburbs, women charm in
wns of rose, blue, lilac or soft neutral
:ts, many of them the work of some
tie dressmaker or maid, fashioned
:ter
"ire

simple models and often infinitely
becoming than the productions of

famous modistes.
Verona Clarke.
O. B. Burhana Testifies

Alter

Four Fears.

<1. B. Uurhans of Carlisle Center, N. Y.,
"iites:
“About four years ago I wrote
mi stating that I had been
entirely cured
a severe kidney trouble by taking less
tiian two bottles of Foley’s Kidney Cure,
ft entirely stopped the brick dust sediment,
<uid pain and symptoms of kidney disease
disappeared. I am glad to say that I have
'-ever had a return of any of those sympms duri ng the four years that have
elapsed
Mid lam evidently cured to stay cured,and
trtily recommend Foley's Kidney Cure
t" any one suffering from
kidney or bladder
'rouble.” R. II. lloody.
:

What’s in a Mame?

|

We have recently seen several mentions
the Maine papers of a locality in Mont>ille which is called “Muskingum.” Isn’t
that name a mistake? It used to be “Mush
Kingdom,” sometimes spoken of as “the
Kingdom.”—Watervllle Sentinel.
"i

our

often
Austin,

great as woman's. Hut Thus. 8.
Mgr. of tlie “Republican/* of
Leavenworth, Ind was not unreasonable,
as

when he refused to allow the doctors to
operate on Ins wife, for female trouble,
“Insteau," he says, “we concluded to try
Klectric Hitters.
M\ wife was then so
sick she could hardly leave her bed, and
live physicians had tailed to relieve her.
After taking Klectric Hitters, she was perfectly cured, and can now perform all her
household duties.” Guaranteed by R. 11.

Moody, druggist, price
BEWARE

THE

50c.

REGISTER DUST !

nave tne rurnace lines

neen

DEATH OP

GEORGE C. SHELDON.

The many friends of George C. Sheldon were grieved to learn of his death,
which occurred at 2 o’clock Wednesday
afternoon, Nov. 8th, after along illness
from liver trouble, at the former home
of Mrs. Sheldon in Sidney, where he
had been during the greater part of the
Mr. Sheldon had
fall.
summer and
been on a two weeks’ visit to his
mother in Morrill, and on returning to
Sidney last Friday took his bed, to
which he had since been confiued.

JOHNSONS I
Anodyne

George C. Sheldon was born in the
town of Waldo, in Waldo county, Sept.
1, 1S62, and was the son of Ephraim F.
and Helen M. (Whitney) Sheldon.
He
received his early education in the
schools of his native town, afterward
taking a course of study at the Castine

LINIMENT J3J

Normal school. Later, he entered the
Coburn Classical Institute, from which
he graduated in 188S. After graduating from the institute he entered Colby college and graduated in 1893. Deciding to adopt the practice of law as a
profession, he entered the law office of
Judge W. C. Philbrook of Waterville,
and in 1895 was admitted to the bar of
Somerset county. He then opened a
law office in the town of New Portland,
where, in addition to his practice, he
served as superintendent of schools in
1895 and 1896.
In 1897 he came to Augusta, and on
May 1st of that year opened an office in
the city. He succeeded in building up
a good business, and April 1, 1899, he
took a partner, M. E. Sawtelle, who
has since been associated with him
under the firm name of Sheldon & Saw
telle.
On July 5, 189;!, Mr. Sheldon was
united in marriage with Miss Alice M.
Sawtelle of Sidney, a sister of his law

ends

and it is necessary to repeat it now.
The dust of many months has fallen
or been blown into the registers and
lies there and in the flues waiting for
the first rise of the heat to bring it
forth into the living rooms. This dust
contains disease elements, chiefly diseases of the respiratory organs.
It is
very common to find Half a family sufa
soon
from
“cold”
after
the
fire
fering
lias been started in the furnace. This
affliction is attributed to the change in
temperature, or perhaps to the overheating of the rooms, but it is far more
likely to have resulted from the inhalaNews.
tion of the.dust from the pipes.
If it is impossible to clean the lines
A liquid cold cure and the only Cough
and registers, au excellent plan is to
moves
the
bowelsail
which
works
Syrup
start the furnace at a brisk pace and
cold out of the system—is Kennedy’s Laxa- then throw
open all the windows and
tive llouey and Tar. Clears the head and
djors for a few hours.
Waste the heatthroat and makes weak lungs strong. Host
for Cioup, Whooping Cough, etc. Children regardless of the coal cost. It is better
to burn a few pounds uf coal thus uselove it. Sold by 11. 11. Moody. *
lessly than to spend many times ttie
cost in doctor’s bills and lost wages, to
November in the Country.
say nothing of the suffering.
There is nothing more harmful to
Almost everybody who goes into the the health than dust accumulated from
in
Noor
indeed
else,
woods,
anywhere
all sources and blown directly into the
vember, carries a gun. Partridges are living rooms of a house, and there ina certainty, deer and bear are always
haled by all tiie occupants.
This dust
possible, and rumors of wildcats, loup- has come from the carpets, to which it
cerviers, and Canada lynxes are suf- lias been borne from the streets, by the
ficiently rife to thrill the blood of chil- shoes. It has blown in through windren and timid persons when they pass dows and doors all summer. Even the
through a patch of woods after dark. most careful housekeeper cannot preA foreigner might imagine that the vent the invasion, and unless the hotcountry was in a state of insurrection, air flues and registers are tightly coverfor iu almost every wagon that you ed so that the dust cannot enter them
meet a shotgun or a rifle is apparent. it is certain that autumn will find these
The rural mail-carrier brings back more recesses well lined with fine particles.
partridges than letters; the lawyer, on
So be wise in time and have the flues
his way home from court, stands up in and registers cleaned, or else let the
his buggy and shoots a plump bird with- first heat pass out of the open windows.
out disconcerting his well-trained steed; This may save dangerous cases of sicktwo or three shotguns nmy often be ness.—Washington,
D. C., Evening
seen outside the door of the district Star.

schoolhouse, resting against the. wall,
Bio false pretense has marked the cawhile their youthful owners are inside,
reer of Ely’s Cream Balm.
No idle promundergoing instruction in more peace- ises
of rewards for cases it will not cure.
ful arts. What would a city schoolBeing entirely harmless it is not responsimaster think if his lads of twelve and ble
like the catarrh snuffs and powders for
Fourteen came armed to school!—H. C. minds shattered
by cocaine. The great posMerwin in the November Atlantic.
itive virtue of Ely’s Cream Balm is that it
speedily and completely cures nasal catarrh
Pain may go by the name of rheumatism, and hay fever. Back of this statement is
seuralgia, lumbago, pleurisy. No matter the tesitmony of thousands and a reputawhat name the paiDS are called, Hollister’s tion of many
years' success. All druggists,
Rocky Mountain Tea will drive them away. 50c., or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren
15 cents Tea or Tablets.
H. H. Moody.
Street, New York.

at once, whether it’s inside

out.
This great National
doctor gets right down to the seat of the trouble, relieves the
inflammation and works the cure, because every element in the
formula is a soothing and healing one. A few drops on sugar will

|

or

and in most cases cure, a cough, cold, sore throat or tonsils.
It cures, cramps, croup, colic and diarrhoea.
An application on
strained muscles, or on cuts, wounds, contusions, chilblain or frost

relieve,

;

bite, takes

out all the

soreness

and the ache.

Any inflammation, within or without, is greatly benefited or
entirely cured by Johnson's Anodyne Liniment. When it
comes, pain goes.
cents a

25

bottle—three times

as

much for 50 cents.

HEAL&WOOD,

survives.

In 1901, Mr. Sheldon was
chosen a member of the common council. where he served two years, and was
then chosen a member of the board ot
alflpimpn sprvincr nnp vpur
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Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
S').00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale bv Lewis Sanborn,
GEO. F. EVANS.
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E Booth bv, Geu’l Pass, and Ticket Agent

an

vour

FALL SCHEDULE.

It will

-fOUR TRIES A

labor anrl

WRIGHT, Opera House Block.

WEEK-

Favorite
Remedy
2

steamers leave Beifn-t for Boston, via Camden
and Bock.ami Moi day-. W.due-day-. Thursdays
ami Satin days at
p.’m.
For Seal sport. Biiek-pm'. "•'lute: p.>rt 'Hampden on -ignal) aid Bancor Tuesday-. Wednesday s. Friday and Sm arda\ at ,’.U i.’in.-u upon
arrival of -i *am r :i ,,m is-toi,
■

KETI K\

A

thoroughly practical, helpful,
ful, entertaining Christmas gift to
member of

daughter.

Why Pay $35

ite home

scription

farmer’s

use-

When you

r<

a

newspaper, and a subfor the year 1906 for THE

Heavy <4'2r» ll**.
at

your Station,

A special contract enables
to furnish both of these

cultural family weekly, thoroughly up
to date iii everything which advances

scribed for separately the
i'™e*s.ou.

the interests ot the whole

rtTul!7'

household*

publican Journal Publish
Belfast, Me.

She two papers coming regularly
every week in 1906 will be a constant
reminder ot the giver and a Christmas
of the most substantial charact

on a

FARM FOR SALE.
undersigned
on

offers for sale the too acre
shore road half way between

and Searsport, Me., known as PENOBSCOT FARM. Buildings are in tirst-class condition; new barn 94x40 feet, tie-up for 20 cows;
running water in barn and house; new dairy
building 30x12; new carriage house 50x25; new ice
house, capacity 25 tons; new wood furnace In
house. House has 10 finished rooms. Telephone
connection and two mails daily. Property will
be divided to suit buyer, in case the whole is not
wanted. Apply to
Belfast

postal

to Geo. w.

Best,

TribuneFarmerotiice,New.

e

ZtSZ?*

^ continuously throughout the year

farm situated

buy

weekly

us

gift

can

First Class, Highest Grade.
iking RANGE, delivered

h

family

TRIBUNE FARV.EK. a
twenty-page high-class illustrated agr,

tf30

$4C

THE DIGHTON
A

any

NEW-YORK

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE

or

Cooking Range

will be a
for
the
1906
for THE
subscription
year
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL, your favor-

The

•.

FUEL) W. POTE. Agent.Beifast
CALVIN AUSTIN.
Vice President and (lea'i Manager, Boston

Christmas Presents every
week in 1906.

Crimes.

j

IM.,

Moml v- l uesday
1 !nusdayriUid Friday at 5 p. m
>m
1 a -uuy-.wmdi *■-.
Fr
Boeklaml.via •' tue.
about '• a" a. m.
days Fridays ami Sam,rday
From Bangor, \ :a t,llampd> a on -igna, Winter
port, Buck-port aim Sear-port Monday-. Wednesdays. Thursdays am! Saturdays at 11 a. m.
All cargo, except live stock, vu tin* steamers
of this company is insured again-: tire and marine risk.
From Boston

FOIl a

Hearts, Excuses

Dr. David Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY is not a disguised enemy of the human

[ i

n*
*'•

v

Good for every farmer’s

moody

A M

7 00

..

City Point.1IOO0
1U05
Belfast, arrive
1
Flag station

Good for every farmer.
Good for every farmer’s wife.
Good for every farmer’s son.

DR. KENNEDY’S

k. h.

S‘Un'|

Brooks.

104 CHRISTMAS
PRESENTS FOR S2.00

Ho not be deceived by counterfeits when
buy Witch Hazel Salve The name of
E. C. DeWitt & Co. is on every box of the
Piles in their worst form will
genuine.
soon pass away if you will
apply DeWitt’s
W itch Hazel Salve night and morning.
Rest for Cuts, Rums, Roils, Tetter, Eczema,
etc.
Sold by K. 11. Moody.

Blood. Bad Breath. Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache. IPs Rocky Mountain Tea in tabGenuine made by
let form, 35 cents a box.
Hollister Druo Company, Madison, Wie.

1 10
5 30
7 4iO

gladden your heart and home.

you

A Busy Medicine for Busy People.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A specific*for Constipation, Indigestion, Live
and Kidney Troubles. Pimples, Eczema, Impure

P M

E* n.
Boston »
W.D

Knox

Dinner if

in the kitchen.

f

sections will he discussed.

Becky Mountain Tea Nuggets

030

5 35
9 05

Atlantic Range

28, and Grange Hall, Thorndike, Wednesday, November 30, at 10.30 a. m. and 1.30 p.
in.
It is expected that Forrest Henry of
Dover, Minn., and Henry V. Dreser, who
are now doing such
acceptable institute
work in the State, will remain and address
these meetings. Some of our best Maine
speakers will also be present. Subjects of
special interest to the farmers’ in these

HOLLISTER'S

3 05

BELFAST.

Waterville

Belfast, Maine.

Grange Hall, Camden, Thursday,November

DRUGGIST

45

4 35
0 15
8 2*
0 10

P M

It is unnecssary to
worry about the

23, at 1.30 and 7.30 p. m.; Grange Hall,
South Hope, Friday, November 24, at 10.30
a. in. and 1.30 p. m.; Grange Hall, Lincolnville Center, Monday, November 27; Grange
Hall, South Montville, Tuesday, November

II.,MOODY,

4 0.
4 13

A M

Waldo

Safe and reliable, they
weakness, Increase vigor, banish pains.
No remedy equaJs DR.
MOTTS PENNYROYAL PILLS
[Sold by Druggists and Dr. Motts
Chemical Co., Cleveland Ohio.

20
25
35
47
9

A J4

Portland.-.10 35

stock ot finished work.

Bridge Street,

Dates and places for the farmers’ institutes to he held in Knox and Waldo
Counties have been assigned as follows:

R

WORK.

THE BEST OF WORK AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

Counties.

overcome

10

18
40

p-

3
13
18
3
13

V M

Portland
12 15
4 00
( E. D.
Boston, j w 0. 4 1,-,

you have

mott;s pennyroyal PILLS

4

..

OASTOniA.
jQ The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bean the

E^Dr.

25
30
40
52
04

Waterville..90S

York during the McK’nley and Roosevelt campaign in 1900, and also in the
same field during the Roosevelt and
Fairbanks campaign in 1904.—Kennebec Journal.
ArorsTA, Me., Nov. 12. The funeral
of George C. Sheldon was held at the
Unitarian church at 2.30 o’clock, this
afternoon. The services were conducted by the pastor of the church, Rev.
Edward G. Spencer. Asylum Lodge
Independent Order of Odd Fellows, attended in a body and the Ancient
Order United Workmen, the Sons of
Veterans, the Modern Woodmen of
America and the Kennebec Bar Association sent representatives. The interment was in Forest Grove cpmetery.

Williams’ Indian Pile
^Ointment will cure Blind,
“Bleeding and Itching
Piles. It absorbs the tumors,
allays the itching at once, acts
las a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams'Indian Pile Oint1
ment is prepared for Piles and Itc hing of he private parts. Every box is
warranted. By druggists, by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents and $1.00. WILLIAMS
MANUFACTURING CO.. Props.. Cleveland, Ohio.

1
tl
il
1
*2
2
2
2

.....

He was a strong worker for the party,
and did work on the stump in New

race; where it cannot help, it does not
harm. It is composed of vegetable ingredients and does not heat or inflame the
blood but cods and purifies it. In all cases
of Kidney troubles, Liver complaints, Constipation of the Bowels, and the delicate
derangements which afflict women, the action of Dr. Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY is beyond praise.
Thousands of
grateful people voluntarily testify to this,
in letters to Dr. Kennedy; and with a
warmth and fullness of words which mere
business certificates never possess.
It
makes no drunkards—excuses no crimes—
breaks no hearts. In its coming there is
hope, and in its wings there is healing.
We challenge a rri .l and are confident of
flie result. Your druggist has it. ONE
DOLLAR a Bottle. Bear in mind the
name and address : Dr. Dacid KENNEDY,
Rondout, New York.

PM

AM

religious preference lie was a Unitarian, and m politics a Republican.
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BELFAST,

7 20
depart
City Point.t7 25

In

110

follows:

Belfast,

Kennebec Bar Association.

Breaks

run as

FROM

Highland Lodge,
A. O. U. \\\, Asylum Lodge, I. O. O.
1-'., of the Royal Arcanum, and of the

Knox and

On am! after gift. 9, 1905, trains conuectu g
Burnham and Waterville with through trail s
or and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland aLd

it

j Boston, will

also a member of

in

I
j
j

Mr. Sheldon was a member of the
Sons of Veterans and past captain of
Henry G. Staples Camp of Augusta,
having been chosen captain in 1002. He

Farmers’ Institutes

I

I

cleaned

Have the registers been
examined and scoured? Have all the
accumulations of dust been removed?
If these precautions have not been
taken there is danger that sickness
may closely follow the starting of tires
in houses heated by the direct hot-air
system. This is an annual warning,
tliis autumn?

pain

family

partner, the union resulting in two
children, a daughter, Bertha S., who
died May 24, 1963, and one son, George
C. Sheldon, Jr., who, with the widow,

was

I

m

'°" *
It

Clapboards for Sale
PINE, BASS WOOD
Apply

and SPRUCE.

to

DIGHTON FURNACE GO.

void: n i;ri he.

Remington Typewriter.
■

allowed in
V

explaining this wonderful offer.
You don’t buy from an unknown firm—we’ve
been making stoves for 37 5ears.

MORSE, Liberty, Maine.

FOR SALE
(food

Iniestigatet'£; Before Buying
NO. DIGHTON, MASS.

L. C.

DANA LAWRENCE, Belfast, Me.

has all the latest attachments, for
or coal, with and without
llot
hot water attachment,
Water Tank (attached), etc.

wood

i

r

and

cheap.

Cash

or

tira

payment. Inquire of
ORKIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, Me.

Mrs. Susan (Dinsmore) Wescott, a graduate of
the New England Conservatory of Music and a
of Augusto Rotoli and 'Norman Wcl.eod,
Boston ami of OscarSaenger and Edward Kinney
of New York, will receive pupils In voice culture
at 13 Church street.
Belfast Nov. 2 *05.—4\v.

pupil

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Jliss Ida West spent
in Augusta.

Sunday

w

For Brea.kfa.st
Luncheon
or Tea

ith friends

Seh. Circle arrived Monday with grain
for Pike Bros.
Miss Maude B. Colcord returned to ti e
U. of M. Tuesday.
Charles F. Smith returned to his home in
Brockton Thursday.
Mrs. E. J. Cousins returned Monday from
visit to Saudypoint.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Pike returned front
Pawtucket, It. I., last week.

a

Eugene P. Carver, Esq., of Boston was
in town Thursday on business.
Rev. G. 11. Hamilton of Pittsfield visited
friends in town the past week.
Capt. P. B. Blanchard returned Saturday
from a business trip to Boston.

A

few, small biscuits

Royal Baking
small

The schools in town will ciose next Friday for a vacation of three weens.

Mix

N. C. Shute and wife returned Tuesday
from a visit to Boston and vicinity.

—

easily

small round

as

bake

and

as a

before the meal.

just

Serve hot.

Charles Hussey of Presque Isle was the
guest of David W. Nickels Friday.

Nothing

Miss Fannie Delano returned last week
from a visit w ith friends in Detroit.

better

for

a

light

dessert

than these little hot biscuits with butter

Mr. Seth Moore, the village blacksmith,
luis moved into the F. .1. Bailey house.

and

Miss Virginia Thompson of Trenton is
visiting her sister, Mrs. J. ( Nickels.

honey,
You

Frank Gross of Bangor was in town Saturday visiting his father, E. A. Gross.
Herbert N. Colcord left Friday fora tw<
weeks' hunting tripat Mooseliead Lake.

to

must use

get them

Jessie Nickerson left by train
Thursday for Washington and Philadelphia.

marmalade

jam.
Royal Baking
or

Powder

right.

Miss

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

Mrs. Josephine Rowell of Knox is the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Isaac Wallace.

CO., NEW YORK

^

Produce Market.

Apples p bu.,

dried, p lb,
Beans, pea,

50j£75|Hay p ton,

5|Hides p lb,

and

10.00@12.< 0
7a74
lo
80u90
8
40
(jo
64
io.oo

2.00 Lamb p tb,
2.50 Lamb Skins,
Yel’eyes,
20 Mutton p tb,
p tb,
Beef, sides, p tb,
6^8 Oats p bu., 32 ib,
Beef fore quarters,
•>!Potatoes p bu.,
6o!Bound Hog,
Barley pbu.,
13 Straw p ton,
Cheese p lb,
14 Turkey p lb,
Chicken p lb,
25@28
Calf Skins,per Ib.
13 Tallow p lb,
24a3
Duck p lb,
Ual5 Veal p lb,
8al0
32 Wool, unwashed.
33
Eggs p doz.,
12 Wood,hard,
Fowl p lb,
4.00jg)4.5i
lu Wood, soft.
Geese P lb,
3.00
Butter

—*
ability toTanticipate

judgment

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Prices Paid Producer.

them

napkin ring.

If you have been thinking of
afsack suit and a Winter
Overcoat for your
fall
clott.es’ needs, the two pictures will prove your good®

BELCAST l IlItK CC It KENT.

made with
Make

Powder.

SWAJNVILLE.
T. D. Nickerson shot a deer on the stage
road last Wednesday evening....E. B.
Greeley of Bar Harbor was the guest of his
mother, Mrs. Margaret Smart, last week_
Miss Nellie Rose left Saturday for Anson,
where she will teach this winter.
Miss
Rose taught the fall term there_Albert
Cunningham and his mother, Mrs. Emery
Cunningham, drove to Bangor last week_
The friends of the late Miss Minnie Ellis
wish to extend their sympathy to the bereaved father and sister... Miss Mary Cunningham died at her home Nov. nth, after
a long and painful illness.
The funeral
was held at her late residence Tuesday
afternoon. An obituary will appear later.

our

—

good

taste

>our wants with well made

j

stylish clothing.
There is a Kuppenheimer
label

—

guarantee

a

—

on

every'garment.
It’s

our

reputation

protection.^We

Retail Market.
Pet ail Price.
Beef, corned, p lb. &glO Lime p bbl.,
90@i.oo
Butter Salt, 14 tb, 18h:o Oat Meal p ib,
4
Corn p bu.,
71 Onions p ib,
3
Cracked Corn, p bu, 08 Oil, Kerosene,gal., 14®15
us Bollock >' t',
Corn Meal, p bu.,
5
Cheese, p lt»,
17«18 Bork p ib.
10
Cotton Seed, p cwt., L5d Blaster p bbl
1.13
Codfish dr\, p lb,
s«9 Rye Meal p ib,
3
1.10
Cranberries, p qt., 8^i(» Shorts p cwt.,
Clover Seed,
it; sugar p ib,
54
40
Flour, p bbl., 5.50a0.75 salt, T. I., p bu.,
H. G. Seed p bu.,
1.7' -sweet Botatoes,
3
ll 'Wheat Meal.
3a4
Lard, p lb,

carry

—

a

your

good

of Kuppenheimer clothes from $15.00 to
$20.00.
Other good makes in lower
priced clothes we carry also,
ranging in price from $3.00
to 15.00.
assortment

BOHN.
sion. The afternoon was spent partly in
open conference conducted by Her. T. I’.
Colby. In East Liberty, November 1, to Mr.
Williams, in which all were"free to take
and Mrs. Sewall Colby, a s««n.
part. Many helpful ideas were advanced
Gamage. In Rockland, November 3, to Mr.
FOIST OK BELFAST.
ness.
on the work of the Sunday school; how to
and Mrs. Irving A. Gamage. a son.—Hall Benton.
ARRIVED.
Mrs. E. L. Griffin and daughter Mabel make the school attractive; how to keep up
Gross. In Castine, November 5, to Mr. and
Nov. !). Schs. Susie P. Oliver, New York ; Mrs. John Gross, a daughter.
have taken rooms with Mrs. C. A. Webber tiie average attendance, etc. An interesting
Frej man.
In Thomaston, November 5, to
(taper was read by Mrs. (_'. \Y. Wallace on Lizzie May, Jonesport.
for the w inter.
The Main St. Clothiers,
the work of the primary superintendent.
Nov.
11.
Schs. Maria Webster, Seal Har- Cant, and Mrs. E. W. Freeman, a daughter.
Foote. In Sandypoint, November 9, to Rev.
Mr. Alexander Pennie of Somerville, Mrs. Wallace is herself a very able primary bor; Good
Intent, Rockland.
and Mrs. F A. Foote, a 0 a life liter.
Tailors
and Outfitters,
Mass., a former resident of Searsport, is in superintendent. Mr. Lufkin spoke on teachNov. 14. Sch. Circle, Searsport.
In Montville, November 8th, to
Jackson.
town for a few days.
er training, advising every school to put
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur T. Jackson, a daughter.—
SAILED.
Belfast.
Avis Mildred.
Mrs. Harriet Fowler, who has been visit- forth an effort to have a class specially titNov. 11. Sld, sch. Lizzie May, Jonesport.
themselves to be the coming teachers.
Marshall. In Deer Is»e, November 3, to Mr.
ing her brother, Mr. EliO. Colson, returned ting
Nov.
15.
Schs.
Susie
I’.
and
Mrs. John T. Marshall, a son.
an
talk
on
the
He
also
use
Oliver,
Bangor;
interesting
gave
to her home in Lowell, Mass., Saturday.
Scribner.
In Ellsworth, November 9, to Mr.
of the blackboard in the school, both by the Circle, Viualhaven.
and Mrs. Fred A. Scribner, a son.
Miss Helen Pike has closed her dress- teachers ill their classes and by the superAMERICAS PORTS.
In
Webb
Brooks.
November 9, to Mr. and
making appartmerits for the winter and intendent. Herbert Johnson's beautiful
New Y’ork, Nov. 7. Ar, sch. Lyman AL Mrs. Henry H. Webb, a daughter.
will continue the business at her home.
song, “0 may my walk be close witli God,”
Law, Fernandina ; 8, ar, sch. Allen Greene,
was sung by Mr. R. X. Torter. The
MARRIED.
bark Rose limes, Wilmington,
Capt. John W. Sweetser arrived Friday session opened with a praise serviceevening
COPYRIGHT 1905 BY
led by Frankfort; sell.
N. C.; sld,
Flora Rogers, Charleston;
from New York and has secured a position
Rev. T. P. Williams. I)r. T. X. Pearson of
THE HOUSE OF KUPPENHEIMER
at
Kidder’s
Co.
w ith the American Shipping
bark Skoda, Bahia; 9, ar, schs. Hugh KelIn Rockland, November
Clarke-LaMont.
COPYRIGHT
1905
BY
of
the
President
Morrill,
county organiza- ley, Bangor; Robert A. Snyder, High Island ; 6, William Henry Clarke and Miss Elizabeth
roiut.
tion, then spoke on what our county Sunday S.
HOUSE OF
G. Haskell, Fernandina; 10, sld,schooner LaMont, both of Castine.
Mr. Charles Blakely has been in the em- school association is seeking to do "for every
In Rockland. November 8,
Cousins-Kerr.
Georgia Gilkey, Humacoa, P. R.; ar, schs.
ploy of Mr. E. A. Sargent in the place of school in the county. Hr. Pearson spoke George Nebinger, South Amboy for Ban- John R. Cousins and Hannah J. Kerr, both of
Henry Tripp, who has been taking a vaca- feelingly and well on the needs of our coun- gor; 11, ar, selis. Holliswood, Warren, San Koekland.
Gori>on-CT nninoham. In Union, November
tion.
ty and told how impossible it was to reaeh Francisco
Jan.,20, San Pedro Alay 25, and 4, Eugene L. Gordon of Union and Myrtle Cun- >
all of the smaller schools without better
Kit
Hartford
Rio
Janeiro
Treat, district
Carson, Bangor; ningham of w ashington.
Sept. 17;
The remains of Capt.
organization. Last on the program 12, ar, sch. \Voodbury AL Snow, Bluehiil;
Gray-Pray.
In Rockland,
November 9,
<>
who died in Rockland Nov. Oth, were was an address
Mr. Lufkin, which was
an
by
on
Geo. Warren Gray of Castine ami Margaret B.
s
Bovs
brought here and interred in the village greatly enjoyed. It was both entertaining 13, ar, schooners John J. Hanson, Bangor; Pray of Rockland.
«
South
American
lor
Camden.
Team,
Amboy
cemetery.
Hamm-Dorr.
In Bucksport, November 1.
and instructive and very helpful to all inNov. 8. Ar, sch. Henry F. Kreger, Frank Percival Hamm of
Boston,
Chelsea, Mass., and <
During Baltimore;sld, schs. Edward H.
The offering at the Cong’! church next terested in Sunday school work.
Cole, Phila- Miss Mary Sherburne Dorr of Bucksport.
Sunday will be the annual Thanksgiving the evening solos were rendered by Mr. delphia and Santiago; Portland Packet, Isle
Knf.eland-Cvrtis. In Searspoit. November
No
<
and
Miss
Jennie
Williams
Curtis."
One
common sense
in
the
will
offering for purposes of benevolence
an llaut; 13, ar, schs. Thenline, St. Simons,
10, by Rev C w. Wallace, Henry w. Kneeland
great object of this meeting was to reorganA "
'J,°,"‘S 8uit or overroat for l^st local till; #100.00 in
and Miss Janie A. Curtis, both ofSearspo t.
community.
<
Philadelphia.
Ga.;
Daylight,
Cnl(l for the liest th rce (3 adds in tlie country. #50 fir-:
Prizes
ize the south Waldo district, which includes
McLellan-W'ilsun. In Port Clyde. Novem•*»
**0
Nov.
7.
•««„«!.
third.
Ar, ship Arthur ber 1. Charles E. McLellan and Miss Laura
Philadelphia,
The N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. are erecting the towns of Searsport, Belfast, Swanville,
CONTKST CONTINUES UNTIL. DEC. 13.
<
sch. Augusta W. Lillian Wilson, both of st.
poles to run two sets of wires from the Xorthport, Lineoliiville and Islesboro. At Sewall, Honolulu; 10, ar,
George.
in stonington, NovemPctnam-Barroi r.
central office in Searsport to the wharf at the close of the meeting the nominating Snow, New York; sld, sch. Marie Palmer,
<
W. Clark & Co. the Haiti St.
sell. James W. Paul, Jr., ber 5, Judson Putnam of South Thomaston, and
Tailors & Outfitters.
Kidder’s Point.
committee brought in the following names Hyannis; 11, ar,
Bangor; cld, sch. Alaine, Norfolk; 12, ar, Mabe daughter of Mr. and Airs, sterling Barofficers:
as
district
F.
L.
RobPresident,
is
in
town
Burton M. Packard of Sebec
Flora Rogers, New York; 13, ar, sch. bour of West stonington.
sch!
Belfast; secretary and Treasurer,
Walsh Walsh.
In Rockland, November 3,
and is to be general manager of the board- ertson,
Gen. Adelbert Ames, Wilmington, N. C.
Miss I.ula Marks, Searsport; Executive
Frank a. Walsh and Ann Allen Walsh, both of
ing house of the American Shipping Co., at
Portland, Nov. 9. Ar, sch. Sedgwick, Sa- Rockland
R.
X.
Miss
.McPorter,
oinmittee,
Mary
Kidder’s Point.
sells. W. G. Schuster. BrunsYKRRii.i.-MorLToN. In Bangor. November 8,
Clure, Searsport; Mrs. M. L. Park, [’ark; vannah; cld,
wick, Georgia; Savannah, in tow, Stockton Henry K. Verrill and Miss Annie T. Moulton,
Mrs. II. M. Prentiss, Mrs. Mary Whitmore,
The supper and entertainment given by
ST~
of Stockton Springs.
sell.
Gov.
both
coal
10,
ar,
Ames,
port.
the Christian Endeavor Society Friday Belfast; superintendent of primary work, Springs; Nov. 9.
Bangor,
Ar, sch. Horace A. Stone,
®e«®«*'«ess®s«®5sss»)**®s®s»»s •••es»s».?s*.»
evening at the upper Conference room was Miss .Maude FI. Mathews, Belfast.
DIED.
Sandypoint, to load ice for Philadelphia;
a success socially and financially.
C.ai'tiiieii nv the Japs.
Following .-id, schs. Celia F., New Y'ork ; Telumah,
Hrrton.
in- North Orland, November 12,
c.
Ralph Bryant of Moulton, freight ! are extracts from a leltei Horn Capt. Clifton do.; 10, ar, selis. ilattle II. Barbour, Port
clerk for the N. M. >. R. R. Co. at Mack’s Curtis, whose ship, the Baracouta, was Johnson; Eagle, Boston; sld, sells. Willis A Fli-ha Burton, aged 8*'. years.
Bl\«'kstonE•
In
Montville. November 8,
Guy, Elizabethport; Annie P. Chase, New
point, has rented the Dr. Larrabee house captured by the Japanese.
A., wife of Fred Rlaekstone, aged 4b
(• ----and arrived with his family and household
Yokohama, Sept, -jh, 1‘Jii.i: My ship was York; 11, ar, sells. Jennie French Potter, Georgia
years.
•'(9,
captured by the Japanese on the Will, at Newport News; Andrew Nebinger, Perth
n ki.in.
In Tle-maston, Novemher 4, Carrie
goods last week.
North Bay, Laghahn Island, when 1 was Amboy; John Douglass, do; David Faust E. H klin. aged 23 years. I niontli. 15 days.
of
the
The ladies
THE LATEST
Congregational society within To miles of my destination, Xichol- and Mary Farrow, Boston; sld, selis. Alice
In Koekport, November 7, John
g
Bi /./.Ei.i..
will hold their annual business meeting asvsk. After
•
examining my papers they E. Clark and Mary E. Palmer, Newport Buzzell, aged 79 years.
•)
(
NNiMiHAM.
In Swanville, November li,
Tuesday, Nov. Jlst, at 1 o’clock in the social ptr. a prize crew on hoard from one of their News; 12, ar, sell. Puritan, Boston ; 13, ar,
A
full
attendance
is
Miss Mary Cunningham.
-AT A FINE LINE OFvestn.
"1
the
room
-hips and I was instiucted to navigate my schs. Jacob Al. Haskell, Newport News;
In Rockland, November 6, AraDaooktt.
urgent?> requested.
ship to Yokosuka, one ol their naval sta- stony Brook, Boston ; sld, sch. A. F. Kind- mamla Daggett, aged 84 years, t; months. 4 da\s. ;
Daniels. In Newton, Mass., November 11.
Da\!d C. Reid of Boston, General Man- lions, situated fitteen miles from here, berg, New Y’ork; 14, ar, sell. Gov. Powers,
where 1 arrived the ibid. Tile lieutenant in Newport News; sailed, sell. Alary Farrow, Melton W liittemore Danieh, aged 11 years and s
:
ager' of tlit* A me. ic m Shipping Co. of Sears- I command
months.
was a gentlemanly fellow,
and Boston.
•
(•
poit. was iii town Tuesday and Wednesday
In
Elms.
Waldo.
November
Minnie
*
11,
.\ov.
in.
the
time
sens,
rnmeas
May,
and
crew
11.
were
castine,
Ar,
myself
of last week and was the guest of Capt. during
daughter of Alvin Ellis, aged 38 years, 6 months
I
of
with
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OFwar
rve
weie
used
with
Sarah
L.
the
Boston,
prisoners
Gay.
general
Amos
Nichols.
cargo;
Mrs.
(.
and
and 26 days.
kindest consideration.
Consequently 1 Davis, New York.
Foster. In Ash Point. October 23, Steve K.
Dr. H. 11. Seilers, Miss Vida Thompson have nothing but kind words to express of
Bucksport, Nov. in. Ar, sch. William Foster, aged 25 years.
Old
and Plain Letters.
and Miss Sara Grinned united with the tiie .laps. After holding us on board six Mathewson, South Amboy; sld, sell. M. li.
In ‘North Bucksport, November 4.
Minks.
*
c«
W inslow G Hinks, aged 65 years.
Congregational church Sunday, and Mrs. days at Yokosuka and going through the pros Stetson, Nflil.
Howe.
In
W. E. Gtinned by letter from the Cong'l ceedings of the prize court there, they libNovember
Mrs.
R.
Camden,
1.
C.
10.
Nov.
sch.
T.
Alice
Camden,
Sailed,
•>
Howe, aged 86 years, 11 months, 5 days.
church in llarwiehport, Mass.
erated us all yesterday morning and sent Boardman, New York.
DO FIRST-CLASS
Lkaoh
In Brooksville, October 31, David
us here to Y'okohaina iu one of their steam•
Stockton springs, Nov. 11. Ar, sch. SaC
Mrs. J. 11. Parks has gone to Greenville
Leach, aged 71 years. 3 months, 9 days.
•
ers and where we are now under the PaciSavannah
via
Portland.
I
HAVE
A
1
ALSO
FINE LINE OF
&
vannah,
Lonofki.i.ow.
In Montville, November 3d,
Ami engrave all goods purchased of
is hut
rivn.v
to spend the winter with her son, Fred C.
fic
Co.’s
Nov.
10.
who
sch.
K.
has
loBath,
Hollis
Ar,
about
74
Agency,
lienry
Tilton,
comfortably
Longfellow,
aged
years.
Her house has been rented by
cannot kngkavk goods hoi (in r ki>e:\vhe:i:k,
Park.
9
|
cated all hands.
WOodakd. In Dixmont. November 11. Mrs.
Probably the crew will he New York.
•’
harles Bonder and family of Moulton.
as we have all that it is possible to do arising from oar
(•
sent Inmie at tiie earliest opportunity, hut
Kernandina, Fla., Nov. 7. Ar, sch. Lizzie Jennie Merrill Woodaid, aged 54 years, 5 months.
*•
Mr. Boulier is an official on the N. M. S. R.
•)
Miners. In Bucksport, oil November 12, EdI shall have to remain here myself a month B. Willey, Boston; 8, sailed, bark Maunie
•)
-WE ALSO ADVISE(9
R.
ward Miners, aged 84 years.
or more, until tiie final decision of tiie
•)
prize Swan, New York.
•)
Pendleton, In Prospect, November 9, George
•>
of
i
file
court
at
Nov.
is
8.
Tokio
early purchase
goods requiring engraving.
Savannah,
Sld, sells. Arthur \T. S. Pendleton, aged about su years.
given. The State departAt the annual election of officers of the i
!
•
ment
Porto
have
William
instiucted
the
li.
American
minis2
Redman.
In
Woodruff,
South
liico;
Sumner,
Brooksville, October 31,
•»
sophomore class of Georgetown University ter to
#!
and
Salted
Peanuts
a
Penny Candy
get my ship liberated, if possible, Belfast; Harold C. Beecher, Guantanamo : Joseph Atwood Redman, aged 65 years, 3
Clifton F. Woods of Dorchester, Mass., was I
6
mont
hut
1
is,
do
Ruth
H.
not think lie can succeed.
days.
Cobb, New York; !>, sld, sch. Jose
My diselected secretary. Mr. Woods is well and
Randall.
In Montville,
November 6th, specialty. New Nuts just received of all
was keen when I got so near
Olaverri, New Y’ork.
:
favorably known here, as he spends his appointment
Willis R. Randall, aged about 44 years.
my port of destination and then ivas capBrunswick, Ga., Nov. 11. Ar, sch. Frank
summer vacations with relatives in town.
In
Treat.
Rockland, November 6, Hartwell kinds. Soft Drinks, Tobacco, Cigars, and
•)
tured, as 1 was beginning to feel that 1 was Barnet, Boston.
69 years, 7 months, 6 days. Remains
Treat,
aged
re
have
we
liavemade
Is
ami
(•
arrangements
practically complete
At a special meeting of the trustees of the
the largest line of Pipes in the city. I
to escape the little “brown men.” Itut such
Port Reading, N. J., Nov. 11. Cld, sch. taken to Searsport for burial.
•
a clerk at leisure to just SHOW goods fur the next few weeks.
Ti ttle.
In Beverly, Mass., November 4.
Searsport Savings Bank, held November8th/ are the fortunes of war. 1 am pleasantly Lizzie Lane, Closson, Stockton Springs.
This is the only way to give the public any idea of Hie amount -f
•)
also
a
iine
at
of
Frances
carry
T.
large
Stationery
James P. Nichols was elected treasurer. situated here, the weather is beautiful, the
wile
of
Fred
A.
for(Hart),
Tuttle,
(m
new amt Love! goods just received by us. as well as everything of
Portsmouth, N. 1L, Nov. 10. Cleared, sch,
merly of fct. George, aged 34 years, 8 days. ReThis bank will shortly have separate ac- climate is gland. It is ”7 years since I was Young Brothers, Newport News.
the very latest in
•1
lowest
mains
to
prices.
Rockland
for
brought
burial.
the
commodations in
Searsport National here in the ship Resolute and tiie changes
Jacksonville, Nov. 10. Cld, sch. Sallie
Wii kens.
In Brockton, Mass.. October 28,
(•
Bank building. By this change the deposits and improvements about the city and har- l’On, Baltimore.
Watches, Plain for a Monogram or Engraved, Clocks in Oynx.
Carrie Wilkens. formerly of Brooksville, aged 47
of the Savings Bank will not be limited as bor are. marvelous. I met Harry Blake as
(•
Galveston, Nov. 13. Ar, sch. John E. years, 10 months, in days. Burial at BrooksMarble, Iron, China, Gold, Silver, Bronze, black Wood and
FORGET
THE
PLACE.
I®-DON’T
heretofore.
soon as 1 arrived, and was invited to Liflin
ville.
Develin, Philadelphia.
c*
Diamond
ROYAL
,*
COPPER,
Bracelets,
Rings,
Chains,
Fobs,
for today, hut could not go as there was
Next Door to the Windsor Hotel.
Passed out,
Tatoosh, Wash., Nov. 4.
®
Mr. Henry N. Kneelaml and Miss .Janie business to attend to. I shall
Silver Tea Sets, everything that can be invented in
accept the ships Joseph B. Thomas, Port Gamble foi
Rings,
\V.
Walmarried
Rev.
C.
were
Curtis
A.
b>
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SHIP NEWS.

Hon. J. S. Har Jinan, collector of customs
of Belfast, was ill town Thursday on busi-
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“COLD BOND”

$200 BATS
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“Gold Bond Hats
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